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(N)-association A cooperative relationship among (N)-entity-invocations. [A30X0G3]

(N)-entity An active element within an (N)-subsystem embodying a set of
capabilities defined for the (N)-layer that corresponds to a specific (N)-
entity-type (without any extra capabilities being used).

[A30X0G3]

(N)-entity-invocation A specific utilization of part or all of the capabilities of a given (N)-entity
(without any extra capabilities being used) [].

[A30X0G3]

(N)-entity-type A description of a class of (N)-entities in terms of a set of capabilities
defined for the (N)-layer [].

[A30X0G3]

(N)-function A part of the activity of (N)-entities. [A30X0G3]

(N)-layer A subdivision of the OSI architecture, constituted by subsystems of the [A30X0G3]
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(N)-layer A subdivision of the OSI architecture, constituted by subsystems of the
same rank (N) [].

[A30X0G3]

(N)-layer management Functions related to the management of the (N)-layer partly performed
in the (N)-layer itself according to the (N)-protocol of the layer (activities
such as activation and error control) and partly performed as a subset
of systems management.

[A30X0G3]

(N)-layer operation The monitoring and control of a single instance of communication. [A30X0G3]

(N)-protocol A set of rules and formats (semantic and syntactic) which determines
the communication behavior of (N)-entities in the performance of (N)-
functions.

[A30X0G3]

(N)-protocol-control-information Information exchanged between (N)-entities, using an (N-1)-
connection, to coordinate their joint operation [].

[A30X0G3]

(N)-protocol-data-unit A unit of data specified in an (N)-protocol and consisting of (N)-
protocol-control-information and possibly (N)-user data.

[A30X0G3]

(N)-service A capability of the (N)-layer and the layers beneath it, which is provided
to (N+1)-entities at the boundary between the (N)-layer and the (N+1)-
layer.

[A30X0G3]

(N)-service-access-point the point at which (N)-services are provided by an (N)-entity to an (N+2)-
entity.

[A30X0G3]

(N)-service-data-unit an amount of information whose identity is preserved when transferred
between peer-(N+1)-entities and which is not interpreted by the
supporting (N)-entities.

[A30X0G3]

(N)-service-user The user of the service provided by the (N)-service-provider []. [A30X0G3]

(N)-subsystem An element in hierarchical division of an open system which interacts
directly only with elements in the next higher division or the next lower
division of that open system.

[A30X0G3]

(N)-user-data The data transferred between (N)-entities on behalf on the (N+1)
entities for whom the (N)-entities are providing services [].

[A30X0G3]

8473:00:00 ISO 8473 NETWORK LAYER PROTOCOL

9/7 DWT A DWT using a 9-tap filter to obtain low-pass wavelet coefficients and a
7-tap filter to obtain high-pass wavelet coefficients. Two different
specific 9/7 Discrete Wavelet Transforms are recommended: 9/7 Float

[122X0B1C2]
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specific 9/7 Discrete Wavelet Transforms are recommended: 9/7 Float
DWT for lossy compression and 9/7 Integer DWT for lossless
compression.

9/7 Float DWT Three-level 9/7 DWT whose filter coefficients are specified real
numbers. Implemented using float arithmetic. Cf. equation (3) and table
3-1.

[122X0B1C2]

9/7 Integer DWT Three-level 9/7 DWT whose filter coefficients are specified rational
numbers. Implemented using integer arithmetic. Cf. equations (5) and
(6).

[122X0B1C2]

A ACCEPTANCE CHECK MODE

abstract binding When two abstract ports of the same type have an association
established between them such that an abstract service can be
provided, the two ports are said to be bound. The act of establishing
such an association is called abstract binding [].

[A30X0G3]

abstract syntax The specification of Application Layer data or application-protocol-
control-information by using notation rules which are independent of
the encoding techniques used to represent them. [5]

abstract syntax The specification of Application Layer data or application-protocol-
control-information by using notation rules which are independent of
the encoding techniques used to represent them [].

[A30X0G3]

abstract transfer syntax Telecommand. A formal logical notation used within the application
process layer to express a user command request [].

[A30X0G3]

ABSTRACT TRANSFER SYNTAX A formal logical notation used within the Application Process layer to
express a user command request.

Example: a user request might take the form of "Request #426/34: turn
on Spectrometer Scanner Motor #5 at perigee on Orbit-426, providing
that Baseplate Temperature does not exceed 42-degrees Centigrade".
The Abstract Transfer Syntax might define the command to lower layers
of the Telecommand System as follows: "::Spacecraft(82):: Session(2187)::
Day(234):: Window(17:00-18:30):: File(O426):: Contingency(A56)::
COP(2/VC-34):: Instrument(10):: SM5ON(Temp<42):: Powermargin(10w)::
UserID(426/34)::"

abstract-association The relationship that exists between two abstract-ports that are bound
to each other [].

[A30X0G3]

abstract-bind-operation A task whose successful performance binds one or more pairs of [A30X0G3]
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abstract-bind-operation A task whose successful performance binds one or more pairs of
abstract-ports.

[A30X0G3]

abstract-error A predefined condition that, upon occurrence during an attempted
invocation of an abstract-operation, causes that abstract-operation to
fail [].

[A30X0G3]

abstract-model The macroscopic level of ASDC, composed of abstract-objects, abstract-
ports, and abstract-services.

[A30X0G3]

abstract-object A functional entity (e.g., a system) that interacts with one or more other
abstract-objects to provide abstract-services to, and/or use the
abstract-services of, those abstract-objects.

[A30X0G3]

abstract-operation A task whose performance provides all or part of an abstract-service.
An abstract-operation is invoked by an abstract-object and performed
by another abstract-object via the abstract-association that exists
between them.

[A30X0G3]

abstract-port A point at which an abstract-object interacts with another abstract-
object, via an abstract-port of the same type on the other abstract-
object [].

[A30X0G3]

abstract-port-type The common identifier for a collection of abstract-ports that perform
the same set of abstract-operations. There are two varieties of
abstract-port-types, symmetric and asymmetric.

[A30X0G3]

abstract-refinement The process of modeling a system as one or a few high-level abstract-
objects and successively decomposing each of those abstract-objects
into lower-level component-abstract-objects [].

[A30X0G3]

abstract-service A set of capabilities that one abstract-object offers to another by
means of one or more of its abstract-ports.

[A30X0G3]

abstract-service-provider An abstract-object that offers an abstract-service to another abstract-
object.

[A30X0G3]

abstract-service-user An abstract-object that uses an abstract-service of another abstract-
object [].

[A30X0G3]

abstract-unbind-operation A task whose performance unbinds two abstract-objects. [A30X0G3]

AC coefficient any wavelet coefficient from any subband except LL3. [122X0B1C2]

ACCEPT Within the Transfer layer, recognition by the receiving end that a TC
Frame has passed the validation and acceptance test criteria as
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Frame has passed the validation and acceptance test criteria as
programmed into the Frame Acceptance and Reporting Mechanism

acceptance Telecommand. Within the transfer layer, recognition by the receiving
end that a TC frame has passed the validation and acceptance test
criteria as programmed into the frame acceptance and reporting
mechanism [][].

[A30X0G3]

acceptor In a particular instance of OSI-service-procedure, an OSI-service-user
that receives a deliver primitive and as a result may issue one or more
submit primitives.

[A30X0G3]

Access The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions which make the
archival information holdings and related services visible to Consumers.

[651X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]

Access Aid A software program or document that allow Consumers to locate,
analyze, and order Archival Information Packages of interest.

[650X0B1E1]

Access Collection A collection of AIPs that is defined by a Collection Description but for
which there is no Packaging Information for the collection in Archival
Storage.

[650X0B1E1]

Access Method A method for retrieving an Archival Information Package based on its
name or identifier, which is available to authorized users.

[650X0B1E1]

Access Software A type of software that presents part of or all of the information
content of an Information Object in forms understandable to humans
or systems.

[650X0B1E1]

ACCURACY Generally equivalent to systematic uncertainty of a measured value

ACCURACY Closeness of the agreement between the result of a measurement and
a true value of the measurand. Accuracy is generally characterized by
the overall uncertainty of a measured value. (See also ‘uncertainty’.)

[301X0B4]

ACK Positive Acknowledgement [727X0B4]

ACK Acknowledgment [714X0B2]

ACM Adaptive Coding and Modulation [131X2O1]

Acq Acquisition [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

acquisition sequence Telecommand. A specific high transition density bit pattern transmitted [A30X0G3]
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to permit the receiving end to acquire symbol synchronization [].

Acquisition Sequence A specific high transition density bit pattern transmitted to permit the
receiving end to acquire symbol synchronization

AD Acceptance Check (Bypass Flag = 0) and Data (Control Command Flag =
0)

[232X1B2]

adaptive entropy coder An Entropy Coder codes the source samples with uniquely decodable
codewords that, upon decoding, reconstruct the source samples. With
an adaptive entropy coder, the average codeword length also follows
closely the information content of the source [].

[A30X0G3]

adaptive entropy coder An entropy coder codes the source samples with uniquely decodable
codewords that, upon decoding, reconstruct the source samples. With
an Adaptive Entropy Coder, the average codeword length also follows
closely the information content of the source

Address Family An address family specifies the structural rules required to interpret the
internal fields of an address. The SCPS Network supports three address
families: the SCPS address family, the Internet Protocol (IP) address
family, and the Internet Protocol version Six (IPv6) address family.

[714X0B2]

Address Type An address type defines the meaning that the addresses have (that is,
whether they identify end systems or a path between end systems), the
number of addresses that appear in a SCPS Network Protocol header
(two addresses if the addresses identify end systems, only one if the
address identifies a path between end systems), and the address family
that is valid for the addresses.

[714X0B2]

Adhoc Order A request that is generated by a Consumer for information the OAIS has
indicated is currently available.

[650X0B1E1]

ADI Obsolete. Authority and Data Descriptive Record Identifier []. [A30X0G3]

ADI Authority and Data Descriptive Record Identifier

ADID Authority and Description IDentifier [644X0B3]
[647X3B1]
[622X0B1]
[620X0B2]
[630X0B1]
[647X1B1]
[632X0B1]
[647X2B1]
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[647X2B1]

ADID See Authority and Description Identifier. [A30X0G3]

ADID Authority and Description Identifier: The concatenation of the Control
Authority Identifier (CAID) and the Data Description Identifier (DDID)

ADID in the context of EAST, an ADID is an identifier of the EAST
recommendation within the CCSDS organization.

ADM Attitude Data Message [503X0B1C1]
[504X0B1]

Administration The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions needed to
control the operation of the other OAIS functional entities on a day-to-
day basis.

[650X0B1E1]

ADU Application Data Unit [][]. [A30X0G3]

ADU Application Data Unit [620X0B2]

ADVANCED ORBITING SYSTEM Those systems, located in space and on the ground, which support Earth
orbiting missions involving manned space stations, manned and
unmanned platforms, and space transportation systems.

advanced orbiting systems (AOS) Those systems, located in space and on ground, that support earth
orbiting missions involving manned space stations, manned and
unmanned platforms, and space transportation systems [][][][][][][][][].

[A30X0G3]

AE application-entity

AE-invocation A specific utilization of part or all of the capabilities of a given
application-entity in support of the communications requirements of an
application-process-invocation.
NOTE – This is a specific use of the ASO-invocation concept.

AE-invocation A specific utilization of part or all of the capabilities of a given
application-entity in support of the communications requirements of an
application-process-invocation [].

NOTE ! This is a specific use of the ASO-invocation concept.

[A30X0G3]

AEM Attitude Ephemeris Message [504X0B1]
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AGC Automatic Gain Control [401X0B20EC3]

AGENCY A national or international space organization which is a Member or
Observer of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems

agency A national or international space organization that is a Member or
Observer of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems.

[A30X0G3]

aggregation block A named collection of assignment statements and/or other
aggregation blocks [][].

[A30X0G3]
[641X0B2]

Aggregation Block A named set sequence of assignment statements and/or other
aggregation blocks

agreement phase Phase during which the agencies agree on the objectives of the service
managerial interfaces, legal and financial responsibilities, etc. This
phase is not anticipated to be automated via a distributed application;
rather, this phase will be implemented through human interactions [].

[A30X0G3]

AH Authentication Header

AIC Archival Information Collection [650X0B1E1]

AIP Archival Information Package [651X0M1]
[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

AIP Archival Information Package: An Information Package, consisting of the
Content Information and the associated Preservation Description
Information (PDI), which is preserved within an OAIS.

AIST Advanced Information Systems Technology

AIU Archival Information Unit [650X0B1E1]

ALC automatic level control [414X1B1]

ALP Application Layer Protocol [714X0B2]

Alphanumeric character set The set of characters comprised of the digits 0 through 9 and the letters
a-z or A‑Z.

[641X0B2]

alphanumeric character set The set of characters comprising the digits 0 through 9 and the letters [A30X0G3]
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alphanumeric character set The set of characters comprising the digits 0 through 9 and the letters
a-z or A-Z [][]. ANSI. A character set that contains both letters and
digits, special characters and the space character [X3.1772].

[A30X0G3]

Alphanumeric character set The set of characters comprised of the digits 0 through 9 and the letters
a-z or A‑Z

AM Amplitude Modulation [401X0B20EC3]

AM/AM Amplitude-dependent amplitude distortion

AM/PM Amplitude-dependent phase distortion

AMBIGUITY PERIOD The interval between successive recurrences of the same time code. [301X0B4]

AMBIGUITY PERIOD The interval between successive recurrences of the same time code

American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII)

A 7-bit code also known as USA Standard Code for Information
Interchange (USASCII) [][][]; ASCII is commonly embedded in an eight-
bit field in which the highest order bit (written as the left‑most) is either
used as a parity bit or set equal to zero; the 7-bit code consists of two
character sets: a Control (C) set and a Graphics (G) set. The control set,
occupying positions 0/0 (0 hex) through 1/15 (lF hex), is described in
ANSI 3.4-1986 and in ISO 646:1983. The graphics set, occupying
positions 2/0 (20 hex) through 7/14 (7E hex), is described in ANSI 3.4-
1986; and as the G0 set of ISO 88591:1987 plus space. The graphics set
is also the same as the IRV version of ISO 646, with the exception of
positions 2/4 (24 hex) and 7/14 (7E hex), which contain dollar ($) and
tilde (~), respectively, in the ASCII set, and currency and overscore in
ISO 646. ANSI. The standard code, using a coded character set
consisting of 7-bit coded characters (8-bits including parity check), that
is used for information interchange among data processing systems,
data communication systems, and associated equipment. The ASCII set
consists of control characters and graphic characters [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

AMS CCSDS Asynchronous Message Service [520X1M1]
[521X0B1]

annotation The extension of the Space Link services requires that information be
added to the SL data units. The process of adding information to the
Space Link data is called annotation [].

[A30X0G3]

Annotation The extension of the Space Link services requires that information be
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Annotation The extension of the Space Link services requires that information be
added to the Space Link data units. The process of adding information
to the Space Link data is called annotation

ANSI American National Standards Institution [620X0B2]

ANSI American National Standards Institute [311X0M1]

ANSI American National Standards Institute [][][]. [A30X0G3]

ANSLEP APPLY_NEW_SPACE_LINK_EVENTS_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

ANT APPLY_NEW_TRAJECTORY [910X11B1EC1]

AOS Advance Orbiting Systems [727X0B4]

AOS Advanced Orbiting System [910X4B2E1]
[732X0B2]

AOS Advanced Orbiting System. [A30X0G3]

AOS Advanced Orbiting Systems [311X0M1]
[133X1B2]
[131X2O1]

aperiodic Not occurring at a constant rate (see constant rate: periodic) []. [A30X0G3]

aperiodic not periodic (see below). [732X0B2]

API Application Program Interface [714X0B2]
[311X0M1]

API Application Programming Interface [521X0B1]
[520X1M1]

APID Application Process Identifier [910X4B2E1]
[133X0B1C1]
[133X1B2]
[727X0B4]
[132X0B1]
[732X0B2]
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APID Application Process Identifier. [A30X0G3]

APID APPLICATION PROCESS IDENTIFIER: An 11-bit field within the Primary
Header of a Version-1 CCSDS Packet, which identifies a particular User
Application within a local naming domain

APID qualifier AOS. A path service mechanism for supplementing the application
process ID in the header of a version-1 CCSDS packet so that it may be
locally discriminated from other CCSDS packets bearing the same APID
[].

[A30X0G3]

APID QUALIFIER A Path service mechanism for supplementing the Application Process ID
in the header of a Version-1 CCSDS Packet so that it may be locally
discriminated from other CCSDS Packets bearing the same APID

APL Applied Physics Laboratory (at Johns Hopkins University)

APM Attitude Parameter Message [504X0B1]

application process AOS, Telecommand, Telemetry. A process that provides the facilities and
interfaces whereby a user directs a receiving element in space.
Application processes exist at both ends of the telecommand system.
At the sending end, application processes formulate command
directives in response to requests for command submitted by a user.
Other application processes integrate, aggregate, assemble, validate
and "name" sets of command directives for delivery to the spacecraft in
order to execute desired mission sequences. Application processes also
direct and monitor the end-to-end process of delivering and executing
the commands, including the selection of recovery strategies in case of
abnormal performance by lower layers of the system. At the receiving
end, application processes execute and confirm the spacecraft actions
specified by the command directives [][]. An element within a real open
system which performs the information processing for a particular
application [].

[A30X0G3]

APPLICATION PROCESS Application Processes provide the facilities and interfaces whereby
which a user directs a receiving element in space. Application Processes
exist at both ends of the Telecommand System.

At the sending end, Application Processes formulate Command
Directives in response to requests for commands submitted by a user.
Other Application Processes integrate, aggregate, assemble, validate
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Other Application Processes integrate, aggregate, assemble, validate
and "name" sets of Command Directives for delivery to the spacecraft in
order to execute desired mission sequences. Application Processes also
direct and monitor the end-to-end process of delivering and executing
the commands, including the selection of recovery strategies in case of
abnormal performance by lower layers of the system. At the receiving
end, Application Processes execute and confirm the spacecraft actions
specified by the Command Directives

application process identifier Telecommand, Telemetry and AOS. A bit pattern in the appropriate
header which identifies the application process [][][].

[A30X0G3]

application process layer Telecommand and Telemetry. The upper layer of the TC/TLM system. It
contains the application processes that support spacecraft
commanding/telemetering at the sending and receiving ends, and
includes the data formats and protocols that are used to exchange
information. The layer translates user requests into
command/telemetry directives/data [][].

[A30X0G3]

APPLICATION PROCESS LAYER The upper layer of the Telecommand Data Management Service

APPLICATION PROCESS LAYER The upper layer of the TC System is the Application Process layer. It
contains the Application Processes that support spacecraft
commanding at the sending and receiving ends, and includes the data
formats and protocols which are used to exchange information. The
layer translates user requests into Command Directives

application services The upper-layer communication services provided to interactive space
mission applications such as file transfers, electronic messages, data
base queries, etc.

[A30X0G3]

APPLICATION SERVICES Upper-layer communications services provided to interactive space
mission applications such as file transfers, electronic messages, data-
base queries, etc

APPLICATION, USER APPLICATION The name given to the internal activities of a user of the CPN who is
located at an endpoint of the network

application-association, association A cooperative relationship between two ASO-invocations which governs
their bilateral use of the Presentation Service for communication of
information and coordination of their joint operation [].

NOTE ! This is a specific use of the ASO-association concept.

[A30X0G3]

application-association, association A cooperative relationship between two ASO-invocations which governs
their bilateral use of the Presentation Service for communication of
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their bilateral use of the Presentation Service for communication of
information and coordination of their joint operation.
NOTE – This is a specific use of the ASO-association concept.

application-entity An application element, within an application process, embodying a set
of capabilities which is pertinent to OSI and which is defined for the
Application Layer, that corresponds to a specific application-entity-type
(without any extra capabilities being used).

[A30X0G3]

application-process An element within a real open system which performs the information
processing for a particular application.

application-process-invocation A specific utilization of part or all of the capabilities of a given
application process in support of a specific occasion of information
processing.

[A30X0G3]

application-service-element A set of application-functions that provides a capability for the
interworking of application entity-invocations for a specific purpose;
application-service-elements are a component of application-service-
objects [].

NOTE ! This definition refines the original definition of application-
service-elements in ITU-T Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

[A30X0G3]

application-service-element A set of application-functions that provides a capability for the
interworking of application entity-invocations for a specific purpose;
application-service-elements are a component of application-service-
objects.
NOTE – This definition refines the original definition of application-
service-elements in ITU-T Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

application-service-object An active element within (or equivalent to the whole of) the application
entity embodying a set of capabilities defined for the Application Layer
that corresponds to a specific ASO-type (without any extra capabilities
being used).
NOTE – This is a specific use of the (N)-entity concept defined in ITU-T
Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

application-service-object An active element within (or equivalent to the whole of) the application
entity embodying a set of capabilities defined for the Application Layer
that corresponds to a specific ASO-type (without any extra capabilities
being used) [].

NOTE ! This is a specific use of the (N)-entity concept defined in ITU-T
Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

[A30X0G3]
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Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

AR Agency Representative [320X0B5EC1]

Archival Information Collection (AIC) An Archival Information Package whose Content Information is an
aggregation of other Archival Information Packages.

[650X0B1E1]

Archival Information Package (AIP) An Information Package, consisting of the Content Information and the
associated Preservation Description Information (PDI), which is
preserved within an OAIS.

[651X0M1]
[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Archival Information Unit (AIU) An Archival Information Package whose Content Information is not
further broken down into other Content Information components, each
of which has its own complete Preservation Description Information. It
can be viewed as an ‘atomic’ AIP. An example of an AIU would be a
table of numbers representing temperatures in a certain region with all
the associated documentation describing how and where the
temperatures were measured, what instruments were used to make the
measurements, who made the measurements, why they were made,
what processing has been performed on the measurements and who
has had custody of these measurements since they were first created,
how the measurements relate to other information, how the
measurements can be uniquely referenced by others, etc.

[650X0B1E1]

Archival Storage The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions used for the
storage and retrieval of Archival Information Packages.

[650X0B1E1]

archive A place in which data are preserved. Typically, an archive will provide
services for storing and cataloging collected data, and for retrieving
selected data upon request. Data delivered to and received from space-
related data archives should be in the form of SFDUs, although the data
may be stored internally in some other form [].

[A30X0G3]

Archive An organization that intends to preserve information for access and use
by a Designated Community.

[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]

ARQ Automatic Repeat Request [132X0B1]
[133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]

ARQ Automatic Repeat Queuing [211X0B4]

array type An array type is a composite type whose components are al l of the
same type. Components are selected by indexing [][].

[A30X0G3]

Array type an array type is a composite type whose components are all of the
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Array type an array type is a composite type whose components are all of the
same type. Components are selected by indexing

ARTSP ADD_RETRIEVAL_TRANSFER_SERVICE_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange [520X1M1]
[647X1B1]
[521X0B1]
[502X0B2]
[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]
[644X0B3]
[503X0B1C1]
[651X0M1]
[647X3B1]
[630X0B1]
[622X0B1]
[632X0B1]
[504X0B1]
[647X2B1]
[620X0B2]

ASCII A coded set of alphanumeric and control characters used for
information interchange. The coded character set used to form the ASCII
time codes defined in 3.5 is described in detail in International Standard
ISO 8859-1 (reference [3]).

[301X0B4]

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange: a 7-bit code also
known as USA Standard Code for Information Interchange (USASCII)

ASCII The term used to identify the American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange (see Reference [2], Annex D).

[630X0B1]

ASCII A coded set of alphanumeric and control characters used for
information interchange. The coded character set used to form the ASCII
time codes defined in section 2.5 is described in detail in International
Standard ISO 8859-1

ASCII See American Standard Code for Information Interchange. [A30X0G3]

ASCSP ADD_SPACE_COMMUNICATION_SERVICE_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

ASDC Abstract Service Definition Conventions
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ASDC Abstract Service Definition Conventions. [A30X0G3]

ASE application-service-element

ASLEP ADD_SPACE_LINK_EVENTS_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

ASM Attached SYNC Marker [131X2O1]

ASM Attached Synchronization Marker [211X0B4]

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One [620X0B2]
[714X0B2]

ASN.1 Abstract syntax notation one [][][]. [A30X0G3]

ASO application-service-object

ASO-association A cooperative relationship among two or more ASO-invocations for the
purpose of communication of information and the coordination of their
joint operation.
NOTE – This is a specific use of the (N)-association concept.

ASO-association A cooperative relationship among two or more ASO-invocations for the
purpose of communication of information and the coordination of their
joint operation [].

NOTE ! This is a specific use of the (N)-association concept.

[A30X0G3]

ASO-invocation A specific utilization of part or all of the capabilities of a given ASO
(without extra capabilities being used).
NOTE – This is a specific use of the (N)-entity-invocation concept
defined in ITU-T Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

ASO-invocation A specific utilization of part or all of the capabilities of a given ASO
(without extra capabilities being used) [].

NOTE ! This is a specific use of the (N)-entity-invocation concept
defined in ITU-T Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

[A30X0G3]

ASO-type A description of a class of ASOs in terms of a set of capabilities defined
for the Application Layer.
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for the Application Layer.
NOTE – This is a specific use of the (N)-entity-type concepts defined in
ITU-T Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

ASO-type A description of a class of ASOs in terms of a set of capabilities defined
for the Application Layer [].

NOTE ! This is a specific use of the (N)-entity-type concepts defined in
ITU-T Rec. X.200 | ISO 7498-1.

[A30X0G3]

ASOI application service object invocation

Associated Description The information describing the content of an Information Package from
the point of view of a particular Access Aid.

[650X0B1E1]

association A cooperative relationship among entities in the same layer []. [A30X0G3]

association control service element An ASE that provides the exclusive means for establishing and
terminating all application-associations.
NOTE – The functionality of this ASE is defined in CCITT Rec. X.217 |
ISO/IEC 8649.

association control service element An ASE that provides the exclusive means for establishing and
terminating all application-associations [].

NOTE ! The functionality of this ASE is defined in CCITT Rec. X.217 |
ISO/IEC 8649.

[A30X0G3]

ASTSP ADD_SLS_TRANSFER_SERVICE_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

asymmetric A variety of abstract-port-type that indicates that the two abstract-ports
of the port pair invoke and perform different and complementary sets
of abstract-operations. One asymmetric abstract-port is designated the
consumer, and the other, the supplier. The consumer performs the set
of operations invoked by the supplier, and the supplier performs the
operations invoked by the consumer [].

[A30X0G3]

asymmetrical service An OSI-service for which the definitions of all OSI-local views are not all
the same (i.e. there are several types of OSI-local view). [6]

asymmetrical service An OSI-service for which the definitions of all OSI-local views are not all
the same (i.e. there are several types of OSI-local view) [].

[A30X0G3]

asynchronous not synchronous. [231X0B2]
[131X0B1]
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[131X0B1]

asynchronous not synchronous (see below). [732X0B2]
[232X0B2]

asynchronous Not synchronous (see synchronous) []. Transmitted in a manner that
does not preserve precise time or structural relationships. ANSI.
(asynchronous operation) An operation that occurs without a regular or
predictable time relationship to a specified event; for example, the
calling of an error diagnostic routine that may receive control at any
time during the execution of a computer program [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

ASYNCHRONOUS A data transfer technique which does not preserve precise timing or
structural relationships between the transmitted signal and the transfer
mechanism

asynchronous channel a data channel where the symbol data are modulated onto the channel
only for the period of the message. The message must be preceded by
an acquisition sequence to achieve symbol synchronization. Bit
synchronization must be reacquired on every message. A hailing
channel is an example of an asynchronous channel.

[211X1B3EC1]
[211X2B1]

asynchronous data link a data link consisting of a sequence of variable-length Proximity Link
Transmission Units (PLTUs), which are not necessarily concatenated.
Two types of asynchronous data links are:
1) Asynchronous Data Link over an Asynchronous Channel
Hailing provides an example of an asynchronous data link over an
asynchronous channel. An important issue is resynchronization
between successive hails. Idle is provided for the reacquisition process.
2) Asynchronous Data Link over a Synchronous Channel
Data service provides an example of an asynchronous data link over a
synchronous channel. Once the link is established via hailing,
communication transitions to a synchronous channel and maintains the
link in this configuration until the session is interrupted or ends. If the
physical layer does not receive data from the data link layer, it provides
idle to maintain a synchronous channel.

[211X1B3EC1]
[211X2B1]

ATOMIC TIME SCALE A time scale based on atomic or molecular resonance phenomena.
Elapsed time is measured by counting cycles of a frequency locked to
an atomic or molecular transition.

[301X0B4]

ATOMIC TIME SCALE A time scale based on the periodicities of atomic or molecular
phenomena. (See definition of "Unit of Time" - "International Atomic
Time Scale".)

ATP ADD_TRAJECTORY_PREDICTION [910X11B1EC1]
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ATP ADD_TRAJECTORY_PREDICTION [910X11B1EC1]

Attribute A piece of information that describes a Data Entity or Dictionary Entity.
This information characterizes or enhances the understanding of the
data that is described. Attributes are used to define the semantics of
data entities.

[647X1B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]

Attribute Descriptor A piece of information that describes an attribute. This document
specifies a set of descriptors for attribute description.

[647X3B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X1B1]

Attribute Value A value associated with an attribute instance. [647X2B1]
[647X1B1]
[647X3B1]

audio A data stream containing digitized samples of human voice signals. [A30X0G3]

AUDIO A data stream containing digitized samples of human voice or sound
signals

authority and description identifier (ADID) The concatenation of the Control Authority Identifier (CAID) and the Data
Description Identifier (DDID)[][][][][].

[A30X0G3]
[630X0B1]
[632X0B1]

autotrack A system that causes an earth station's antenna to automatically follow
(track) a moving spacecraft [].

[A30X0G3]

Autotrack A system which causes Earth station’s antenna to automatically follow
[track] a moving spacecraft.

[401X0B20EC3]

AV All View (of DoDAF) [311X0M1]

AVIRIS Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise [131X2O1]

AZEL Azimuth-Elevation [503X0B1C1]

B BYPASS MODE

B- BITSTREAM
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b/s Bits Per Second [401X0B20EC3]

B_PDU BITSTREAM PROTOCOL DATA UNIT

B_SDU BITSTREAM SERVICE DATA UNIT

based literal A based literal is a numeric literal expressed in a form that specifies the
base explicitly [][].

[A30X0G3]

Based literal a based literal is a numeric literal expressed in a form that specifies the
base explicitly

BC Bypass of Acceptance Check (Bypass Flag = 1) and Control (Control
Command Flag = 1)

[232X1B2]

BC Flags in the Transfer Frame Header:

1) Bypass Flag = 0 = A = Acceptance Check
2) Bypass Flag = 1 = B = Bypass of Acceptance Check
3) Control Command Flag = 0 = D = Data
4) Control Command Flag = 1 = C = Control

It should be noted that only "AD", "BD" and "BC" are legal; "AC" is an
illegal combination since control commands cannot reliably use a
transfer service which they are meant to modify

BCH Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem

BD Bypass of Acceptance Check (Bypass Flag = 1) and Data (Control
Command Flag = 0)

[232X1B2]

Behavior Object Object that contains an interface definition element that represents an
abstract definition of the set of behaviors.1

[661X0B1]

Behavior Section A container of zero or more behavior objects. [661X0B1]

BEOP Burst Error Occurrence Probability

BER Bit Error Rate [211X0B4]
[401X0B20EC3]

BER Bit Error Ratio [131X2O1]
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bi-phase-L bi-phase-level modulation [401X0B20EC3]

BIH Bureau International de l'Heure

binary symmetric channel (BSC) A channel through which it is possible to send one binary digit per unit
of time and for which there is a probability p (0 < p < 1/2) that the output
is different from the input. This probability does not depend on whether
the input is a zero or a one. Successive input digits are affected by the
channel independently [].

[A30X0G3]

bit numbering convention The convention according to which bit numbering is being performed;
e.g., in packet telemetry the first bit in a field has the number zero.

[A30X0G3]

Bit Rate The baseband data rate exclusive of coding for either error correction or
spectrum shaping purposes.

[401X0B20EC3]

bit stream A bit string is a sequence of bits, each having the value 0 or 1 []. [A30X0G3]

Bit string a bit string is a sequence of bits, each having the value 0 or 1.

bit transition generator A generator that produces a specific random sequence of 255 bits to be
ÒORÓ -ed with the TC data bits to increase the frequency of bit
transitions (between Ò1Ó and Ò0Ó). No additional bits are added by this
process [].

[A30X0G3]

Bit Transition Generator A generator that produces a specific random sequence of 255 bits to be
ORed with the Transfer Frame(s) to increase the frequency of bit
transitions (between ‘1’ and ‘0’). No additional bits are added by this
process

bitstream A string of bits, each having apparently equal weight, which has no
known structure to a service provider.

[A30X0G3]

BITSTREAM DATA An undelimited string of bits, each having apparently equal weight,
which has no known structure to a service provider

bitstream protocol data unit The protocol data unit of the bitstream protocol data unit construction
function of the space link subnet, having the format of a header
followed by a fixed-length block of data that contains a string of user
bits (possibly terminated with fill data), the boundary between user and
fill data being indicated by a pointer in the header [].

[A30X0G3]

BITSTREAM PROTOCOL DATA UNIT The protocol data unit of the B_PDU Construction Function of the Space
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BITSTREAM PROTOCOL DATA UNIT The protocol data unit of the B_PDU Construction Function of the Space
Link Subnet, having the format of a header followed by a fixed-length
block of data that contains a string of user bits (possibly terminated with
fill data), the boundary between user and fill data being indicated by a
pointer in the header

bitstream service A service within the space link subnet which allows bitstream data to be
transferred on a dedicated virtual channel [][].

[A30X0G3]

BITSTREAM SERVICE (B-SERVICE) A service within the Space Link Subnet which allows Bitstream Data to
be transferred on a dedicated Virtual Channel

BLF best lock frequency

BLO Phase Locked Loop Bandwidth [401X0B20EC3]

BLO single-sided threshold loop bandwidth

BLOB Binary Large Object [521X0B1]
[520X1M1]

block Collection of 64 wavelet coefficients, consisting of one DC coefficient
from the LL3 subband and 63 uniquely associated AC coefficients from
the remaining nine subbands (see figure 4-4 and table 4-4). For
encoding, the complete wavelet domain is divided into blocks that are
pairwise disjoint. There is one block for each DC coefficient.

[122X0B1C2]

block encoding A one-to-one transformation of sequence of length k of elements of a
source alphabet to sequences of length n of elements of a code
alphabet, n>k [][].

[A30X0G3]

BLOCK ENCODING A one-to-one transformation of sequences of length k of elements of a
source alphabet to sequences of length n of elements of a code
alphabet, n>k

block name The name used to identify an aggregation block [][]. [A30X0G3]
[641X0B2]

blocking A protocol function that maps multiple service data units into one
protocol data unit [].

[A30X0G3]

BNF Backus-Naur-Form [644X0B3]

BNSC British National Space Centre [401X0B20EC3]
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bound The state that exists between two abstract-ports as a result of a
successful bind-operation [].

[A30X0G3]

BPE Bit-plane encoder: recommended processing algorithm used to
compress wavelet coefficient data.

[122X0B1C2]

bps Bits Per Second [401X0B20EC3]

BPSK binary phase shift key [910X11B1EC1]

BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying

BR bit rate

BRM Basic Reference Model

BTG Bit Transition Generator

BW Bandwidth [401X0B20EC3]

BWEM BandWidth Efficient Modulation [311X0M1]

C Conditional

C&DH Command and Data Handling [311X0M1]

C&S Coding and Synchronization [211X0B4]

C/VCDU Coded VCDU

CA Control Authority [620X0B2]
[622X0B1]
[630X0B1]
[632X0B1]

CA See control authority. [A30X0G3]

CA Control Authority: An organization under the auspices of CCSDS which
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CA Control Authority: An organization under the auspices of CCSDS which
supports the transfer and usage of SFDUs by providing operational
services of registration, archiving, and dissemination of data
descriptions. It comprises:

• The CCSDS Secretariat supported by the CA Agent

• Member Agency Control Authority Offices (MACAOs)

CA Agent Control Authority Agent:  An organizational entity that has agreed to
discharge the CA responsibilities of the CCSDS Secretariat.  The WDC-A-
R&S has agreed to act as this agent.  Overall CA responsibility rests with
the CCSDS Secretariat.

CAD Computer-Automated Design [650X0B1E1]

CADS Control Authority Data Structures [632X0B1]

CADS Control authority data structure []. [A30X0G3]

CADU Channel Access Data Unit

CAID Control Authority Identifier [622X0B1]
[630X0B1]
[620X0B2]
[632X0B1]

CAID Control Authority Identifier:  A four-character restricted-domain ASCII
string, which identifies an individual CA office or the CCSDS Secretariat

CAID See control authority identifier. [A30X0G3]

calendar segmented time code One of three CCSDS-recommended segmented time codes []. [A30X0G3]

caller and responder A caller transceiver is the initiator of the link establishment process and
manager of negotiation (if required) of the session. A responder
transceiver typically receives link establishment parameters from the
caller. The caller initiates communication between itself and a
responder on a pre-arranged communications channel with predefined
controlling parameters. As necessary, the caller and responder may
negotiate the controlling parameters for the session (at some level
between fully controlled and completely adaptive).

[211X1B3EC1]
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CAO Control Authority Office []. [A30X0G3]

carrier modulation mode The data type being used to modulate the RF carrier or subcarrier []. [A30X0G3]

Carrier Modulation Mode The mode of modulation determined by the data type being used to
modulate the RF carrier or subcarrier

CARRIER MODULATION MODE The data type being used to modulate the RF carrier or subcarrier

Cat Category [401X0B20EC3]

Category A mission Missions whose altitude above Earth is less than 2´106 km

Category A Missions Those missions whose altitude above the Earth is less than 2 " 106 km. [401X0B20EC3]

Category A Missions Those missions whose altitude above the Earth is less than, or equal to,
2 " 106 km

[401X0B20EC3]

Category A missions Those missions whose altitude above the earth is less than, or equal to,
2*106 km [].

[A30X0G3]

Category B mission Missions whose altitude above Earth is greater than 2´106 km

Category B Missions Those missions whose altitude above the Earth is greater than, or equal
to, 2 " 106 km.

[401X0B20EC3]

Category B Missions Those missions whose altitude above the Earth is greater than 2 " 106
km

[401X0B20EC3]

Category B missions Those missions whose altitude above the earth is greater than 2*106
km [].

[A30X0G3]

CBQ Class Based Queuing

CC Channel Coding

CCD Charge Coupled Device

CCD Charge Coupled Device, an imaging sensor. [122X0B1C2]
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CCIR International Coordinating Committee for Radio Frequencies [504X0B1]
[503X0B1C1]

CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee [401X0B20EC3]

CCITT International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee

CCITT International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee []. [A30X0G3]

CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems [503X0B1C1]
[647X1B1]
[727X0B4]
[133X1B2]
[661X0B1]
[620X0B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[647X2B1]
[630X0B1]
[647X3B1]
[320X0B5EC1]
[401X0B20EC3]
[732X0B2]
[504X0B1]
[622X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]
[132X0B1]
[910X4B2E1]
[311X0M1]
[131X2O1]
[632X0B1]
[651X0M1]
[211X0B4]

CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems. [A30X0G3]

CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Statndards [521X0B1]

CCSDS Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems [502X0B2]

CCSDS ADID The combination of the CAID = “CCSD” and a four-character RA string
which makes the identifier unique within the CCSDS domain.

[630X0B1]
[A30X0G3]
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which makes the identifier unique within the CCSDS domain. [A30X0G3]

CCSDS ADID The combination of the CAID = “CCSD” and a four-character RA string
which makes the identifier unique within the CCSDS domain

CCSDS packet A variable length, delimited data unit whose structure and header
information is specified by the CCSDS. Also may be referred to a Version
1 packet [][][].

[A30X0G3]

CCSDS PACKET A variable-length, delimited data unit whose structure and header
information is specified by the CCSDS

CCSDS Principal Network (CPN) The CPN serves as, or is embedded within, the project data handling
networks that provide end-to-end data flow in support of space mission
users [][][].

[A30X0G3]

CCSDS Version 1 Packet See CCSDS Packet. [A30X0G3]

CCSDS Version 2 Packet Obsolete. [A30X0G3]

CD-ROM Compact Disk - Read Only Memory []. [A30X0G3]

CD-ROM Compact Disk - Read Only Memory [650X0B1E1]

CDF Common Data Format [647X1B1]

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CDO Content Data Object [650X0B1E1]

CDS CCSDS Day Segmented (time code)

CDS coded data set [121X0B1C2]

CDS Command and Data Handling System [211X0B4]

CEOS Committee on Earth Observation Satellites [650X0B1E1]
[311X0M1]

CF control function

CFDP CCSDS File Delivery Protocol [311X0M1]
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CFDP CCSDS File Delivery Protocol [311X0M1]
[727X0B4]

channel identifier for subnetwork resources associated with a resource
reservation.
NOTE – A channel can be a list of time slots in a time division
multiplexed system or a bandwidth limit in a bandwidth division
multiplexed system. The subnetwork resources required for the
communication may also be defined to allow simultaneous use of non-
conflicting resources on subnetworks that support this feature.

[855X0M1]

channel identifier for subnetwork resources associated with a resource
reservation.
NOTE – A channel can be a list of time slots in a time division
multiplexed system or a bandwidth limit in a bandwidth division
multiplexed system. The subnetwork resources required for the
communication can also be defined to allow simultaneous use of non-
conflicting resources on subnetworks that support this feature.

[851X0M1]
[854X0M1]
[853X0M1]

channel access data unit The protocol data unit of the channel access sublayer within the space
link subnetwork [].

[A30X0G3]

CHANNEL ACCESS DATA UNIT A protocol data unit within the Virtual Channel Access sublayer of the
Space Link Subnet. A CADU consists of a VCDU or a CVCDU that has
been prefixed and delimited by a Synchronization Marker

CHANNEL SERVICE In the space data systems layered service architecture, the bottom
service of the Telecommand System. Among its services it delivers the
encoded bits of a buffer of transfer frames across the physical
communications link under error-controlled conditions

Channel Symbol The unit of output of the innermost encoder which is a serial
representation of bits, or binary digits, which have been encoded to
protect against transmission induced errors

CHANNEL SYMBOL The unit of output of the innermost encoder

channel symbol The unit of output of the innermost encoder which is a serial
representation of bits, or binary digits which have been encoded to
protect against transmission-induced errors [][].

[A30X0G3]

character literal A character literal is formed by enclosing a graphic character between
two apostrophe characters [][].

[A30X0G3]

Character literal a character literal is formed by enclosing a graphic character between
two apostrophe characters
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two apostrophe characters

Character type a character type is an enumeration type that represents a character set. [A30X0G3]

CIDR Classless Inter-domain Routing

CIO Conventional International Origin

CIP compression identification packet [121X0B1C2]

CLCW Communications Link Control Word [732X0B2]
[910X11B1EC1]
[132X0B1]
[133X0B1C1]
[232X1B2]

CLCW See command link control word. [A30X0G3]

CLCW Command Link Control Word

CLEAN Data which are declared to be error free within the error detection and
(optional) error correction capabilities of the TC Coding layer

clean Data that are declared to be error free within the error detection and
(optional) error correction capabilities of the TC coding layer [][].

[A30X0G3]

Clean Data (Bits) Data (bits) which are error free within the error detection and optional
error correction capabilities of the TM System

CLEAN DATA BITS TC data bits which have been decoded and are outputted from the
Coding layer

clean data bits Telecommand. TC data bits that have been decoded and are output
from the coding layer.

[A30X0G3]

Client An application which exchanges information with another application
(see also Consumer).

[650X0B1E1]

CLNP Connectionless Network Protocol

CLNP Connectionless Network Protocol. [A30X0G3]

closed data system A data system that employs standards that are applicable at a service [A30X0G3]
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closed data system A data system that employs standards that are applicable at a service
access port and are expected to be known only to agents within the
enterprise [].

[A30X0G3]

Closed System Interchange An information interchange between systems using private agreements
on data representation; includes reliance on common environments

closed system interchange An information interchange between systems using private agreements
on data representation; includes reliance on common environments [].
ANSI. A system whose characteristics comply with proprietary standards
and that therefore cannot be readily connected with other systems
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

CLTU communications link transmission unit [910X11B1EC1]
[910X4B2E1]

CLTU Command Link Transmission Unit

CLTU See command link transmission unit. [A30X0G3]

CLTU- Forward CLTU service (operation prefix)

CM complex management [910X11B1EC1]

CM SLE Complex Management [910X4B2E1]

CM-P Complex Management Port

CMC CCSDS Management Council [311X0M1]

CMD COMMAND

Cmd Telecommand [401X0B20EC3]

CMM CARRIER MODULATION MODE [910X11B1EC1]

CNES Centre National D’Etudes Spatiales [401X0B20EC3]

Co-operating Archives Those archives that have Designated Communities with related
interests. They may order and ingest data from each other. At a

[650X0B1E1]
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minimum, Co-operating Archives must agree to support at least one
common Submission Information Package (SIP) and Dissemination
Information Package (DIP) for inter-archive requests.

code A correspondence between a symbol or character of a written language
and a number of digits of a number system. ANSI. A set of rules that
maps the elements of one set, the coded set, onto the elements of
another set, the coded element set. Synonymous with coding scheme
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Code Rate The average ratio of the number of binary digits at the input of an
encoder to the number binary digits at its output

code rate The average ratio of the number of binary digits at the input of an
encoder to the number binary digits at its output [].

[A30X0G3]

codeblock A fixed-length data entity containing information and check bits that
have been structured by an encoding algorithm. A codeblock of an (n,k)
block code is a sequence of n channel symbols that were produced as a
unit by encoding a sequence of k information symbols, and will be
decoded as a unit [][][].

[A30X0G3]

Codeblock A codeblock of an (n,k) block code is a sequence of n channel symbols
which were produced as a unit by encoding a sequence of k information
symbols, and will be decoded as a unit

CODEBLOCK The protocol data unit of the TC Coding layer. A TC Codeblock contains
the encoded symbol representation of a small set of contiguous TC
information bits

CODEBLOCK A fixed-length data entity containing information and check bits that
have been structured by an encoding algorithm

CODED VIRTUAL CHANNEL DATA UNIT A Virtual Channel Data Unit to which a block of error-correcting Reed-
Solomon check symbols has been appended

coded virtual channel data unit (CVCDU) A virtual channel data unit to which a block of error-correcting Reed-
Solomon check symbols has been appended [].

[A30X0G3]

Codeword In a block code, one of the sequences in the range of the one-to-one
transformation (see Block Encoding)

coding layer That layer of the TC channel service that uses a prescribed coding
technique to reliably transfer information bits through the potentially
noisy physical layer. It is the upper layer of the TC channel service [][].

[A30X0G3]

CODING LAYER The upper layer of the TC Channel Service
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CODING LAYER The upper layer of the TC Channel Service

CODING LAYER That layer of the TC Channel Service which uses a prescribed coding
technique to reliably transfer information bits through the potentially
noisy Physical layer

Coh Coherent [401X0B20EC3]

COHER Coherent [401X0B20EC3]

Collection Components that are gathered together; analogous to files on a file
system.

[661X0B1]

Collection Description A type of Package Description that is specialized to provide information
about an Archival Information Collection for use by Access Aids.

[650X0B1E1]

COMM. NET COMMUNICATION NETWORK

command An instruction from a user to a receiving element (spacecraft
application process) to perform a specific control action [][][]. ANSI. An
order for an action to take place [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

COMMAND An instruction from a user to a receiving element (spacecraft
application process) to perform a specific control action.

A user may input a request for a command into the Telecommand
System in the form of either a high-level language expression of the
desired activity (which must be translated prior to delivery to the
spacecraft), or actual executable data bits

COMMAND An instruction sent from a user to a receiving application process in
space in order to effect a change in that process

COMMAND DIRECTIVE A Command Directive is a high-level language representation of a
desired control action, which has been formulated by an Application
Process in an "Abstract Transfer Syntax" in response to a request for
command activity submitted by a user.

A Command Directive contains three abstract components:

(1) An identifier by which the user may trace the command(s) during
transit
(2) The requested command(s)
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(2) The requested command(s)
(3) The instructions for delivering and executing the command(s) (time
windows, required system state at execution time, contingency
procedures, etc.)

COMMAND DIRECTIVE A machine-interpretable representation of a user-desired command
action

command directive A high-level language representation of a desired control action, which
has been formulated by an application process in an abstract transfer
syntax in response to a request for command activity submitted by a
user. A command directive contains three abstract components: (1) an
identifier by which the user may trace the command(s) during transit; (2)
the requested command(s); and (3) the instructions for delivering and
executing the command(s) (time windows, required system state at
execution time, contingency procedures, etc.) [][].

[A30X0G3]

Command Link Control Word The Telecommand System Transfer Layer protocol data unit for
Telecommand reporting via the TM Transfer Frame Operational Control
Field

COMMAND LINK CONTROL WORD The TC Transfer layer protocol data unit for telecommand reporting,
which is embedded in the trailer of a CCSDS Telemetry Transfer Frame.
It conveys status information from the receiving end to the sending end
of the TC Transfer layer

command link control word A four-octet word, which is conveyed in the operational control field of a
CCSDS telemetry transfer frame or virtual channel data unit. It provides
the mechanism by which the frame acceptance and reporting
mechanism (FARM) reports the status of frame acceptance to the frame
operation procedure (FOP) at the sending end of the transfer layer [][][]
[][].

[A30X0G3]

COMMAND LINK CONTROL WORD (CLCW) The CLCW is the protocol data unit for TC reporting via telemetry from
the FARM back to the FOP. The CLCW resides wholly within the Transfer
layer, though it does include a few parameters describing the readiness
state of lower layers, which aid the efficient operation of the COP. The
CLCW does not perform any reporting service for the Segmentation
layer

COMMAND LINK TRANSMISSION UNIT A Coding layer protocol data entity which is used to synchronize and
delimit the beginning of a continuum of bits consisting of a start
sequence followed by an integral number of codeblocks

COMMAND LINK TRANSMISSION UNIT Within the Coding layer, the protocol data unit which carries buffers of
error-protected symbols (corresponding to one or more encoded
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error-protected symbols (corresponding to one or more encoded
Telecommand Transfer Frames) during transfer through the data
channel to the spacecraft

command link transmission unit (CLTU) Within the Coding Layer , the protocol data unit which carries buffers of
error-protected symbols (correspnding to one or more encoded
Telecommand Transfer Frames) during transfer through the data
channel to the spacecraft []. A coding layer protocol data entity that is
used to synchronize and delimit the beginning of a continuum of bits
consisting of a start sequence followed by an integral number of
codeblocks [].

[A30X0G3]

command operation procedure (COP) Telecommand. A sequence of procedural activities designed to assure
the reliable, error-controlled delivery of a TC transfer frame across the
transfer layer. The COP comprises a frame operation procedure (FOP)
operating within the sending end of the layer and a frame acceptance
and reporting mechanism (FARM) operating within the receiving end of
the layer. Currently, one COP is defined in detail, COP-1, which supports
sequential acceptance and retransmission with frame sequence
numbering [][][].

[A30X0G3]

COMMAND OPERATION PROCEDURE
(COP)

A sequence of procedural activities designed to assure the reliable,
error-controlled delivery of Telecommand Transfer Frames. Each COP
comprises a Frame Operation Procedure operating within the sending
end and a Frame Acceptance and Reporting Mechanism operating
within the receiving end

COMMAND OPERATION PROCEDURE
(COP)

A sequence of procedural activities designed to assure the reliable,
error-controlled delivery of a TC Transfer Frame across the Transfer
layer. The COP consists of a Frame Operation Procedure (FOP) operating
within the sending end of the layer and a Frame Acceptance and
Reporting Mechanism (FARM) operating within the receiving end of the
layer

command session A continuous period of time during which the signal path is established
for the communications channel [].

[A30X0G3]

COMMAND SESSION A continuous period of time during which the signal path is established
for the communications channel

command threshold Telecommand. The telecommand channel operating point at which a
deletion rate of 1 frame per 1000 frames is obtained.

[A30X0G3]

COMMAND THRESHOLD The telecommand channel operating point at which a deletion rate of 1
frame per 1000 frames is obtained
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Commands Commands are messages which initiate actions on a remote system.
Commands as used here may mean both commands destined for the
spacecraft and to the systems used to support the spacecraft.
Spacecraft commanding usually implies coding and packaging of the
command information, validation and verification, as well as
authorization to perform. Telemetry and Commanding data are
necessarily related to one another, with some command information
originating from telemetry and commands relating to particular
telemetry measurements. Therefore, the ability to relate individual
telemetry with one another and to commands is a very important part
of this specification.

[06-11-03]

Comment A delimited string of characters, which is treated as White Space
syntactically. Comments are intended to provide explanatory
information.

[641X0B2]

Comment a comment starts with two adjacent hyphens and extends up to the
end of the line.

comment A delimited string of characters, which is treated as white space
syntactically. Comments are intended to provide explanatory
information []. ANSI. In programming languages, a language construct
that allows text to be inserted into a program and does not have any
effect on the execution of the program [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

comment delimiter symbols The symbols used to delimit a comment string []. [A30X0G3]

Comment delimiter symbols The symbols used to delimit a comment string

comment delimiters The character pairs (/* and */) used to delimit a comment []. [A30X0G3]
[641X0B2]

Comment string A delimited string of character information, which provides explanatory
information. This string is treated as white space syntactically

comment string A delimited string of character information that provides explanatory
information. This string is treated as white space syntactically [].

[A30X0G3]

Common Services The supporting services such as inter-process communication, name
services, temporary storage allocation, exception handling, security, and
directory services necessary to support the OAIS.

[650X0B1E1]

Communications Link Transmission Unit A Synchronization and Channel Coding Sublayer data entity which is
used to synchronize and delimit the beginning of a continuum of bits
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consisting of a Start Sequence followed by an integral number of
Codeblocks and a Tail Sequence

Communications Session A continuous period of time during which the signal path is established
for the communications channel

Component An object (i.e., file) that can be grouped together to be part of a
Collection, or Package.

[661X0B1]

component-abstract-object A lower-level abstract-object that results for the refinement of a
higher-level abstract-object [].

[A30X0G3]

Composite Data Entity A data entity which consists of a combination of various other
elementary and composite entities.

[647X3B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X1B1]

Composite type a composite type is a collection of components of the same or different
types

composite type A composite type is a collection of components of the same or different
types [][].

[A30X0G3]

Concatenation The use of two or more codes to process data sequentially with the
output of one encoder used as the input of the next

concatenation The use of two or more codes to process data sequentially with the
output of one encoder used as the input of the next [][].

[A30X0G3]

conceptual structure The organization of a data object/unit used for analytical or deductive
reasoning about the information it carries. A conceptual data structure
may have several formats, e.g., on different media [].

[A30X0G3]

concrete syntax A language for describing the physical representation of data structures
[].

[A30X0G3]

CONCRETE TRANSFER SYNTAX The actual Telecommand data which are transported to the spacecraft
as the contents of TC Packets, consisting of binary-encoded
representations of the abstract command

concrete transfer syntax The actual telecommand data that are transported to the spacecraft as
the contents of TC packets, consisting of binary-encoded
representations of the abstract command [].

[A30X0G3]

confirm (primitive); acceptor.submit
(primitive)

A deliver primitive received by a requestor. [A30X0G3]

Congruent Environments Processing environments that are consistent with each other in the
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Congruent Environments Processing environments that are consistent with each other in the
processing and representation of data

congruent environments Processing environments that are consistent with each other in the
processing and representation of data [].

[A30X0G3]

Connection A connection is defined by information that is named, persistent, and
shared across the systems supporting an instance of communication.
For transport protocols, these systems are the endpoints that terminate
the transport protocol, but not intermediate systems.

[714X0B2]

connection vector In convolutional coding, a device used to specify one of the parity
checks to be performed on the shift register in the encoder. For a binary
constraint length k convolution code, a connection vector is a k-bit
binary number. A "one" in position i (counted from the left) indicates that
the output of the ith stage of the shift register is to be used in
computing that parity check [].

[A30X0G3]

CONNECTION VECTOR (BACKWARD) In turbo coding, a vector used to specify the feedback to the shift
registers in the encoder. For a shift register with s stages, a backward
connection vector is an s-bit binary number. A bit equal to “one” in
position i (counted from the left) indicates that the output of the ith
stage of the shift register is to be used in computing the feedback value,
except for the leftmost bit which is ignored

CONNECTION VECTOR (FORWARD) In convolutional and turbo coding, a vector used to specify one of the
parity checks to be computed by the shift register(s) in the encoder. For
a shift register with s stages, a connection vector is an s-bit binary
number. A bit equal to “one” in position i (counted from the left)
indicates that the output of the ith stage of the shift register is to be
used in computing that parity check

connection-oriented A communications protocol that operates in a closed-loop fashion by
receiving handshaking acknowledgements from the receiving end using
a preestablished data path.

[A30X0G3]

CONNECTION-ORIENTED A communications protocol which operates in a closed-loop fashion by
receiving handshaking acknowledgements from the receiving end, using
a pre-established data path

CONNECTIONLESS A communications protocol which operates in a unidirectional fashion,
without handshaking from the receiving end, using a data path which
may dynamically vary

connectionless A communications protocol that operates in a unidirectional fashion.
Without handshaking from the receiving end, using a data path that may

[A30X0G3]
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Without handshaking from the receiving end, using a data path that may
dynamically vary.

Constant A named constant value that is used within a dictionary but is not part
of the data themselves. Use of constants enables data entity
dictionaries to specify values which will be used by several projects or
within a domain (astronomy constants, image size, etc).

[647X2B1]
[647X1B1]

constant A constant is a keyword that indicates that the identifier it qualifies has
a unique and specified value [][].

[A30X0G3]

Constant a constant is a keyword that indicates that the identifier it qualifies has
a unique and specified value

Constant A named constant value that is used within a dictionary but is not part
of the data themselves. Use of constants enables data entity
dictionaries to specify values which will be used by several projects or
within a domain (e.g., astronomy constants, image size, etc.).

[647X3B1]

constant rate: periodic A sequence of events in which each event occurs at a fixed time interval
(within specified tolerance) after the previous event in the sequence [].

[A30X0G3]

Constrained array a constrained array is an array with a constant number of elements

constrained array A constrained array is an array with a constant numer of elements [][]. [A30X0G3]

constraint length In convolutional coding, the number of consecutive input bits that are
needed to determine the value of the output symbols at any time [][].

[A30X0G3]

Constraint Length In convolutional coding, the number of consecutive input bits that are
needed to determine the value of the output symbols at any time

consumer The designation of one of the two port subtypes of an asymmetric
abstract-port-type; the complement to the supplier subtype.

[A30X0G3]

Consumer The role played by those persons, or client systems, who interact with
OAIS services to find preserved information of interest and to access
that information in detail. This can include other OAISs, as well as
internal OAIS persons or systems.

[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]

Content Data Object The Data Object, which together with associated Representation
Information is the original target of preservation.

[661X0B1]

Content Data Object The Data Object, that together with associated Representation
Information, is the original target of preservation.

[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]

Content Information The set of information that is the original target of preservation. It is an [650X0B1E1]
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Content Information The set of information that is the original target of preservation. It is an
Information Object comprised of its Content Data Object and its
Representation Information. An example of Content Information could
be a single table of numbers representing, and understandable as,
temperatures, but excluding the documentation that would explain its
history and origin, how it relates to other observations, etc.

[650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

Content Information The set of information that is the primary target for preservation. It is an
Information Object comprised of its Content Data Object and its
Representation Information. An example of Content Information could
be a single table of numbers representing, and understandable as,
temperatures, but excluding the documentation that would explain its
history and origin, how it relates to other observations, etc.

[651X0M1]

Content Objects The data and/or metadata objects, and any Content Units, logically
within a given Content Unit.

[661X0B1]

Content Unit XML Structure that contains pointers to data objects and associated
metadata objects, and possibly other Content Units.

[661X0B1]

Context Information The information .that documents the relationships of the Content
Information to its environment. This includes why the Content
Information was created and how it relates to other Content
Information objects.

[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Control Authority (CA) An organization under the auspices of CCSDS which supports the
transfer and usage of SFDUs by providing operational services of
registration, archiving, and dissemination of data descriptions. It
comprises:
! The CCSDS Secretariat supported by the Control Authority Agent (CA
Agent) and
! Member Agency Control Authority Offices (MACAOs).

[632X0B1]

control authority (CA) An organization under the auspices of CCSDS which supports the
transfer and usage of SFDUs by providing operational services of
registration, archiving, and dissemination of data descriptions. It
comprises the CCSDS Secretariat supported by the CA Agent and
Member Agency Control Authority Offices (MACAOs) [][][][][][][].

[A30X0G3]

Control Authority (CA) An organization under the auspices of CCSDS which supports the
transfer and usage of SFDUs by providing operational services of
registration, archiving, and dissemination of data descriptions. It
comprises:
• The CCSDS Secretariat supported by the CA Agent
• Member Agency Control Authority Offices (MACAOs)

[630X0B1]
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• Member Agency Control Authority Offices (MACAOs)

control authority agent (CA agent) An organizational entity that has agreed to perform the CA
responsibilities of the CCSDS Secretariat. The WDC-A-R&S has agreed to
act as this agent. Overall CA responsibility rests with the CCSDS
Secretariat [][].

[A30X0G3]

Control Authority Agent (CA Agent) An organizational entity that has agreed to discharge the CA
responsibilities of the CCSDS Secretariat.  The WDC-A-R&S has agreed
to act as this agent.  Overall CA responsibility rests with the CCSDS
Secretariat.

[630X0B1]

Control Authority Agent (CA Agent) An organizational entity that has agreed to discharge the Control
Authority (CA) responsibilities of the CCSDS Secretariat. The World Data
Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S) has agreed to act as
this agent. Overall Control Authority responsibility rests with the CCSDS
Secretariat.

[632X0B1]

Control Authority Identifier (CAID) A four-character restricted-domain ASCII string, which identifies an
individual CA office or the CCSDS Secretariat.

[630X0B1]
[A30X0G3]

Control Authority Identifier (CAID) A four character restricted ASCII string that identifies an individual
Member Agency Control Authority Office (MACAO) or the CCSDS
Secretariat.

[632X0B1]

control command A special telecommand frame that carries control instructions in its
data field to set up the internal operating parameters of the FARM [][].

[A30X0G3]

CONTROL COMMAND A special Type-B TC Frame which carries control instructions in its Data
Field to set up the internal operating parameters of the FARM

CONTROL COMMAND A special, dedicated TC Transfer Frame containing control information
to set up the receiving parameters of the spacecraft end of the TC
Transfer layer

control function The component of an ASO that controls the interaction among the ASEs
and/or ASOs within the containing ASO.

[A30X0G3]

CONTROL INSTRUCTION Information required to set up a TC System layer to support the handling
of Telecommands

CONTROL INSTRUCTION A data object which is passed between layers within the TC System in
order to set up the parameters of data transfer

control instructions Information required to set up a TC system layer to support the handling
of telecommands [][][].

[A30X0G3]

CONVENTIONAL Belonging to a class of (predominantly unmanned) missions as typified
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CONVENTIONAL Belonging to a class of (predominantly unmanned) missions as typified
by space missions flown during the 1960-1990 timeframe

CONVOLUTIONAL CODE As used in this document, a code in which a number of output symbols
are produced for each I input information bit. Each output symbol is a
linear combination of the current input bit as well as some or all of the
previous k-1 bits where k is the constraint length of the code

convolutional code A code in which a number of output symbols are produced for each
input information bit. Each output symbol is a linear combination of the
current input bit as well as some or all of the previous k !1 bits where k
is the constraint length of the code [][].

[A30X0G3]

COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TIME (UTC) The time scale maintained by the Bureau International des Poids et
Mesures (BIPM) and the International Earth Rotation and Reference
Systems Service (IERS), which forms the basis of a coordinated
dissemination of standard frequencies and time signals.

[301X0B4]

COP Communications Operation Procedure [732X0B2]
[232X1B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[132X0B1]
[910X4B2E1]

COP Command Operation Procedure

COP Command Operation Procedure. [A30X0G3]

COP-1 Command Operation Procedure 1

COP-P Communication Operations Procedure Proximity [211X0B4]

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture [661X0B1]

COTS Commercial Off The Shelf

CP_PDU CCSDS PATH PROTOCOL DATA UNIT

CP_SAP CCSDS PATH SERVICE ACCESS POINT

CP_SDU CCSDS PATH SERVICE DATA UNIT
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CPM Continuous Phase Modulation

CPN CCSDS PRINCIPAL NETWORK

CPN See CCSDS Principal Network. [A30X0G3]

CPSC CDFP Packet Service Component

CPU Central Processing Unit [311X0M1]

CR Compression Ratio

CRC Cyclical Redundancy Check [650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

CRC Cyclic Redundant Code

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check [211X0B4]

CRC Communications Research Centre [401X0B20EC3]

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Code

CRL Communications Research Laboratory [401X0B20EC3]

cross support One agency's use of part of another agency's data-system resources to
complement its own system [][][][]. The activity of one CCSDS agency to
bi-directionally transfer data from another CCSDS agency between
space and ground systems, using its own transmission and reception
resources. The term cross support is applied when one agency uses part
of another agencyÕs data-system resources to complement its own
system [].

[A30X0G3]

Cross Support The situation when one organization uses part of another organization’s
data-system resources to complement its own system

CROSS SUPPORT The capability for one CCSDS Agency to bidirectionally transfer data
from another CCSDS Agency between space and ground systems,
through the Space Link Subnetwork, using its own transmission
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through the Space Link Subnetwork, using its own transmission
resources

CSA Canadian Space Agency [401X0B20EC3]

CSP CREATE_SERVICE_PACKAGE [910X11B1EC1]

CSTS Cross Support Transfer Services [910X11B1EC1]

CTI compression technique identification [121X0B1C2]

CTRL CONTROL

CTSP CONFIRM_TENTATIVE_SERVICE_PACKAGE [910X11B1EC1]

CUC CCSDS Unsegmented Time Code

CVCDU Coded Virtual Channel Data Unit

CVCDU Coded VCDU. [A30X0G3]

CW Continuous Wave [211X0B4]

d) A vertical bar separates alternative
items unless it occurs immediately after
an opening brace ({)

in this case it represents the character ‘vertical bar’.
e) If the name of any syntactic category starts with an italicized part, it
is equivalent to the category name without the italicized part. The
italicized part is intended to convey some semantic information. This
facility used for the BNF intends to assimilate every element like
<italicized_part_name> to the previously defined element <name>.
The following example presents the definition of Item A using a simple
variant of BNF. Item A is defined as first a keyword (‘type’), then
followed by an italicized Item B (already defined, and known as Item B),
then followed by a keyword (‘is’) and a delimiter (‘(’). The structure is
followed by a choice. The choice may be repeated any number of times,
each time a delimiter (‘,’) is inserted. The structure is ended by two
delimiters (‘)’ and ‘;’). The choice is between Items B and C.
<Item A> ::= type <Italicized_Item B> is ( <choice> { , <choice> } ) ;
<choice> ::= <Item B> | <Item C>

[644X0B3]

D-ID Domain Identifier
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data Representation forms of information dealt with by information systems
and their users []. ANSI. A representation of facts, concepts, or
instructions in a formalized manner suitable for communication,
interpretation, or processing by humans or by automatic means
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Data A reinterpretable representation of information in a formalized manner
suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing. Examples of
data include a sequence of bits, a table of numbers, the characters on a
page, the recording of sounds made by a person speaking, or a moon
rock specimen.

[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Data Representation forms of information dealt with by information systems
and their users

Data Description Identifier (DDID) A four character restricted ASCII string, assigned by a Member Agency
Control Authority Office (MACAO) or the CCSDS, to distinguish among
descriptions with the same Control Authority Identifier (CAID).

[632X0B1]

data description identifier (DDID) A four-character restricted-ASCII string, assigned by a MACAO or the
CCSDS, to distinguish among descriptions with the same CAID[] [][][].

[A30X0G3]

Data Description Identifier (DDID) A four-character restricted-ASCII string, assigned by a MACAO or the
CCSDS, to distinguish among descriptions with the same CAID (see
Reference [1]).

[630X0B1]

data description language (DDL) A formal notation for specifying the conceptual representation of data
objects []. A language for describing the logical representation of data []
[]. ANSI. (Data Definition Language - DDL) A programming language
used to define the logical and physical structure of a data base; that is,
the language used for defining the database schema [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Data Description Package (DDP) The combination of a data description, its ADID, and identification
information, originating from MACAOs and supplied to users to facilitate
understanding of data.

[630X0B1]
[A30X0G3]

Data Description Package (DDP) The combination of a data description, its Authority and Description
Identifier (ADID), and identification information, originating from
Member Agency Control Authority Offices (MACAOs) and supplied to
users to facilitate understanding of data.

[632X0B1]

data description record (DDR) A set of DDL statements that convey the information necessary to
parse the VALUE field of a specific TLV Object []. (Also referred to as
Data Description Record Object) A syntactic description for data entities

[A30X0G3]
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Data Description Record Object) A syntactic description for data entities
[][].

data descriptive language (DDL) Obsolete. See data description language (DDL). [A30X0G3]

data descriptive record (DDR) Obsolete. See data description record (DDR). [A30X0G3]

Data Dictionary A formal repository of terms used to describe data. [651X0M1]
[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

data dictionary (DD) A system that contains the definitions and supplementary information
that describe DDRs or data elements/objects []. ANSI. A database used
for data that refers to the use and structure of other data; that is, a
database for the storage of metadata [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Data Dissemination Session A delivered set of media or a single telecommunications session that
provides data to a Consumer. The Data Dissemination Session
format/contents is based on a data model negotiated between the
OAIS and the Consumer in the Request Agreement. This data model
identifies the logical constructs used by the OAIS and how they are
represented on each media delivery or in the telecommunication
session.

[650X0B1E1]

Data Element The smallest named item or items of data for a given application

data element The smallest named item or items of data for a given application [][][][];
a named unit of data that, in some contexts, is considered indivisible
and in other contexts may consist of data items.

[A30X0G3]

data entity A named collection of data elements [][][]. [A30X0G3]

Data Entity A concept that can, or does, take on one or more values. The concept,
and optionally constraints on the representation of its value, are
defined by attributes and their values.

[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]
[647X1B1]

Data Entity A named collection of data elements

Data Entity Dictionary A collection of semantic definitions of various data entities, together
with a few mandatory and optional attributes about the collection as a
whole. Data entity dictionaries may be just for a single product, i.e., all
the data entities within a single product are described in a
corresponding single dictionary, or the data entity dictionary may be a
discipline-oriented dictionary that holds a number of previously defined

[647X2B1]
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discipline-oriented dictionary that holds a number of previously defined
data entity definitions which may be used by data designers and users
as references. Some parts of a dictionary are optional. In practical
terms the dictionary could be a file or a Standard Formatted Data Unit
(SFDU) Label-Value Object (LVO) value field (see references [3] and
[C2]). Within this Recommendation, the expression ‘data entity
dictionary’ can refer either to the notion of data entity dictionaries or to
a data entity dictionary instance. A data entity dictionary is also an
entity, called Dictionary Entity.

Data Entity Dictionary A collection of semantic definitions of various data entities, together
with a few mandatory and optional attributes about the collection as a
whole. Data entity dictionaries may be just for a single product, i.e., all
the data entities within a single product are described in a
corresponding single dictionary, or the data entity dictionary may be a
discipline-oriented dictionary that holds a number of previously defined
data entity definitions which may be used by data designers and users
as references. Some parts of a dictionary are optional. In practical
terms the dictionary could be a file or a Standard Formatted Data Unit
(SFDU) Label-Value Object (LVO) value field (references [1] and [C-4]).
Within this Recommendation, the expression ‘data entity dictionary’ can
refer either to the notion of data entity dictionaries or to a data entity
dictionary instance. A data entity dictionary is also an entity, called
Dictionary Entity.

[647X1B1]

Data Entity Dictionary A collection of semantic definitions of various data entities, together
with a few mandatory and optional attributes about the collection as a
whole. Data entity dictionaries may be just for a single product, i.e., all
the data entities within a single product are described in a
corresponding single dictionary, or the data entity dictionary may be a
discipline-oriented dictionary that holds a number of previously defined
data entity definitions which may be used by data designers and users
as references. Some parts of a dictionary are optional. In practical
terms the dictionary could be a file or a Standard Formatted Data Unit
(SFDU) Label-Value Object (LVO) value field (see references [3] and
[B2]). Within this Recommendation, the expression ‘data entity
dictionary’ can refer either to the notion of data entity dictionaries, or to
a data entity dictionary instance. A data entity dictionary is also an
entity, called Dictionary Entity.

[647X3B1]

Data Entity Dictionary (DED) A collection of semantic definitions of various data entities, together
with a few mandatory and optional attributes about the collection as a
whole. Data Entity Dictionaries may pertain to a single product, i.e., all
the data entities within a single product are described in a

[651X0M1]
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the data entities within a single product are described in a
corresponding single dictionary, or the Data Entity Dictionary may be a
discipline-oriented dictionary that holds a number of previously defined
data entity definitions which may be used by data designers and users
as references.

data entity dictionary (DED) A collection of semantic definitions for data entities [][][]. [A30X0G3]

data interchange language (DIL) A language used for specifying the physical (bit pattern) representation
of data [].

[A30X0G3]

Data Link Layer The layer which provides means for transferring data supplied by users
(i.e., Network Layer entities) using the capability provided by the Physical
Layer. It detects and possibly corrects error which may occur in the
Physical Layer

Data Management The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions for populating,
maintaining, and accessing a wide variety of information. Some
examples of this information are catalogs and inventories on what may
be retrieved from Archival Storage, processing algorithms that may be
run on retrieved data, Consumer access statistics, Consumer billing,
Event Based Orders, security controls, and OAIS schedules, policies, and
procedures.

[650X0B1E1]

Data Management Data The data created and stored in Data Management persistent storage
that refer to operation of an archive. Some examples of this data are
accounting data for Consumer billing and authorization, policy data,
Event Based Order (subscription) data for repeating requests,
preservation process history data, and statistical data for generating
reports to archive management.

[650X0B1E1]

data management service In the space data systems layered telecommand architecture, the top
service of the telecommand system. It includes the primary facilities for
interfacing the user with the systems used to communicate
telecommands. Its bottom layer provides a protocol data unit known as
a telecommand packet, which provides data formatting services so that
command data may be transported between user application processes
[][].

[A30X0G3]

DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICE In the space data systems layered telecommand architecture, the top
service of the Telecommand System. It includes the primary facilities for
interfacing the user with the systems used to communicate
telecommands. Its bottom layer provides a protocol data unit known as
a Telecommand Packet, which provides data formatting services so that
command data may be transported between user application processes
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command data may be transported between user application processes

Data Object Object that contains some file content and any data required to allow
the information consumer to reverse any transformations that have
been performed on the object and restore it to the byte stream
intended for the original designated community and described by the
Representation metadata pointed to by the repID attribute of the data
object.

[661X0B1]

data object A collection of data elements that are packaged for or by a specific
application [][][]. ANSI. In programming languages, an element of data
structure such as a file, an array, or an operand, that is needed for the
execution of programs and that is named or otherwise specified by the
allowable character set of the language of the program [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Data Object Either a Physical Object or a Digital Object. [650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]

Data Object Section Section that contains a number of dataObject elements. [661X0B1]

Data Product A collection of one or more data items that are packaged for or by a
specific application.

[647X1B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]

data product A collection of one or more data objects [][]. [A30X0G3]

data routing service In the space data systems layered telecommand architecture, the
middle service of the telecommand system. It provides a fundamental
service within the TC system by guaranteeing the delivery of TC data
from the sending to the receiving ends of the ground-to-space data link
[][].

[A30X0G3]

DATA ROUTING SERVICE In the space data systems layered telecommand architecture, the
middle service of the Telecommand System. It provides a fundamental
service within the TC System by guaranteeing the delivery of TC data
from the sending to the receiving ends of the ground-to-space data link

data start A signal from the layer below which becomes "true" to notify the
transfer layer that valid decoded data octets are being transferred [].

[A30X0G3]

DATA START A signal from the Coding layer which becomes “true” to notify the
Transfer layer that valid decoded data octets are being transferred

data stop A signal from the layer below corresponding to data start becoming
"false", which notifies the transfer layer that no more valid data octets

[A30X0G3]
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"false", which notifies the transfer layer that no more valid data octets
are being transferred by the layer below [].

DATA STOP A signal from the Coding layer corresponding to Data Start becoming
“false”, which notifies the Transfer layer that no more valid data octets
are being transferred by the layer below

Data Submission Session A delivered set of media or a single telecommunications session that
provides Data to an OAIS. The Data Submission Session
format/contents is based on a data model negotiated between the
OAIS and the Producer in the Submission Agreement. This data model
identifies the logical constructs used by the Producer and how they are
represented on each media delivery or in the telecommunication
session.

[650X0B1E1]

Data Submission Session A delivered set of media or a single telecommunications session that
provides data to an OAIS. The Data Submission Session
format/contents is based on a data model negotiated between the
OAIS and the Producer in the Submission Agreement. This data model
identifies the logical constructs used by the Producer and how these are
represented on each media delivery or in the telecommunication
session.

[651X0M1]

data system addressable entity, situated in a subnet, which hosts an instance of the
subnetwork protocols, subnetwork services, and subnetwork users.
NOTE – The subnetwork users are uniquely identifiable in a subnetwork
by a combination of data system address and a protocol ID. A data
system is typically a computer or a device.

[851X0M1]
[855X0M1]
[853X0M1]
[854X0M1]

data system A system of an enterprise with the goal to provide services that satisfy
the information needs of the enterprise. Major operating facilities of the
data system are: physical storage, data management, data retrieval, and
data manipulation facilities [].

[A30X0G3]

data system address identifier which uniquely identifies a data system in a subnetwork.
NOTE – The data system address can be referred to as a destination
address or a source address depending on the context of its invocation
at the subnetwork service interface.

[853X0M1]
[854X0M1]
[855X0M1]
[851X0M1]

data unit An aggregation of data objects that forms a single data interchange
entity [].

[A30X0G3]

data unit zone That portion of a virtual channel data unit into which complete higher
layer data units may be placed for asynchronous or isochronous
transmission [].

[A30X0G3]
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DATA UNIT ZONE That portion of a Virtual Channel Data Unit into which higher-layer data
units may be placed for asynchronous or isochronous transmission

DATE Synonymous with "time-scale reading", but usually referred to as
calendar

Note: The date can be expressed in years, months, days, hours, minutes,
seconds and fractions thereof

DATE The reading of a specified time scale, usually a calendar. [301X0B4]

day segmented time code One of three CCSDS-recommended segmented time codes, where day,
milliseconds of day and microseconds of milliseconds are the time units
[].

[A30X0G3]

dB Decibel

dB Decibel(s) [401X0B20EC3]

dB/K Decibel(s) per degree Kelvin [401X0B20EC3]

dBi Decibel(s) relative to an isotropically radiated signal [401X0B20EC3]

dBm Decibel(s) relative to one milliwatt [401X0B20EC3]

DBMS Data Base Management System [311X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]

DBMS Data base management system [][]. [A30X0G3]

dBW decibels referenced to one watt [910X11B1EC1]

dBW Decibel(s) relative to one Watt [401X0B20EC3]

DC coefficient any wavelet coefficient from the lowest frequency subband LL3. [122X0B1C2]

DCT Design Control Table [Link] [401X0B20EC3]

DDID Data Description Identifier [632X0B1]
[622X0B1]
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[622X0B1]
[620X0B2]
[630X0B1]

DDID See data description identifier. [A30X0G3]

DDID Data Description Identifier: A four-character restricted-ASCII string,
assigned by a MACAO or the CCSDS, to distinguish among descriptions
with the same CAID

DDL See data description language. [A30X0G3]

DDL Data Descriptive Language

DDL Data Definition Language [647X1B1]

DDL Data Description Language [650X0B1E1]

DDL data description language: used for specifying the logical representation
of data

DDP Data Description Package: The combination of a data description, its
ADID, and identification information, originating from MACAOs and
supplied to users to facilitate understanding of data

DDP See data description package. [A30X0G3]

DDP Data Description Package [632X0B1]
[630X0B1]

DDR Data Description Record [644X0B3]
[620X0B2]

DDR See data description record. [A30X0G3]

DDU Description Data Unit [632X0B1]
[620X0B2]
[622X0B1]

DDU Description data unit [][][]. [A30X0G3]

DE Development Ephemerides
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debrief phase During the Debrief phase, accounting and performance information
about the Execution phase is delivered to the Service Manager and/or
to the service user [].

[A30X0G3]

DEC Digital Equipment Corporation

decoder (hard decision) A coding layer algorithmic process that utilizes the check bits contained
in a codeblock for detecting or correcting errors in the information bits.
The check bits are then removed before the information bits are output.

[A30X0G3]

DECODER (Hard Decision) A Coding layer algorithmic process which utilizes the check bits
contained in a codeblock for detecting or correcting errors in the
information bits. The check bits are then removed before the
information bits are outputted

DECODER (Soft Decision) A Coding layer algorithmic process which uses quantization of the
detector output into n levels for each received bit to decide upon the
most likely codeblock and to estimate the reliability of that decision. The
check bits are then removed before the best-estimate information bits
and any reliability information are outputted

decoder (soft decision) A coding layer algorithmic process that uses quantization of the
detector output into n levels for each received bit to decide upon the
most likely codeblock and to estimate the reliability of that decision. The
check bits are then removed before the best estimate information bits
and any reliability information are output. ANSI. (decoder) A functional
unit that has a number of input lines such that any number may carry
signals and a number of output lines such that no more than one at a
time may carry a signal; the combination of input signals serves as a
code to indicate which output line carries the signal [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Decoding (Hard Decision) A Synchronization and Channel Coding Sublayer algorithmic process
which utilizes the check bits contained in a Codeblock for detecting or
correcting errors in the information bits. The check bits are then
removed before the information bits are outputted

Decoding (Soft Decision) A Synchronization and Channel Coding Sublayer algorithmic process
which uses quantization of the detector output into n levels for each
received bit to decide upon the most likely Codeblock and to estimate
the reliability of that decision. The check bits are then removed before
the best-estimate information bits and any reliability information is
outputted

decoding procedure A procedure for decoding encoded data [][]. [A30X0G3]
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decoding procedure A procedure for decoding encoded data [][]. [A30X0G3]

DED Data Entity Dictionary [647X3B1]
[620X0B2]
[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]
[647X1B1]
[647X2B1]

DED Data Entity Dictionary: A collection of semantic definitions for data
entities

DED Data Entity Dictionary (DED): A collection of semantic definitions of
various data entities, together with a few mandatory and optional
attributes about the collection as a whole. Data Entity Dictionaries may
pertain to a single product, i.e., all the data entities within a single
product are described in a corresponding single dictionary, or the Data
Entity Dictionary may be a discipline-oriented dictionary that holds a
number of previously defined data entity definitions which may be used
by data designers and users as references.

DEDSL Data Entity Dictionary Specification Language [647X1B1]
[647X2B1]
[311X0M1]
[647X3B1]

DEDSL Data Entity Dictionary Specification Language (reference [2]) [651X0M1]

Defaulted Indication of an attribute or descriptor value that is understood when
the attribute or descriptor is not explicitly included in the containing
definition.

[647X1B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]

deferred The storage and delayed transfer of data from a space end application
process to a ground end application process (return data), or vice versa
(forward data) [].

[A30X0G3]

deg Degree [401X0B20EC3]

delimitation The method of specifying the end of a block of data [][]. ANSI.
(Delimiter) A character used to indicate the beginning or the end of a
character string [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

delimited having a known (and finite) length; applies to data in the context of data
handling.

[732X0B2]
[232X0B2]
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handling. [232X0B2]

Delimiter a delimiter is one of the following compositions of special characters:
& ' ( ) * + , - . / : ; < = > | => .. ** := /= >= <= << >> <>

deliver (primitive) An OSI-service primitive initiated by an OSI-service-provider []. [A30X0G3]

DELIVERY The process of passing transported telecommand data across the
interface to the Application Process layer at the receiving end of the TC
System

delivery conditions Control instructions, generated by the application process layer, that
specify the parameters and conditions that are required to exist within
lower layers in order to perform the delivery of telecommands from the
sending to the receiving end of the TC system [][].

[A30X0G3]

DELIVERY CONDITIONS Control instructions, generated by the Application Process layer, which
specify the parameters and conditions that are required to exist within
lower layers in order to perform the delivery of telecommands from the
sending to the receiving end of the TC System

Delta-DOR Delta Differential One-Way Ranging [503X0B1C1]

DERA Defence Evaluation and Research Agency

Derived AIP An AIP generated by extracting or aggregating information from one or
more source AIPs.

[650X0B1E1]

DES Data Encryption Standard

Description Data Unit A Content Unit in which all the content objects are metadata objects. [661X0B1]

Descriptive Information The set of information, consisting primarily of Package Descriptions,
which is provided to Data Management to support the finding, ordering,
and retrieving of OAIS information holdings by Consumers.

[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Descriptor Name An Identifier that is the name of the descriptor. [647X2B1]
[647X1B1]
[647X3B1]

Descriptor Type The characterization of the descriptor value; e.g., text, identifier, integer. [647X2B1]
[647X3B1]
[647X1B1]

Designated Community An identified group of potential Consumers who should be able to [650X0B1E1]
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Designated Community An identified group of potential Consumers who should be able to
understand a particular set of information. The Designated Community
may be composed of multiple user communities.

[650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

DFC_ID Data Field Construction Identifier [133X1B2]
[211X0B4]

dibit A group of two bits in 4-phase modulation. Each possible dibit is
encoded in the form of one of four unique phase shifts of the RF carrier
[].

[A30X0G3]

DIF Directory Interchange Format [651X0M1]

Digital Migration The transfer of digital information, while intending to preserve it, within
the OAIS. It is distinguished from transfers in general by three attributes:
– a focus on the preservation of the full information content;
– a perspective that the new archival implementation of the
information is a replacement for the old; and
– an understanding that full control and responsibility over all aspects
of the transfer resides with the OAIS.

[650X0B1E1]

Digital Migration The transfer of digital information, while intending to preserve it, within
the OAIS. It is distinguished from transfers in general by three attributes:

- a focus on the preservation of the full information content;
- a perspective that the new archival implementation of the information
is a replacement for the old one;
- an understanding that full control and responsibility over all aspects
of the transfer resides with the OAIS.

Digital Object An object composed of a set of bit sequences. [661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

DIL Data Interchange Language

DIL data interchange language: used for specifying the physical (bit pattern)
representation of data

DIL See data interchange language. [A30X0G3]

DIP Dissemination Information Package [650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

Discrete type a discrete type is either an integer type or an enumeration type.
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Discrete types may be used, for example, in case statements and as
array indexes

discrete type A discrete type is either an integer type or an enumeration type.
Discrete types may be used, for example, in case statements and as
array indexes [][].

[A30X0G3]

discriminant A discriminant is a component of a record type whose value influences
the structure of this record [].
A discriminant type is either an integer type or an enumeration type.
Discrete types may be used, for example, in case statements and as
array indexes[].

[A30X0G3]

Discriminant a discriminant is a component of a record type whose value influences
the structure of this record

Dissemination Information Package (DIP) The Information Package, derived from one or more AIPs, received by
the Consumer in response to a request to the OAIS.

[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. [401X0B20EC3]

DN Distinguished Name

DNRZ Differential Non-Return to Zero [401X0B20EC3]

DoD (U.S.) Department of Defense [311X0M1]

DoD US Department of Defense

DoDAF DoD Architecture Framework [311X0M1]

DOM Document Object Model [06-11-03]

DOR Differential One-Way Ranging [503X0B1C1]

DORIS Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite [503X0B1C1]

DoS Denial of Service

DRVID Differenced Range vs. Integrated Doppler [401X0B20EC3]
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DSCSP DELETE_SPACE_COMMUNICATION_SERVICE_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

DSLEP DELETE_SPACE_LINK_EVENTS_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

DSN Deep Space Network

DSP DELETE_SERVICE_PACKAGE [910X11B1EC1]

DSST Draper Semi-Analytic Satellite Theory [502X0B2]

DTAI The value of the difference TAI – UTC, as disseminated with time signals
is denoted DTAI. DTAI = TAI UTC may be regarded as a correction to be
added to UTC to obtain TAI.

[301X0B4]

DTD Document Type Declaration [647X3B1]

DTD Document Type Definition [651X0M1]

DTN Delay Tolerant Networking

DTP DELETE_TRAJECTORY_PREDICTION [910X11B1EC1]

DTSP DELETE_TRANSFER_SERVICE_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

DU Data Unit [910X4B2E1]

DVD Digital Video Disk [650X0B1E1]

DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform: recommended processing algorithm to
transform image data to wavelet coefficient data.

[122X0B1C2]

E- ENCAPSULATION

E/S Earth-to-Space [401X0B20EC3]

E_PDU ENCAPSULATION PROTOCOL DATA UNIT
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E_SDU ENCAPSULATION SERVICE DATA UNIT

EAD Encoded Archival Description [651X0M1]

EAST Enhanced Ada SubseT [651X0M1]
[644X0B3]
[647X1B1]

EAST The EAST language is a CCSDS and ISO norm. EAST offers means to
describe the syntax of a data file, including:
the fields in which it can be decomposed;
structure (simple or composite);
type (integer, real, enumerated, array, record, list);
range (min value, max value);
coding (ASCII, binary);
location (rank, length);
optionality (mandatory or not and, if not, presence condition);
eventually, variable dimension (for arrays).

[651X0M1]

Eb Energy per data bit [401X0B20EC3]

Eb/No Energy per bit to Noise spectral density ratio

Eb/No Energy per data bit to Noise ratio in a 1 Hz bandwidth [401X0B20EC3]

Eb/No energy per bit divided by noise spectral density

EBCDIC Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code [650X0B1E1]

ECI Earth Centered Inertial [502X0B2]

ECS EOSDIS Core System [650X0B1E1]

Edition An attribute of an AIP whose information content has been increased or
improved from a source AIP and is therefore a candidate to replace the
source AIP.

[650X0B1E1]

EDU Exchange Data Unit [632X0B1]
[620X0B2]
[622X0B1]
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EES Earth Exploration Service [401X0B20EC3]

EESS Earth Exploration Satellite Service

EGM Earth Gravitational Model, Earth Geopotential Model [502X0B2]

EIRP equivalent (or effective) isotropic radiated power [910X11B1EC1]

EIRP Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power [401X0B20EC3]

Elementary Data Entity A data entity whose data type is elementary, that is Integer, Real, Text
or Enumerated.

[647X1B1]
[647X3B1]
[647X2B1]

Elementary type an elementary type does not have components

elementary type An elementary type does not have components [][]. [A30X0G3]

ELEV Elevation [401X0B20EC3]

EME2000 Earth Mean Equator and Equinox of J2000 (Julian Date 2000) [502X0B2]
[504X0B1]

ENCAPSULATION PROTOCOL DATA UNIT The protocol data unit of the Encapsulation Function of the Space Link
Subnet, having the format of a CCSDS Packet

encapsulation protocol data unit The protocol data unit of the encapsulation sublayer of the space link
subnetwork, having the format of a CCSDS packet [].

[A30X0G3]

encapsulation service A service within the space link subnet that wraps incoming delimited
data units (that are not in CCSDS packet format) into CCSDS packets,
during their transfer through the subnet [][].

[A30X0G3]

ENCAPSULATION SERVICE, FUNCTION (E-
SERVICE)

A service or function within the Space Link Subnet which wraps
incoming delimited data units (that are not in CCSDS Packet format) into
CCSDS Packets, during their transfer through the Subnet

encapsulation sublayer The upper sublayer of the space link subnet, which temporarily wraps
incoming delimited data units that are not in CCSDS packet format into
CCSDS packets, for transfer through the subnet [].

[A30X0G3]

Encoded Data The data contained in a Codeblock
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Encoded Data The data contained in a Codeblock

ENCODED TC DATA The TC data contained in a codeblock

encoded TC data The TC data contained in a codeblock []. [A30X0G3]

encoder A coding layer algorithmic process that adds check bits to a series of
information bits to create a codeblock []. ANSI. A functional unit that
has a number of input lines such that not more than one at a time may
carry a signal, and a number of output lines such that any number may
carry signals. The combination of output signals serves as the code that
indicates which input line carries the signal [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

ENCODER As used in this document, a Coding layer algorithmic process which adds
check bits to a series of information bits to create a codeblock

Encoding As used in this document, a Synchronization and Channel Coding
Sublayer algorithmic process which adds check bits to a series of
information bits to create a Codeblock

encoding procedure A procedure for encoding data [][]. [A30X0G3]

end point, end system AOS. The location on the CCSDS Principal Network (CPN) of a user
application, at which the CPN services are terminated.

[A30X0G3]

END POINT, END SYSTEM The location on the CPN of a User Application, at which CPN services are
terminated

End Statement An optional statement that terminates the PVL Module prior to the end
of the provided octet space.

[641X0B2]
[A30X0G3]

End System An addressable network entity within the SCPS Network. [714X0B2]

entropy Entropy is a quantitative measure of the average amount of information
per source sample, expressed in bits/sample

entropy Entropy is a quantitative measure of the average amount of information
per source sample, expressed in bits/sample. [].

[A30X0G3]

Enumerated A set containing a restricted number of discrete values, where each
discrete value is named and unique within the set.

[647X3B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X1B1]

Enumeration representation clause an enumeration representation clause specifies the bit pattern for each
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Enumeration representation clause an enumeration representation clause specifies the bit pattern for each
literal of the corresponding enumeration type

enumeration representation clause An enumeration representation clause specifies the bit pattern for each
literal of the corresponding enumeration type [][].

[A30X0G3]

enumeration type An enumeration type is defined by the list of ts values, called
enumeration literals, which may be identifiers or character literals. All
values for a given enumeration type are different[].
An enumeration type is defined by an enumeration of its values, which
may be identifiers or character literals. All values for a given
enumerated type are different [].

[A30X0G3]

Enumeration type an enumeration type is defined by the list of its values, called
enumeration literals, which may be identifiers or character literals. All
values for a given enumeration type are different

EOF End of File [727X0B4]
[620X0B2]

EOL End of Line

EOL End of line []. [A30X0G3]

EOP Earth Orientation Parameters [502X0B2]

EOSDIS Earth Observing System Data and Information System [650X0B1E1]

EPHEMERIS TIME An astronomical time scale based on the orbital motion of the Earth
around the sun. It was used to define the SI second between 1960 and
1967, and continued in use for astronomical applications until 1977
when it was replaced by Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT). TDT in turn
was replaced by Terrestrial Time (TT) in 1991.

[301X0B4]

EPI Encapsulated Protocol Identifier [133X1B2]

epoch The starting time from which the time is counted in segmented and
unsegmented time codes [].

[A30X0G3]

EPOCH The beginning of an era (or event) or the reference date of a system of
measurements.

[301X0B4]

EPOCH The origin (the beginning) of a time scale
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error data bit received with the inverse value from that with which it was sent. [851X0M1]

error-information Information supplied by the responder as the consequence of an
unsuccessful abstract-bind-operation or abstract-unbind-operation.

[A30X0G3]

ERT Earth Receive Time

ES End System

ES-ID End System Identifier

Es/No Energy per symbol to Noise spectral density ratio

ESA European Space Agency [401X0B20EC3]

ESA European Space Agency []. [A30X0G3]

ESOC European Space Operations Centre

ESP Encapsulating Security Payload

ESTEC European Space Research and Technology Centre

ETP EXTEND_TRAJECTORY_PREDICTION [910X11B1EC1]

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute [211X0B4]

EVENT As used in this document, an action which causes the TC Channel
Service to change states

event An action that causes the TC channel service to change states []. ANSI.
An occurrence or happening that is significant to the performance of a
function, operation or task [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Event As used in this document, an action which causes the CLTU Reception
Logic to change states

Event Based Order A request that is generated by a Consumer for information that is to be
delivered periodically on the basis of some event or events.

[650X0B1E1]
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delivered periodically on the basis of some event or events.

Example 1‑11 Example of BNF [644X0B3]

EXECUTION The act of effecting a commanded change within a spacecraft
application process, in response to a telecommand which has been
delivered to that process

execution Telecommand. The act of effecting a commanded change within a
spacecraft application process, in response to a telecommand that has
been delivered to that process. ANSI. The process of carrying out an
instruction or the instructions of a computer program by a computer
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

execution phase Phase during which various interactions may take place between the
Agencies. Interactions may concern the exchange of space data or with
the delivery of event, alarm, and status reports [].

[A30X0G3]

exp Exponent [401X0B20EC3]

Extended End System Address The Extended End System Address identifies a single end system or an
end-system group. The Extended End System Address conforms to the
structural rules of either the SCPS Address Family or the IP Address
Family. Extended End System Addresses may be parameters to the
primitives of the Unit Data service.

[714X0B2]

f Frequency [401X0B20EC3]

F-CLTU Forward Command Link Transmission Unit

F-SP Forward Space Packets

F-TCF Forward Telecommand Frames

F-TCVCA Telecommand Virtual Channel Access

FAF Forward All Frames [910X4B2E1]

FAF Forward All Frames. [A30X0G3]

FARM Frame Acceptance and Reporting Mechanism [132X0B1]
[133X0B1C1]
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[133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]
[232X1B2]

FARM Telecommand. See frame acceptance and reporting mechanism. [A30X0G3]

FARM-1 FARM PART OF COP-1

FARM-1 The particular FARM defined in this Recommendation.

FARM-B COUNTER A counter, reported in the CLCW, which increments once for every Type-
B frame that is accepted by the FARM on a particular Virtual Channel

FARM-P Frame Acceptance and Reporting Mechanism Proximity [211X0B4]

fc RF carrier frequency [401X0B20EC3]

Fchip chip rate [414X1B1]

FCLTU forward communications link transmission unit [910X11B1EC1]

fd Doppler frequency shift [401X0B20EC3]

FD Frame Descriptor [131X2O1]

FD(n) File Data Segment

FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access

FDU Frame Data Unit [232X1B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]
[132X0B1]

FDU Frame Data Unit. The data conveyed in a single Frame Data Field.

FDU File Delivery Unit [727X0B4]

FEC Forward Error Correction [311X0M1]
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FECF Frame Error Control Field [132X0B1]

Federated Archives A group of archives that has agreed to provide access to their holdings
via one or more common finding aids.

[650X0B1E1]

FER Frame Error Ratio [131X2O1]

FG Functional Group [910X4B2E1]

FG Functional Group. [A30X0G3]

FGDC Federal Geographic Data Committee [651X0M1]

FHP First Header Pointer

field An abstract component of a data unit that is assigned a length and a
representation. The instance of a field is the field value. Fields may be
divided into sub-fields that may be used as fields []. ANSI. On a data
medium or in storage, a specified area used for a particular class of
data; for example, a group of character positions used to enter or
display wage rates on a screen [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

FIFO First In First Out [211X0B4]

Figure 1‑11 Example of Syntax Diagram
The syntax of the language is described using a simple variant of
Backus-Naur-Form with the following conventions:
a) Boldface words are used to denote reserved keywords.
b) Square brackets enclose optional items.
c) Braces enclose a repeated item. This item may appear zero or more
times.

[644X0B3]

FILE An ordered aggregation of interrelated Telecommand Packets
corresponding to a single, well defined spacecraft activity. A TC File has
three distinguishing characteristics: 1) it has a File name; 2) it has a pre-
defined length; and 3) it must be delivered intact and complete before
being released for execution

FILL Bits appended by the Coding layer to the Input Data to enable the data
entity to exactly fit an integer number of codeblocks. These fill bits ARE
transmitted and must be removed by the layer above
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transmitted and must be removed by the layer above

Fill Bits appended by the Synchronization and Channel Coding Sublayer to
the Transfer Frame(s) to enable the data entity to exactly fit an integer
number of Codeblocks. These fill bits ARE transmitted and must be
removed by the sublayer above. The pattern of the Fill shall consist of a
sequence of alternating ‘ones’ and ‘zeros’ starting with a ‘zero’

Fill Bit(s) Additional bit(s) appended to enable a "data entity" to exactly fit an
integer number of octets or symbols

FILL DATA Extra trailing octets of meaningless data added by the sending end
Coding layer to complete the last TC Codeblock. Because information in
the TC Transfer Frame is needed by the receiving end to determine how
much Fill Data has been added, Fill Data must be removed by the
receiving end Transfer layer, not by the receiving end Coding layer

fill data Extra trailing octets of meaningless data sent to the transfer layer by
the layer below as a result of the mechanization of that lower layer. Fill
must be removed by the transfer layer [].

[A30X0G3]

Filler Bit The last bit of the last octet of a BCH Codeblock to provide an overall
codeblock length which is an integer number of octets. The Filler Bit
shall always be a zero

FIN Finished (receiver to sender)

Finding Aid A type of Access Aid that allows a user to search for and identify
Archival Information Packages of interest.

[650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

first header pointer The first header pointer field is part of the transfer frame primary
header. The first header pointer contains information on the position of
the first source packet or the first segment within the transfer frame
data field [].

[A30X0G3]

FITS Flexible Image Transport System [647X1B1]

FITS Flexible Image Transfer System [650X0B1E1]

FITS Flexible image transport system []. [A30X0G3]

Fixity Information The information which documents the authentication mechanisms and
provides authentication keys to ensure that the Content Information
object has not been altered in an undocumented manner. An example

[650X0B1E1]
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object has not been altered in an undocumented manner. An example
is a Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) code for a file.

Fixity Information The information that documents the authentication mechanisms and
provides authentication keys to ensure that the Content Information
object has not been altered in an undocumented manner. An example
is a Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) code for a file.

[661X0B1]

Fixity Information The information which documents the authentication mechanisms and
provides authentication keys to ensure that the Content Information
Object has not been altered in an undocumented manner.

[651X0M1]

FM Frequency Modulation [401X0B20EC3]

FM Frame Marker [131X2O1]

FN Footnote [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

FOP Frame Operation Procedure [133X0B1C1]
[232X1B2]
[732X0B2]
[132X0B1]

FOP Telecommand. See frame operation procedure. [A30X0G3]

FOP-1 The particular FOP defined in this Recommendation.

FOP-1 FOP PART OF COP-1

FOP-P Frame Operations Procedure – Proximity [211X0B4]

format The assignment of each of the data elements of a data object to a field
or sub-field and to a specific location or address in a given physical
medium or in a device []. ANSI. The arrangement or layout of data in or
on a data medium [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Format effector A control character that effects the display of the printable characters.
The format effector characters consist of the horizontal tab, vertical tab,
carriage return, line feed and form feed

forward data Data generated by an end application process on the ground for
consumption by one or more data sinks in space. Forward data is all
data that is sent from the ground element to the space element (e.g.,

[A30X0G3]
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data that is sent from the ground element to the space element (e.g.,
telecommand) [].

Forward Data All data sent from the ground element to the space element (e.g.,
telecommand)

forward link that portion of a Proximity space link in which the caller transmits and
the responder receives (typically a command link).

[211X2B1]
[211X1B3EC1]

Forward Space Link Data Unit A Forward SL-DU is a data structure defined by the CCSDS
Telecommand or AOS Recommendations [][][][]. The types of Forward
SL-DUs are provided in tables A-2 and A-3 of annex A [].

NOTE ! Examples of Forward SL-DUs are: a Telecommand Packet; a
Telecommand Frame, as defined in the above references.

[A30X0G3]

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array [311X0M1]

FQPSK Feher Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

frame acceptance and reporting
mechanism (FARM)

The procedures executed by the receiving end of the transfer layer to
decide whether to accept a TC transfer frame and how to report
operation and status back to the FOP via command link control words []
[].

[A30X0G3]

FRAME ACCEPTANCE AND REPORTING
MECHANISM (FARM)

The FARM is the set of procedures executed by the receiving end of the
Transfer layer to decide whether to accept a TC Transfer Frame and how
to report operation and status back to the FOP via Command Link
Control Words

frame acceptance check A further set of sequence tests to which Type-A frames are subjected
when they pass the frame validation check. Frames that fail the
acceptance check are rejected [].

[A30X0G3]

frame error control field An optional field, located at the end of the transfer frame format, that
provides a capability for detecting errors that may have been introduced
into the frame during the transmission and the data handling process
(see [], Section 5.5 and also relation to AOS VCDU Error Control Field [].

[A30X0G3]

FRAME OPERATION PROCEDURE (FOP) The FOP is the procedure executed by the sending end of the Transfer
layer to transmit a TC Transfer Frame. The FOP conducts a transfer
sequence using the communication services of the underlying TC
Channel Service. Actions of the FOP are dictated by the rules of the COP
and the FARM status information passed back to it via the telemetered
Command Link Control Word (CLCW)
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Command Link Control Word (CLCW)

frame operation procedure (FOP) The procedure executed by the sending end of the transfer layer to
transmit a TC transfer frame. The FOP conducts a transfer sequence
using the communication services of the underlying TC channel service.
Actions of the FOP are dictated by the rules of the COP and the FARM
status information passed back to it via the telemetered command link
control word (CLCW) [][].

[A30X0G3]

FRAME SEQUENCE NUMBER N(S) The up-counting absolute number that is placed into each Type-A TC
Frame

frame validation A process performed at the receiving end of the transfer layer to check
the integrity of a TC transfer frame [].

[A30X0G3]

frame validation check A set of common integrity and quality tests to which all frames are first
subjected when they are processed by the receiving end of the transfer
layer [].

[A30X0G3]

FRAME VALIDATION CHECK A set of common integrity and quality tests to which ALL TC Transfer
Frames are first subjected when they are processed by the receiving
end of the Transfer layer

Freq Frequency [401X0B20EC3]

FS Fundamental Sequence [121X0B1C2]

fsc Subcarrier frequency [401X0B20EC3]

FSH Frame Secondary Header. [A30X0G3]

FSH Frame Secondary Header [910X4B2E1]
[132X0B1]

FSK Frequency Shift Keying [401X0B20EC3]

FSP forward space packet [910X11B1EC1]

FT File Transfer

FTP File Transfer Protocol

FTP File transfer protocol []. [A30X0G3]
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FTP File transfer protocol []. [A30X0G3]

Functional Group The fundamental building block of an SLE service; it is not decomposed
further. Functional groups are derived from the layered functionality
specified in the Space Link protocols

Functional Group The Functional Group (FG) is the fundamental building block of an SLE
service; it is not decomposed further. FGs are derived from the layered
functionality specified in the Space Link protocols [].

[A30X0G3]

functional unit A subset of the functionality of the functional group, associated with a
single CCSDS service [].

[A30X0G3]

FUNDAMENTAL SEQUENCE The variable-length Fundamental Sequence (FS) code represents the
non-negative integer m with a binary codeword of m zeros followed by
a 1. Application of the FS code to a block of J samples produces a
sequence of J concatenated codewords called the Fundamental
Sequence

fundamental sequence The variable-length Fundamental Sequence (FS) code represents the
non-negative integer m with a binary codeword of m zeros followed by
a 1. Application of the FS code to a block of J samples produces a
sequence of J concatenated codewords called the Fundamental
Sequence [].

[A30X0G3]

Fwd Forward [910X4B2E1]

Fwd Forward. [A30X0G3]

G&C Guidance and Control

G/T Antenna gain divided by the receiving system’s noise temperature in
degrees Kelvin (usually expressed in dB)

[401X0B20EC3]

G/W GATEWAY

gaggle A gaggle consists of a set of consecutive blocks within a segment. 
Specifically, a segment is partitioned into gaggles, with each gaggle
consisting of 16 blocks, except possibly the last gaggle, which contains
(S mod 16) blocks when S is not a multiple of 16 (see 4.3.2).  Certain
code parameters are independently selected for each gaggle. 
Specifically, all of the quantized DC coefficient values in a gaggle are
coded using the same code option (see 4.3.2).  Similarly, at each bit

[122X0B1C2]
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coded using the same code option (see 4.3.2).  Similarly, at each bit
plane, the same set of variable-length code options are used for all
encoded variable length words in a gaggle (see 4.5.3.3).

GalileoSAT Galileo Space Segment

Gateway A network-addressable system that terminates a protocol at a given
layer and invokes similar services at the same layer of an adjacent
network.

[714X0B2]

GATEWAY The connecting point between two dissimilar subnetworks

gateway The connecting point between two dissimilar subnetworks. [A30X0G3]

GCRF Geocentric Celestial Reference Frame [502X0B2]

GDMO Guidelines for Definition of Managed Objects

GDS Ground Domain Services

GE Ground Element. [A30X0G3]

GE Ground Element

GEO Geosynchronous Earth Orbit

GF Galois Field

GF(n) The Galois Field consisting of exactly “n” elements

GF(n) The Galois Field consisting of exactly "n" elements []. [A30X0G3]

GHRS Goddard High Resolution Spectrometer

GHz Gigahertz [401X0B20EC3]

GIF Graphics Interchange Format [650X0B1E1]

GII Global Information Infrastructure: a conceptual worldwide assembly of
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GII Global Information Infrastructure: a conceptual worldwide assembly of
systems that integrates five essential components:

communications networks, such as telephone, cellular, cable, and
satellite networks;
- information equipment/appliances, including computers, televisions,
and telephones;
- information resources, including educational materials, medical
databases, and entertainment and commercial programs;
- applications, such as telemedicine, electronic commerce, and digital
libraries; and
- people of all skill levels and backgrounds.

The GII will continually evolve as it incorporates more advanced
technologies, new information, new consumers, and different ways to
use its resources

global Pertaining to the CCSDS sphere of influence []. ANSI. Pertaining to that
which is defined in one subdivision of a computer program and used in
at least one other subdivision of that computer program [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Global Community An extended Consumer community, in the context of Federated
Archives, that accesses the holdings of several archives via one or more
common Finding Aids.

[650X0B1E1]

GLONASS Global Navigation Satellite System

GM Greenwich Mean

GMAP ID Global Multiplexer Access Point Identifier [133X0B1C1]
[132X0B1]
[732X0B2]

GMSK Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying

GMSK Gaussian Minimum Shift Key [910X11B1EC1]

GMST Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time

GND Ground [401X0B20EC3]

GNS Global Navigation System
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GNS Global Navigation System

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System [503X0B1C1]

GPI Generic Port Identifier

GPS Global Positioning System [502X0B2]
[503X0B1C1]
[401X0B20EC3]
[504X0B1]

GRADE OF SERVICE A selectable method of data transmission service within the Space Link
Subnet

grade of service A selectable method of data transmission service within the space link
subnetwork [][].

[A30X0G3]

GRADE-1 SERVICE A Space Link Subnet data transmission service whereby user data are
delivered through the SLS with very high probabilities of being complete
(i.e. no omissions or duplications), in sequence, and error free.

Grade-1 service A service in which space link subnetwork (SLS) data units are delivered
through the SLS complete, with their sequence preserved, and with a
very high probability of containing no errors induced by the SLS [][].

[A30X0G3]

Grade-2 service A service in which space link subnetwork (SLS) data units are delivered
through the SLS possibly incomplete, but with their sequence preserved
and with a very high probability of containing no errors induced by the
SLS [][].

[A30X0G3]

GRADE-2 SERVICE A Space Link Subnet data transmission service whereby user data are
delivered through the SLS possibly incomplete (i.e. with omissions),
possibly with duplications caused by onboard storage and retrieval, but
with a very high probability of being error free.

Grade-3 service A service in which space link subnetwork (SLS) data units are delivered
through the SLS possibly incomplete and with a moderate probability
that they contain errors induced by the SLS, but with their sequence
preserved [][].

[A30X0G3]

GRADE-3 SERVICE A Space Link Subnet data transmission service whereby user data are
delivered through the SLS possibly incomplete, possibly duplicated as a
result of onboard storage and retrieval, and possibly containing errors.

GRC Greenwich Rotating Coordinate Frame [502X0B2]
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GREENWICH MEAN TIME (GMT) Mean solar time as it was measured at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich. GMT was adopted as the world’s first global time scale in
1884. However, while the term remains in popular usage, GMT is no
longer maintained and has been replaced by Universal Time (UT) and
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) for precise applications.

[301X0B4]

ground application A source or sink application process on the ground []. [A30X0G3]

ground element The collection of systems and organizations based on the ground that
provide SLE services used by a specified mission []. The ground element
of a Space Mission Data System includes a Mission Data Operation
System (MDOS) and an SLE system. It may also contain other
components, but these are not within the scope of this
Recommendation [].

[A30X0G3]

Ground Element The collection of systems and organizations based on the ground that
provide SLE services used by a specified mission

GROUND NETWORK The ground data distribution part of the CCSDS Principal Network. [A30X0G3]

group of source packets A set of source packets that are designated by the originator of the
packets to indicate that belong to the same group. This indication is
achieved by use of the grouping flags [].

[A30X0G3]

grouping flags Part of the packet primary header. The flags are used to indicate that
the source packet belongs to a group of source packets and to signal
whether it is the first, a continuing, or the last packet of this group [].

[A30X0G3]

GRS Gamma-Ray Spectrometer

GSCID Global SCID [320X0B5EC1]

GSCID Global Spacecraft Identifier

GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center

GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center []. [A30X0G3]

GTO Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit
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GUI Graphical User Interface

GVCID Global VCID. [A30X0G3]

GVCID Global Virtual Channel Identifier [232X1B2]
[732X0B2]
[133X1B2]
[132X0B1]
[133X0B1C1]

GVCID Global VCID [910X4B2E1]

h Hours [401X0B20EC3]

H/W Hardware [311X0M1]

hailing the persistent activity used to establish a Proximity link by a caller to a
responder in either full or half duplex. It does not apply to simplex
operations.

[211X1B3EC1]

hailing channel the forward and return frequency pairs that a caller and responder use
to establish physical link communications.

[211X1B3EC1]

HDF Hierarchical Data Format [647X1B1]

HDR HEADER

header A standard label that identifies a standard data communications
structure [][][].

[A30X0G3]

HEADER A standard label which identifies a standard data communications
structure.

HEO High Earth Orbit

Hex Hexadecimal [320X0B5EC1]

HFMS Hierarchical File Management System [650X0B1E1]

HHn 2‑d subband at n-th level of DWT; for n=1 obtained after sequentially
applying high-pass 1‑d DWT filter to horizontal and vertical lines of

[122X0B1C2]
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applying high-pass 1‑d DWT filter to horizontal and vertical lines of
image; for n>1 obtained after sequentially applying high-pass 1‑d DWT
filter to horizontal and vertical lines of subband LLn-1.

HLn 2‑d subband at n-th level of DWT; for n=1 obtained after sequentially
applying high-pass 1‑d DWT filter to horizontal, and low-pass 1‑d DWT
filter to vertical lines of image; for n>1 obtained after sequentially
applying high-pass 1‑d DWT filter to horizontal, and low-pass 1‑d DWT
filter to vertical lines of subband LLn-1.

[122X0B1C2]

Host A network-addressable system that may send or receive network-layer
packets, but does not forward packets.

[714X0B2]

HSI Hyper Spectral Imager

HST Hubble Space Telescope

HTTP hypertext transfer protocol [910X11B1EC1]

Hz hertz [401X0B20EC3]

I INTERLEAVE DEPTH OR INFORMATION

I&D Integrate-and-Dump

IAB Internet Architecture Board [714X0B2]

IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority

IAU International Astronomical Union [504X0B1]
[502X0B2]

IBM International Business Machines

IBM International Business Machines []. [A30X0G3]

ICA International Council on Archives [651X0M1]

ICD Interface Control Document [503X0B1C1]
[504X0B1]
[502X0B2]
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[502X0B2]

ICD Interface Control Document []. [A30X0G3]

ICD International Code Designator

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol [714X0B2]

ICRF International Celestial Reference Frame [503X0B1C1]
[504X0B1]
[502X0B2]

ICRS International Celestial Reference System

ICS Interoperable Catalogue System [650X0B1E1]

ICS instrument configuration subfield [121X0B1C2]

ICV Integrity Check Value

ID Identifier [647X2B1]
[620X0B2]
[647X3B1]
[647X1B1]

ID Identifier (this abbreviation is concatenated with other
acronyms/abbreviations)

[910X4B2E1]

ID Identifier. [A30X0G3]

IDE Integrated Development Environment

Identifier An XML CDATA, that designates something. [647X3B1]

Identifier an identifier is composed of letters, digits and underline characters.

Identifier A sequence of characters that designates something. [647X1B1]

Identifier A PVL unquoted string that designates something. [647X2B1]
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Identifier A character or group of characters constituting a value which is used to
distinguish one entity from another. (Adapted from ISO 6523.)

IDL Interface Definition Language

idle A mechanism for maintaining synchronous data transmission, in the
event that no user data are available, by inserting fill data.

[A30X0G3]

idle data Telemetry. Data in a source packet data field that are neither
observational nor ancillary application data; data in a transfer frame
data field that are neither source packets, nor segments nor privately
defined data. Their contents is not defined.

[A30X0G3]

idle packet A source packet that carries idle data in its packet data field []. [A30X0G3]

Idle Sequence A specific high transition density bit pattern transmitted during a
communications session in the absence of a CLTU to maintain symbol
synchronization in the channel

idle sequence A specific high transition density bit pattern transmitted during a
command session in the absence of a CLTU to maintain symbol
synchronization in the channel [].

[A30X0G3]

IDLE SEQUENCE A specific high transition density bit pattern transmitted during a
command session in the absence of a CLTU to maintain symbol
synchronization in the channel

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission [502X0B2]
[504X0B1]
[503X0B1C1]

IEC International Electrotechnical Committee [311X0M1]

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [503X0B1C1]
[521X0B1]

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers [401X0B20EC3]
[651X0M1]
[311X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]

IERS International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service [502X0B2]

IERS International Earth Rotation Service
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IERS International Earth Rotation Service

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IF intermediate frequency

IFRB International Frequency Registration Board [401X0B20EC3]

IIRV Improved Inter-Range Vector [502X0B2]

IKE Internet Key Exchange

implementation phase The time allowed for the service complex to acquire, develop, and
configure the resources necessary to satisfy the support contract. This
phase includes any testing necessary to ensure conformance of the
implementation with the appropriate CCSDS standards and compatibility
between peer processes [].

[A30X0G3]

implicit DIL Use of system utilities or custom software in place of an explicit DIL in
the interchange data between heterogeneous environments [].

[A30X0G3]

Implicit DIL Use of system utilities or custom software in place of an explicit DIL in
the interchange data between heterogeneous environments

IMS Information Management System [650X0B1E1]

In the context of EAST, an ADID is an
identifier of the EAST recommendation
within the CCSDS organization []

[A30X0G3]

IN_SDU INSERT SERVICE DATA UNIT

Independently Understandable A characteristic of information that has sufficient documentation to
allow the information to be understood and used by the Designated
Community without having to resort to special resources not widely
available, including named individuals.

[650X0B1E1]

indication (primitive); acceptor.deliver
(primitive)

A deliver primitive received by an acceptor. [A30X0G3]

Information Any type of knowledge that can be exchanged. In an exchange, it is
represented by data. An example is a string of bits (the data)

[661X0B1]
[651X0M1]
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represented by data. An example is a string of bits (the data)
accompanied by a description of how to interpret a string of bits as
numbers representing temperature observations measured in degrees
Celsius (the representation information).

[651X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]

Information Any kind of knowledge that is exchangeable between users

information Any kind of knowledge that is exchangeable between users []. ANSI.
The meaning that is currently assigned to data by means of the
conventions applied to that data [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Information Object A Data Object together with its Representation Information. [651X0M1]
[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Information Package The Content Information and associated Preservation Description
Information that is needed to aid in the preservation of the Content
Information. The Information Package has associated Packaging
Information used to delimit and identify the Content Information and
Preservation Description Information.

[661X0B1]

Information Package The Content Information and associated Preservation Description
Information which is needed to aid in the preservation of the Content
Information. The Information Package has associated Packaging
Information used to delimit and identify the Content Information and
Preservation Description Information.

[650X0B1E1]

Information Package Map Outline of a hierarchical structure, for the original object being encoded,
using a series of nested contentUnit elements. The Information
Package Map is equivalent to highest-level Content Unit included in the
XFDU.

[661X0B1]

Ingest The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions that accept
Submission Information Packages from Producers, prepares Archival
Information Packages for storage, and ensures that Archival
Information Packages and their supporting Descriptive Information
become established within the OAIS.

[651X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]

initiator The abstract-object that issues the request to bind (abstract-bind-
operation) or unbind (abstract-bind-operation).

[A30X0G3]

inner code In a concatenated coding system, the last encoding algorithm that is
applied to the data stream. The data stream here consists of the
codewords generated by the outer decoder [][].

[A30X0G3]

Inner Code In a concatenated coding system, the last encoding algorithm that is
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Inner Code In a concatenated coding system, the last encoding algorithm that is
applied to the data stream. The data stream here consists of the
codewords generated by the outer decoder

INPE Instituto De Pesquisas Espaciais [401X0B20EC3]

input data A discrete collection of data bits provided at the input to the coding
layer from the data routing service []. ANSI. Data being received or to be
received by a device or a computer program [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

INPUT DATA A discrete collection of data bits provided at the input to the Coding
layer from the Data Routing Service

insert service A service or function within the space link subnet that allows
isochronous user data to share a virtual channel with other types of
data [][].

[A30X0G3]

insert service data unit The data unit that is placed within the insert zone of the insert protocol
data unit during transfer through the space link subnet [].

[A30X0G3]

INSERT SERVICE DATA UNIT The data unit which is placed within the Insert Zone of the Insert
Protocol Data Unit during transfer through the Space Link Subnet.

INSERT SERVICE, FUNCTION A service or function within the Space Link Subnet which allows
isochronous user data to share a Virtual Channel with other types of
data.

insert zone That portion of a virtual channel data unit into which small samples of
higher layer data units (insert service data units) may be placed for
isochronous transmission [].

[A30X0G3]

INSERT ZONE That portion of a Virtual Channel Data Unit into which Insert service
data units may be placed for isochronous transmission.

instance A specific occurrence of values of a data entity [][]. A data object, or a
set of data objects, that exhibits the distinguishing characteristics of its
class; an instance of an SFDU is one of a set of values for the data unit
which is presented in a specified format. The term "instance" is used
where an individual data unit must be distinguished from its format [].
ANSI. In a conceptual schema language, an individual entity, for which a
particular type of proposition holds; that is, an entity that belongs to a
particular class of entities [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

instance-dependent metadata Metadata that is applicable to only one data instance; for example,
catalogue data [].

[A30X0G3]
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instance-independent metadata Metadata that is applicable to many data instances; for example, a
format description that is applicable to many data instances [].

[A30X0G3]

Integer The set of integer values. It can optionally be defined more precisely by
specifying a range (minimum and maximum bounds).

[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]

Inter-operability Constraints Set of constraints enabling an easier exchange of dictionaries using
different DEDSL implementations.

[647X1B1]

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC TIME (TAI) The time scale established and maintained by the BIPM on the basis of
data from atomic clocks operating in a number of establishments
around the world. Its epoch was set so that TAI was in approximate
agreement with UT1 on 1 January 1958. The rate of TAI is explicitly
related to the definition of the SI second that is defined as the duration
of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition
between two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the caesium-133
atom. (Also see ‘second’, ‘universal time’ and ‘UT1’.)

[301X0B4]

Internet Protocol Number The Internet Protocol Number is the transport protocol identifier used by
Internet Protocols. Values may range from 0 through 255, and valid
values are defined in reference [1].

[714X0B2]

internet service The CCSDS service that supports protocol-driven data flow from end to
end through multiple, heterogeneous subnetworks [][].

[A30X0G3]

INTERNET, INTERNET SERVICE The CCSDS service which supports protocol-driven data flow from end-
to-end through multiple, heterogeneous subnetworks.

interoperability The capability for one CCSDS agency to interface with and operate
through space/ground transmission resources owned by another CCSDS
agency (see also cross support). ANSI. The capability of a functional unit
to operate normally in different data processing environments in a way
that requires users to have little or no knowledge of the unique
characteristics of those units [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

interpret To explain or present in understandable terms. SFDU interpretation is
the process of recognizing the format of a data entity, identifying its
component parts, and extracting and presenting the information it
carries. ANSI. To translate and to execute each source language
statement of a computer program before translating and executing the
next statement [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

invoker The abstract-object that issues the request to perform an abstract-
operation.

[A30X0G3]

IP Internet Protocol [714X0B2]
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IP Internet Protocol [714X0B2]

IP Address Family The IP Address Family specifies a set of structural rules for the
interpretation of Extended End System Addresses, and is defined in
reference [1], and the possible formats are refined in section 3.2.1.3 of
RFC 1122 (reference [2]).

[714X0B2]

IPSEC Internet Protocol Security

IPv4 Internetworking Protocol Version 4

IPV4 Internet Protocol Version 4 [211X0B4]

IPv6 Internet Protocol Version Six

IPv6 Internet Protocol, Version 6 [133X1B2]

IPv6 Internetworking Protocol Version 6

IRM IERS Meridian

IRP IERS Reference Pole

IS Intermediate System

ISAKMP Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol

ISAS Institute of Space and Astronautical Science [401X0B20EC3]

ISBN International Standard Book Number [661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ISI Inter-Symbol Interference

ISN Initial Sequence Number [714X0B2]

ISO International Standards Organization [502X0B2]
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ISO International Standards Organization [502X0B2]
[644X0B3]
[311X0M1]

ISO International Organisation for Standardisation [620X0B2]

ISO International Organization for Standardization [647X1B1]
[650X0B1E1]
[622X0B1]
[651X0M1]
[910X4B2E1]
[503X0B1C1]
[661X0B1]
[504X0B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]

ISO International Organisation for Standardisation [][][]; International
Standards Organization [].

[A30X0G3]

ISO-BRM ISO/IEC Basic Reference Model [311X0M1]

ISOCHRONOUS A data transfer technique which preserves the timing characteristics and
relationships of the transmitted signal.

isochronous Preserving the timing relationships of the transmitted signal. ANSI.
(isochronous transmission) A data transmission process in which there
is always an integral number of unit intervals between any two
significant instants [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

ISRO Indian Space Research Organization [401X0B20EC3]

ITRF International Terrestrial Reference Frame [504X0B1]
[502X0B2]

ITRS International Terrestrial Reference System [502X0B2]

ITU International Telecommunication Union [401X0B20EC3]

ITU International Telecommunications Union [211X0B4]

ITU/RR International Telecommunication Union Radio Regulations [401X0B20EC3]
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IV Initialization Vector

JHU Johns Hopkins University

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory []. [A30X0G3]

JTC Joint Technical Committee (of ISO) [311X0M1]

JTC1 Joint Technical Committee One

JULIAN DATE The Julian day number followed by the fraction of the day elapsed since
the preceding noon (12 hours UT).

[301X0B4]

JULIAN DATE The Julian day number followed by the fraction of the day elapsed since
the preceding noon (12 hours UT)

Example: The date 1900 January 0.5 UT corresponds to JD = 2415020.0

JULIAN DAY NUMBER A number of a specific day from a continuous day count having an initial
origin of 12 hours UT on 1 January 4713 BC, Julian Calendar (start of
Julian Day zero)

Example: The day extending from 1900 January 0.5 d UT to 1900
January 1.5 d UT as the number 2 415 020

JULIAN DAY NUMBER A number of a specific day from a continuous day count having an initial
origin of 12 hours UT on 1 January 4713 BC, Julian Calendar (start of
Julian Day zero).

[301X0B4]

K FOP_Sliding_Window_Width [232X1B2]

K Kelvin [503X0B1C1]

K Degrees Kelvin [401X0B20EC3]

k Kilo (thousands) [401X0B20EC3]
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kb/s Kilobits Per Second [401X0B20EC3]

kbps kilobits per second [714X0B2]

kHz Kilohertz [401X0B20EC3]

km Kilometers [401X0B20EC3]

KM-P key management protocol

Knowledge Base A set of information, incorporated by a person or system, that allows
that person or system to understand received information.

[650X0B1E1]

Ku Ku-band (approximately 13 to 15 gigahertz) [401X0B20EC3]

KVN Keyword = Value Notation [504X0B1]
[503X0B1C1]
[502X0B2]

L.O. Local Oscillator [401X0B20EC3]

label field The LABEL field of a LV Object contains an identifier of the format and
meanings of all the other LABEL sub-fields, an identifier of the
description of the format and meaning of the data in the VALUE field,
an indication of the type of data in the VALUE field and the necessary
information required to delimit the VALUE FIELD [].

[A30X0G3]

Label Value Object (LVO) The basic SFDU building block comprised of a LABEL field and a VALUE
field. This structure is the fundamental structural element used to build
SFDUs.

[632X0B1]

LACW LINK ARQ CONTROL WORD

LAN Local Area Network [521X0B1]
[520X1M1]

Language A definition comprised of a grammar and associated semantics

language A definition comprised of a grammar and associated semantics []. ANSI.
A set of characters, conventions, and rules that is used for conveying
information [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]
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information [X3.172].

LAYER A functional organization whereby a complex distributed system may be
broken into relatively simple modules of service.

[A30X0G3]

LCP Left Circular Polarization [401X0B20EC3]

LCP left-hand circular polarization [910X11B1EC1]

LDC Lossless Data Compression

LDP LOGICAL DATA PATH

LDP Label Distribution Protocol

length clause A length clause specifies the amount of storage in bits associated with a
type [][].

[A30X0G3]

Length clause a length clause specifies the amount of storage in bits associated with a
type

LEO Low Earth Orbit

LEVEL ZERO PROCESSING See PRODUCTION DATA PROCESSING.

Lexical element a lexical element is either a delimiter, an identifier, a numeric literal, a
string literal or a comment.

LHn 2‑d subband at n-th level of DWT; for n=1 obtained after sequentially
applying low-pass 1‑d DWT filter to horizontal, and high-pass 1‑d DWT
filter to vertical lines of image; for n>1 obtained after sequentially
applying low-pass 1‑d DWT filter to horizontal, and high-pass 1‑d DWT
filter to vertical lines of subband LLn-1.

[122X0B1C2]

Libration Point A point of equal potential gravitational fields between two or more large
bodies such as the sun and the Earth.

[401X0B20EC3]

LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging [503X0B1C1]

LIFETIME CONTROL A method of data transmission whereby data units are discarded if the
number of times that they pass through intermediate nodes (such as
routers and gateways) exceeds a pre-established value.

[A30X0G3]
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LIM Limitation(s) [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

Lin Linear [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

Link and Weather Not Combined With a Link Design Control Table, calculations are made assuming clear
and dry weather conditions. Thereafter, the values obtained under such
ideal conditions are adjusted using a correction factor representing the
loss due to weather effects.

[401X0B20EC3]
[A30X0G3]

Link Design Control Table A set of tables used to display the operating parameters of a
telecommunications link and to calculate the expected performance of
that link.

[401X0B20EC3]
[A30X0G3]

link identifier The name of the physical channel access protocol data unit and the
addressing mechanism for the insert service [].

[A30X0G3]

LINK IDENTIFIER, LinkID The LinkID names the Physical Channel Access Protocol Data Unit
(PCA_PDU), and is the addressing mechanism for the Insert service.

LinkID LINK IDENTIFIER

List an ordered collection, for example an ArgumentList is an ordered
collection of arguments.

[06-11-03]

Literal a literal is a value represented by its value itself instead of an identifier.
A literal can be specialized as a numeric literal, an enumeration literal, a
character literal, or a string literal

literal A literal is a value represented by its value itself instead of an identifier.
A literal can be specialized as a numeric literal, an enumeration literal, a
character literal, or a string literal [][].

[A30X0G3]

LLIF Lower Layer Interface [232X1B2]

LLn 2-d subband at n-th level of DWT; for n=1 obtained after sequentially
applying low-pass 1-d DWT filter to horizontal and vertical lines of
image; for n>1 obtained after sequentially applying low-pass 1-d DWT
filter to horizontal and vertical lines of subband LLn-1.

[122X0B1C2]

LO Local Oscillator [401X0B20EC3]

Local Community The original Designated Community, in the context of Federated
Archives, served by an archive.

[650X0B1E1]
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Archives, served by an archive.

lockout A condition whereby the FARM has detected a TC frame that violates
certain frame acceptance checks []. ANSI. (protection) An arrangement
for restricting access to or use of all, or part, of a computer system
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

LOCKOUT A condition whereby the FARM has detected a severe sequentiality
anomaly and rejects all subsequent Type-A frames until reset by a
Type-B UNLOCK Control Command

LOGICAL DATA PATH A preconfigured route between two user application endpoints, through
which data may flow without the need for large communications
headers. A Logical Data Path associates the source, the destination, and
the route between them.

logical data path A pre-configured route between two application endpoints, through
which data may flow without the need for large communications
headers. A logical data path associates the source, the destination, and
the route between them [].

[A30X0G3]

Logical Link Sublayer That sublayer of the Data Link Layer used by CCSDS space link protocols
which generates a stream of Transfer Frames from data supplied by
users of the Data Link Layer

logical representation The assignment of data type and data structure attributes to the entities
specified to a machine (computer) for a given application. Examples of
data type attributes are real, integer, double precision, complex, logical
(Boolean), and character. Examples of structural attributes are scalar,
array, fields, and logical records [].

[A30X0G3]

Long Term A period of time long enough for there to be concern about the impacts
of changing technologies, including support for new media and data
formats, and of a changing user community, on the information being
held in a repository. This period extends into the indefinite future.

[650X0B1E1]

Long Term Preservation The act of maintaining information, in a correct and Independently
Understandable form, over the Long Term.

[650X0B1E1]

Loop Bandwidth The resultant phase locked bandwidth when the signal-to-noise ratio in
the phase locked loop is 10 dB.

[401X0B20EC3]
[A30X0G3]

Loop Threshold That signal level producing a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB in the phase
locked loop’s bandwidth.

[401X0B20EC3]
[A30X0G3]

LPF Low Pass Filter
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LPI low-probability-of-intercept

LSB Least significant bit. [A30X0G3]

LSB Least Significant Bit [644X0B3]
[620X0B2]
[121X0B1C2]

LSDA Life Sciences Data Archive [650X0B1E1]

LSEGMENT The length of the segment data field of all segments of a source packet
except the last one, which may be shorter. LSEGMENT remains the
same for a virtual channel throughout a mission phase [].

[A30X0G3]

LSO Least Significant Octet [644X0B3]

LSP Label Switched Path

LSR Label Switching Router

LV Length-Value [727X0B4]

LVLH Local Vertical Local Horizontal [504X0B1]

LVO Label Value Object [622X0B1]
[647X2B1]
[620X0B2]
[647X1B1]
[632X0B1]
[647X3B1]

LVO LABEL-VALUE Object The LVO is the basic building block of the SFDU
concept. It consists of a LABEL field and a VALUE field. The LABEL field
contains information pertaining to the VALUE field. The VALUE field
may contain any form of data that can be described by a user-defined
data description or it may contain other SFDUs [][][][].

[A30X0G3]

LZW Lempel Ziv Welch

M Mandatory
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M Mandatory

m Meter(s) [401X0B20EC3]

M Metadata

M Mega (million) [401X0B20EC3]

M- MULTIPLEXING

M-Flag Multicast Flag

M-P Management Provider Service Port

M-U Management User Service Port

M_PDU MULTIPLEXING PROTOCOL DATA UNIT

M_SDU MULTIPLEXING SERVICE DATA UNIT

MAC Medium Access Control [211X0B4]

MACAO See member agency control authority office. [A30X0G3]

MACAO Member Agency Control Authority Office [622X0B1]
[647X2B1]
[647X1B1]
[632X0B1]
[630X0B1]

MACAO Member Agency Control Authority Office: An individual CCSDS-
participating Agency organization that has accepted the operational
responsibilities and constraints specified within CCSDS
Recommendations on CA operations

macro A facility in ASN.1 to add semantic information to a collection of ASN.1
data types [].

[A30X0G3]

MAL Message Abstract Layer [521X0B1]
[520X1M1]
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[520X1M1]

managed object A parameter associated with a CCSDS Principal Network service which is
exposed to network management for the purpose of network
monitoring and control []. The OSI management view of a resource
within the OSI environment that may be managed through the use of
OSI management protocols [].

[A30X0G3]

MANAGED OBJECT A parameter associated with a CPN service which is exposed to network
management for the purpose of network monitoring and control.

managed object The OSI management view of a resource within the OSI environment
that may be managed through the use of OSI management protocols.

MANAGEMENT The set of functions and services provided within a network to supervise,
schedule, and control network resources.

Management The role played by those who set overall OAIS policy as one component
in a broader policy domain.

[650X0B1E1]

management (of the CPN) Processes that operate in the background of the CCSDS Principal
Network to control its configuration and operational integrity [].

[A30X0G3]

management information base (MIB) The conceptual repository of management information within an open
system [].

[A30X0G3]

Manifest A document containing metadata about Components, and the
relationships among them. This information is stored as a Component,
using an XML language designed for just this purpose.

[661X0B1]

MAP Multiplexer Access Point [732X0B2]
[133X0B1C1]

MAP See multiplexer access point. [A30X0G3]

MAP ID Multiplexer Access Point Identifier [732X0B2]
[133X0B1C1]

MAPA Multiplexer Access Point Access [133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]

MAPP Multiplexer Access Point Packet [133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]

MARC MAchine-Readable Cataloging [651X0M1]

marker A marker is a constant value provided by a data description. This value [A30X0G3]
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marker A marker is a constant value provided by a data description. This value
will be found in the data as an end-delimiter of a repetition [][].

[A30X0G3]

Marker a marker is a constant value provided by a data description. This value
will be found in the data as an end-delimiter of a repetition

master channel A channel that is constituted by the transmission of transfer frames
with the same transfer frame version number and the same spacecraft
identifier on the same physical channel [].

[A30X0G3]

master channel frame count Part of the transfer frame primary header (see [], Fig. 5-1). It contains a
sequential count of each transfer frame transmitted within a specific
master channel [].

[A30X0G3]

master channel frame count field See master channel frame count. [A30X0G3]

match The condition that allows two abstract-ports to bind to each other.
Symmetric abstract-ports match if they are of the same abstract-port-
type. Asymmetric abstract-ports match if they are of the same abstract-
port-type and one is a consumer and the other is a supplier [].

[A30X0G3]

MAX Maximum [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

Maximum Segment Size The maximum amount of user data that can be carried in a Segment.
This value is calculated by subtracting the size of the network, security,
and transport layer headers from the MTU size.

[714X0B2]

Maximum Transmission Unit The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) specifies the maximum amount
of data that the subnetwork layer will accept in a single subnetwork
service request. The MTU for a route is the minimum of all known MTUs
along that route.
NOTE – It is anticipated that this value will be known and managed as
part of the routing table information; however, techniques for
dynamically discovering the MTU of a route exist. Refer to RFC 1191,
‘Path MTU Discovery’ (reference [B3]) for more information.

[714X0B2]

maximum transmission unit (MTU) maximum size of data that a data link can transmit as a single PDU.
NOTE – The MTU is required to ensure that different sources of data get
fair access to the transmission medium, by multiplexing traffic on a
packet-by-packet basis. SDUs larger than the MTU will be segmented
into smaller PDUs.

[851X0M1]

Mb/s MEGABITS PER SECOND
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MC Master Channel [133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]
[910X4B2E1]
[132X0B1]

MC Master Channel []. Management Council []. [A30X0G3]

MC_FSH MC Frame Secondary Header

MC_OCF MC Operational Control Field

MCC Mission Control Center

MCF Master Channel Frame [133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]
[132X0B1]

MCID Master Channel Identifier [732X0B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[132X0B1]

MCID Master Channel Identification [910X4B2E1]

MCS Mission Control System [520X1M1]
[521X0B1]

MD5 Message Digest 5

MDOS Mission Data Operation System. [A30X0G3]

MDOS Mission Data Operations System [910X11B1EC1]

MDOS Mission Data Operation System [910X4B2E1]

MDSD Model Driven System Design [311X0M1]

Member Agency Control Authority Office
(MACAO)

An individual CCSDS-participating Agency organization that has
accepted the operational responsibilities and constraints specified
within CCSDS Recommendations on CA operations.

[630X0B1]
[A30X0G3]

Member Agency Control Authority Office An individual CCSDS Participating Agency organization that has [632X0B1]
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Member Agency Control Authority Office
(MACAO)

An individual CCSDS Participating Agency organization that has
accepted the operational responsibilities and constraints specified
within CCSDS Recommendations on Control Authority (CA) operations.

[632X0B1]

Member Description An Associated Description that describes a member of a collection. [650X0B1E1]

Meta-data Data about the content, the quality, condition and other characteristics
of the data

Meta-data Data about the content, the quality, condition and other characteristics
of the data (from the FGDC Standards Reference Model, reference [3]).

[651X0M1]

metadata Data about other data [][]. ANSI. In database management systems,
information about an organization's information and data activities
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Metadata Data about other data. [650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

Metadata Section Section that contains or references all of the static metadata for all
items in the XFDU package.

[661X0B1]

METS Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard [661X0B1]

MEX ESA Mars Express Orbiter [211X0B4]

MHz Megahertz [401X0B20EC3]

MIB Management Information Base [211X0B4]
[727X0B4]

MIB management information base: the conceptual repository of
management information within an open system.

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions [661X0B1]

Min Minimum [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

Mission For the purposes of this Report, an undertaking to explore and/or utilize
fields of interest using one or more spacecraft

MISSION An activity in space under the control of a Project.
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mission An undertaking to explore/utilize fields of interest by use of one or
more spacecraft [].

[A30X0G3]

mission data Mission data comprises of spacecraft, instrument, and other data for a
specific mission. It includes spacecraft forward and return data in raw
and processed form [].

[A30X0G3]

Mission Data Operation System The Mission Data Operation System (MDOS) acts as a source of forward
data and as a sink of return data. For a given SLE system, the MDOS
selects SLE services and specifies respective service detail as necessary
[].

[A30X0G3]

mission management Within the mission ground segment, the function that is responsible for
the management of the mission. It identifies and defines the detailed
objectives of a mission considering the conflicting requirements of
payload users, the spacecraft, and the resources available to the
mission [].

[A30X0G3]

Mission Phase a period of a mission during which specified communications
characteristics are fixed. The transition between two consecutive
mission phases may cause an interruption of the communications
services.

[231X0B2]
[232X0B2]
[131X0B1]
[732X0B2]

mission phase The phase of a mission during which certain parameters of telemetry
and telecommand data structures remain the same. Examples are early
orbit phase, cruise phase, encounter phase, etc. [].

[A30X0G3]

Mission User Entities (MUEs) Within the MDOS, the MUEs are sources of forward data or sinks of
return data. The SLE system provides the forward and return data in the
form of transfer services to these MUEs. Several transfer service
instances may be provided to a single MUE [].

NOTE a) Service selection and specification are based on the
requirements of the MUEs that are affiliated with the MDOS.

NOTE b) In order to cover all requirements, a given MDOS may
cooperate with several SLE systems; it is the responsibility of the MDOS
to harmonize its cooperation with several SLE systems. (See figure 3-3.)
The MDOS contains one SLE Utilization Management and one or more
MUEs.

NOTE 1 The MDOS may not be the ultimate source of forward data or
sink of return data on the ground element, but from the perspective of
this Recommendation it functions as the source or sink.

[A30X0G3]
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this Recommendation it functions as the source or sink.

NOTE 2 The MDOS negotiates and manages the services provided by
the SLE system for a space mission.

NOTE 3 This model of an MDOS is not intended to represent physical
aspects of a space mission. For example, the MUEs may be distributed
geographically or belong to several Agencies.

MO Mission Operations [520X1M1]
[521X0B1]

MO Managed Object

Mod Modulation [401X0B20EC3]

Model A data entity described independently from any instance in a data
product and corresponding to a re-usable data entity definition from
which other data entities may inherit the attributes and apply some
specialization rules.

[647X2B1]
[647X1B1]

Model A data entity described independently from any instance in a data
product and corresponding to a reusable data entity definition, from
which other data entities may inherit the attributes and apply some
specialization rules.

[647X3B1]

MODIFIED JULIAN DATE (MJD) Julian Date less 2 400 000.5 days

Note: Other modifications of the Julian date can be created by using
other constants; for example:

(1) The constant 2,436,203.5 days, which occurs on 1958 January 1, gives
the origin of TAI, recognized as the epoch of both the CCSDS
Unsegmented Code (CUC) and the CCSDS Day Segmented Code (CDS).

(2) The constant 2,440,000.5, which occurs on 1968 May 24.0 gives the
origin of the Truncated Julian Date (TJD) time scale used in the NASA
PB-5J time code

MODIFIED JULIAN DATE (MJD) Julian Date less 2,400,000.5 days. [301X0B4]

modulating waveform A way of representing data bits ("1" and "0") by a particular waveform []
[].

[A30X0G3]
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Modulating Waveform A way of representing data bits ("1" and "0") by a particular waveform

Modulo-2 Addition Also called an exclusive or, this term refers to the manner in which a
pair of bits are added such that like bits result in a 0 and unlike bits
produce a 1.

[401X0B20EC3]

modulo-2 addition An operation on a pair of bits such that like bits result in a 0 and unlike
bits result in 1 (also called an "exclusive OR").

[A30X0G3]

MOF Meta Object Facility [311X0M1]

MOIMS Mission Operations and Information Management Services [503X0B1C1]

most significant bit The first bit of an n-bit field. [A30X0G3]

MOTIS Message-Oriented Text Interchange System

MPDU Multiplexing Protocol Data Unit

MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching

MSAP MANAGEMENT SERVICE ACCESS POINT

MSB Most Significant Bit (of a word): left-most bit in figures: highest power of
two in binary representation; first bit to be transmitted in serial output.

[122X0B1C2]

MSB Most Significant Bit [133X1B2]
[132X0B1]
[211X0B4]
[620X0B2]
[732X0B2]
[644X0B3]
[727X0B4]
[121X0B1C2]
[133X0B1C1]

MSB See most significant bit. [A30X0G3]

MSO Most Significant Octet [644X0B3]
[620X0B2]
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MSO Most significant octet []. [A30X0G3]

Msps Mega Symbols Per Second

MSS Maximum Segment Size [714X0B2]

MTU Maximum Transmission Unit

MUE Mission User Entity [910X4B2E1]

MUE Mission User Entity. [A30X0G3]

MULTIPLEXER ACCESS POINT (MAP) A MAP is a mechanism provided within the Segmentation layer to allow
different user data structures to be multiplexed together for
transmission on one Virtual Channel provided by the Transfer layer.
Multiplexing allows user data structures with different delivery priorities
to share the same Virtual Channel and thus provides flow control

multiplexer access point (MAP) A mechanism provided within the segmentation layer to allow different
user data structures to be multiplexed together for transmission on one
virtual channel provided by the transfer layer. Multiplexing allows user
data structures with different delivery priorities to share the same virtual
channel and thus provides flow control of the layer below [][].

[A30X0G3]

MULTIPLEXER ACCESS POINT (MAP) An input port to the TC Segmentation layer which enables all user data
units who are members of the sequence present at that port to be
uniquely identified. Use of MAPs permits different streams of user data
to be multiplexed together onto one Virtual Channel for flow control
purposes

MULTIPLEXING PROTOCOL DATA UNIT The protocol data unit of the Multiplexing Function of the Space Link
Subnet, having the format of a header followed by a fixed-length block
of data that contains a piece of a contiguous string of concatenated
CCSDS Packets.

[A30X0G3]

multiplexing service Within the space link subnet, a service that packs CCSDS packets
together so that they may efficiently occupy the fixed-length data field
of a coded virtual channel data unit [][].

[A30X0G3]

MULTIPLEXING SERVICE, FUNCTION (M-
SERVICE)

A service or function within the Space Link Subnet which packs CCSDS
Packets together so that they may efficiently occupy the fixed-length
data field of a Coded Virtual Channel Data Unit.
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data field of a Coded Virtual Channel Data Unit.

multiplexing sublayer An intermediate sublayer of the space link subnet which packs CCSDS
packets together so that they may efficiently occupy the data field of a
constant-length virtual channel data unit [].

[A30X0G3]

n Nano [401X0B20EC3]

N(R) The Next Expected Frame Sequence Number in a CLCW [232X1B2]

N(R) See next expected frame sequence number N(R). [A30X0G3]

N(R) Last acknowledged frame sequence number +1 [211X0B4]

N(S) The Frame Sequence Number in the Transfer Frame Primary Header [232X1B2]

N(S) Frame Sequence Number within the Proximity-1 Frame Header [211X0B4]

N(S) THE SEQUENCE NUMBER ASSIGNED BY THE FOP TO A

N(S) TRANSMITTED FRAME SEQUENCE NUMBER

N(S) The Frame Sequence Number in the Telecommand Transfer Frame
Header.

N-Address an address in the SCPS Network. The attributes of an N-Address are the
Address Type and the Address Family.

[714X0B2]

N-Basic_Quality_of_Service parameter The Basic Quality of Service (QOS) parameter of the N-UNITDATA service
primitives carries information necessary to provide special network
processing services for the datagram. It is a data structure that contains
three sub-parameters: precedence, routing requirements, and a
program-specific field.

[714X0B2]

n-bit field A field containing n bits. [A30X0G3]

N-Destination_Address The N-Destination_Address is a parameter of all of the SCPS Network
service primitives. It is an N-Address that identifies the destination end
system of a packet in the SCPS Network. The N-Destination_Address
parameter must be of the Extended End System address type, and may
be of either the IP or the SCPS address family.

[714X0B2]
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N-Expanded_Quality_of_Service
parameter

The Expanded QOS parameter provides a mechanism for specifying
ground-relevant QOS requests. The valid values of this parameter are
defined in RFC 2474 (reference [B7]).

[714X0B2]

N-ID Network Identifier

N-SDU The Network Service Data Unit (N-SDU) is a parameter of the Unit Data
service primitives. It is a variable-length, octet-aligned data unit of
arbitrary format. The maximum length of an N-SDU is 8145 octets.
NOTE – The maximum size of the N-SDU field is limited to the length
resulting from subtracting the maximum length of a SCPS-NP header
from the maximum SCPS-NP PDU length. The maximum length of the
SCPS-NP header is 46 octets. The length field in the SCPS-NP header is
13-bits, which allows an 8191-octet total packet length. Therefore, the
maximum size of an N-SDU that is guaranteed to fit in a SCPS-NP PDU
is 8145 octets. Local restrictions on packet size or extensions to the
protocol may further limit this size, and the maximum implementations
size of N-SDU must be documented by the implementer.

[714X0B2]

N-SDU Network Service Data Unit

N-Source_Address The N-Source_Address is a parameter to many of the primitives of the
SCPS network service. It is an N-Address that identifies the end system
originating a packet in the SCPS Network. The N-Source_Address must
be of the Extended End System address type and may be of either the
IP or the SCPS address family. The N-Source_Address may not be a
multicast or a broadcast address.

[714X0B2]

N-Source_Timestamp parameter The N-Source_Timestamp is a parameter of several SCPS Network
service primitives. This parameter permits the Network Service user to
provide a source timestamp to accompany the N-SDU. The Source
Timestamp parameter consists of a timestamp format field and a
timestamp value field.

[714X0B2]

N-User_Internet_Protocol_Number
parameter

The N-User_Internet_Protocol_Number is a parameter to several of the
SCPS Network service primitives.

[714X0B2]

N/A Not Applicable / Not Available [503X0B1C1]
[503X0B1C1]

N/A Not Applicable [632X0B1]

N/A Not applicable. [A30X0G3]
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N/A Not applicable. [A30X0G3]

N2 ‘N Squared’ diagram [311X0M1]

NAK Negative Acknowledgement [727X0B4]

Name Space A set of unique values which serve as identifiers for a corresponding set
of entities

NAMED SET A collection of user Command Directives which must be delivered as a
complete entity. The set of interrelated directives is given a "name" by
the user to facilitate control and traceability of the collection during the
delivery process

named set A collection of user command directives that must be delivered as a
complete entity. The set of interrelated directives is given a "name" by
the user to facilitate control and traceability of the collection during the
delivery process [].

[A30X0G3]

NaN Not A Number [521X0B1]

NARA National Archives and Records Administration [650X0B1E1]

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration [401X0B20EC3]
[650X0B1E1]

NASDA National Space Development Agency of Japan [401X0B20EC3]

NAVSTAR Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging System

NCC Network Control Center [727X0B4]

negotiated system interchange Interchange between systems using different physical representations,
where transformation utilities or custom software is used in place of an
explicit DIL [].

[A30X0G3]

Negotiated System Interchange Interchange between systems using different physical representations,
where transformation utilities or custom software is used in place of an
explicit DIL

negotiation phase During the Negotiation phase, the cross-support agencies develop the
SLE Service Contract for the mission. This phase is not anticipated to be
automated via a distributed application; rather, this phase will probably

[A30X0G3]
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automated via a distributed application; rather, this phase will probably
be implemented through human interactions [].

NETWORK TIME PROTOCOL (NTP) The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used to synchronize the time of a
computer client or server to another server or reference time source,
such as a terrestrial or satellite broadcast service or modem. NTP
provides distributed time accuracies on the order of one millisecond on
LANs and tens of milliseconds on WANs. NTP is widely used over the
Internet to synchronize computer clocks to national time references

[301X0B4]

Network-Service Data Unit See N-SDU. [714X0B2]

NEXT EXPECTED FRAME SEQUENCE
NUMBER N(R)

The observed current value of V(R) that is telemetered from the FARM
to the FOP via each CLCW

next expected frame sequence number
N(R)

The observed current value of V(R) that is telemetered from the FARM
to the FOP via each CLCW [].

[A30X0G3]

NGSI Next Generation Space Internet

NN(R) Previous acknowledged frame sequence number +1 [211X0B4]

NN(R) Expected_Acknowledgement_Frame_Sequence_Number (the value of
N(R) from the previous CLCW on the same Virtual Channel)

[232X1B2]

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [401X0B20EC3]

NOAA National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration

NORAD North American Aerospace Defense Command [502X0B2]

NP Network Protocol

NRZ Non-Return to Zero [401X0B20EC3]

NRZ-L non-return to zero-level [910X11B1EC1]
[401X0B20EC3]

NRZ-L A modulating waveform in which a data "one" is represented by one of
two levels, and a data "zero" is represented by the other level

NRZ-L A modulating waveform in which a data "one" is represented by one of
two levels, and a data "zero" is represented by the other level [][].

[A30X0G3]
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two levels, and a data "zero" is represented by the other level [][].

NRZ-M A modulating waveform in which a data "one" is represented by a
change in level and a data "zero" is represented by no change in level []
[]. ANSI. Synonym for non-return-to-zero change-on-ones recording
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

NRZ-M A modulating waveform in which a data "one" is represented by a
change in level and a data "zero" is represented by no change in level

NRZ-M non-return to zero-mark [910X11B1EC1]
[401X0B20EC3]

NRZ-S Non-Return to Zero-Space [401X0B20EC3]

ns Nanosecond(s) [401X0B20EC3]

NSA National Security Administration

NSSDC National Space Science Data Center [320X0B5EC1]
[650X0B1E1]

NSSDC National Space Science Data Center []. [A30X0G3]

NTP Network Time Protocol

NTW Normal, Tangential (to velocity vector) and Normal to Orbit Plane [504X0B1]

numeric A sequence of unrestricted characters that conform to encoding rules
that permit its interpretation as a number []; a special case of unquoted
string that conforms to formation rules for numeric values [].

[A30X0G3]

Numeric A special case of an unquoted string that conforms to formation rules
for numeric values

Numeric A sequence of characters that conform to encoding rules that permit its
interpretation as a number.

[641X0B2]

numeric literal A numeric literal is the value of a number, expressed by means of
characters [].

[A30X0G3]

Numeric literal a numeric literal is the value of a number, expressed by means of
characters
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NW FARM_Negative_Window_Width [232X1B2]

N® THE VALUE OF V(R) WHICH IS OBSERVED BY THE FOP IN A

N® THE OBSERVED VALUE OF V(R) CONTAINED IN ONE CLCW

O_SDU OCTET SERVICE DATA UNIT

OAIS Open Archival Information System [661X0B1]
[651X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]

OASIS Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards [910X11B1EC1]

OBC Onboard Computer

Object an object is either a constant or a variable. An object contains a value

Object an object is either a constant or a variable.

object An object is either a constant or a variable. An object contains a value []
[].

[A30X0G3]

OBO Output Back-off

occupied bandwidth (ITU/RR/147) "The width of a frequency band such that, below the lower
and above the upper frequency limits, the mean powers emitted are
each equal to a specified percentage b/2 of the total mean power of a
given emission. (Unless otherwise specified by the CCIR for the
appropriate class of emission, the value of b/2 should be taken as
0.5%.)" [].

[A30X0G3]

OCF Operation Control Field [910X4B2E1]

OCF Operational Control Field [132X0B1]

OCF Operation Control Field. [A30X0G3]

OCTET An eight-bit word.
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OCTET An eight-bit word.

octet eight-bit word.
NOTE – An eight-bit word is commonly referred to as a byte.

[854X0M1]
[851X0M1]
[853X0M1]
[855X0M1]

Octet An 8-bit word consisting of eight contiguous bits

octet A contiguous string of 8 bits; an 8-bit word (or field). A sequence of eight
bits []; a data object consisting of eight bits []. ANSI. A byte composed of
eight binary elements. Synonymous with eight-bit bytes [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Octet A contiguous string of 8 bits; an 8-bit word

Octet A sequence of eight bits. [641X0B2]

octet string service A service option within the path service, whereby the CCSDS Principal
Network creates the CCSDS packets that support the path control [].

[A30X0G3]

OCTET STRING SERVICE A service option within the CCSDS Path service, whereby the CPN creates
the CCSDS Packets which support the Path protocol.

OD Orbit Determination [502X0B2]

ODL Object Description Language [650X0B1E1]

ODL Object description language []. [A30X0G3]

ODM Orbit Data Message [503X0B1C1]
[504X0B1]
[910X11B1EC1]
[502X0B2]

ODP Open Distributed Processing [311X0M1]

ODY NASA Mars Survey Project 2001 Odyssey Orbiter [211X0B4]

OEM Orbit Ephemeris Message [503X0B1C1]
[502X0B2]
[910X11B1EC1]
[504X0B1]
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[504X0B1]

Offline For the purposes of this Report, offline refers to the transfer of SLE
service data through all or part of the SLE System at a time other than
that during which the associated Space Link session is active

offline Of or pertaining to the transfer of SLE service data through all or part of
the SLE System at a time other than that during which the associated
space link session is active [].

[A30X0G3]

OI Organization Identifier

OMG Object Management Group [311X0M1]
[910X11B1EC1]

OMM Orbit Mean-Elements Message [502X0B2]

onboard application A source or sink application process onboard the spacecraft []. [A30X0G3]

onboard element The collection of systems and organizations bases onboard the
spacecraft that provide SLE services used by a specified mission [].

[A30X0G3]

onboard network The onboard data distribution part of the CCSDS Principal Network []. [A30X0G3]

one-way-communication Data communication in one pre-assigned direction []. [A30X0G3]

online Of or pertaining to the transfer of SLE service data through all or part of
the SLE System during the time that the associated space link session is
active [].

[A30X0G3]

Online For the purposes of this Report, the transfer of SLE service data through
all or part of the SLE System during the time that the associated Space
Link session is active

open A control command that authorizes use of a virtual channel and
programs certain operational windows and numbers into the FARM.
Within an open virtual channel the FARM transmits CLCWs to the FOP
via telemetry [].

[A30X0G3]

Open Archival Information System (OAIS) An archive, consisting of an organization of people and systems, that
has accepted the responsibility to preserve information and make it
available for a Designated Community. It meets a set of responsibilities,
as defined in subsection 3.1 of the OAIS Reference Model that allows
an OAIS archive to be distinguished from other uses of the term

[661X0B1]
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an OAIS archive to be distinguished from other uses of the term
‘archive’. The term ‘Open’ in OAIS is used to imply that this
Recommended Standard and future related standards are developed in
open forums, and it does not imply that access to the archive is
unrestricted.

Open Archival Information System (OAIS) An archive, consisting of an organization of people and systems, that
has accepted the responsibility to preserve information and make it
available for a Designated Community. It meets a set of responsibilities,
as defined in 3.1, that allows an OAIS archive to be distinguished from
other uses of the term ‘archive’. The term ‘Open’ in OAIS is used to imply
that this Recommendation and future related Recommendations and
standards are developed in open forums, and it does not imply that
access to the archive is unrestricted.

[650X0B1E1]

open data system A data system that offers its service to customers outside the
enterprise. These outside customers need to know how to operate a
service access port. Thus they must be able to: (a) communicate with the
system, (b) request data services, (c) accept data products, and (d)
elaborate the structure of these products according to standard
protocols and structuring rules defined in the public domain []. ANSI. A
system whose characteristics comply with readily available standards
and that therefore can be connected to other systems that comply with
these standards [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

open system The representation within the Reference Model of those aspects of a
real open system that are pertinent to OSI.

[A30X0G3]

Open System Data Interchange The process of transferring data from one open system to another. An
open system is one which uses publicly available formats and protocols,
so that anyone can communicate with the open system by following
the open system standards. It should be noted that open system does
not imply an uncontrolled or unrestricted access to the data

open system data interchange The process of transferring data from one open system to another. An
open system is one that uses publicly available formats and protocols,
so that anyone can communicate with the open system by following
the open system standards. It should be noted that open system does
not imply an uncontrolled or unrestricted access to the data [][][][][][].

[A30X0G3]

Open System Data Interchange The process of transferring data from one open system to another. An
open system is one which uses publicly available formats and protocols,
so that anyone can communicate with the open system by following
the open system standards. It should be noted that open system does
not imply an uncontrolled or unrestricted access to the data.

[632X0B1]
[630X0B1]
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not imply an uncontrolled or unrestricted access to the data.

open system interchange Obsolete. See open system data interchange. [A30X0G3]

Open System Interchange Interchange between systems where communication and/or
congruence cannot be assumed

operation An operation is a procedure that one object (the invoker) can request of
another (the performer) through a port pair bound within the terms of an
agreement [].

[A30X0G3]

operational control field The part of the transfer frame that follows the transfer frame data field
(see [], Fig. 5-1). It is optional. It contains either the command link
control word or any other operational data to be defined by mission
management [].

[A30X0G3]

operational control field flag The part of the transfer frame primary header. This flag signals the
presence or absence of an operational control field. It remains the
same either within a specific master channel or specific virtual channels
throughout a mission phase [].

[A30X0G3]

operations phase Phase in which the user defines support requests that are sent to the
provider agency who in turn responds by establishing the support in the
form of a schedule for his organization. If the support cannot be
scheduled, then this is communicated to the user who can in turn
formulate new support requests [].

[A30X0G3]

Operations Phase In the Operations phase, the user defines support requests that are sent
to the Provider Organization, which in turn responds by establishing the
support in the form of a schedule. If the support cannot be scheduled,
the fact is communicated to the user, who can in turn formulate new
Support Requests

OPM Orbit Parameter Message [504X0B1]
[910X11B1EC1]
[502X0B2]
[503X0B1C1]

OPM Orbit Parameters Message

OPT OPTIONAL

OQPSK Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

OQPSK offset quaternary/quadrature/quadra phase shift key [910X11B1EC1]
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OQPSK offset quaternary/quadrature/quadra phase shift key [910X11B1EC1]

OQPSK Offset Quadra-Phase Shift Keying [modulation] [401X0B20EC3]

OQPSK I/Q I/Q Modulated Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

OQPSK/PM Phase Modulated Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

Order Agreement An agreement between the archive and the Consumer in which the
physical details of the delivery, such as media type and format of Data,
are specified.

[650X0B1E1]

Ordering Aid An application that assists the Consumer in discovering the cost of, and
in ordering, AIPs of interest.

[650X0B1E1]

originator That individual or organization that submits a registration package or a
revision registration package to a MACAO and accepts responsibility for
its contents [][].

[A30X0G3]

Originator That individual or organization that submits a Registration Package (RP)
or a Revision Registration Package (RRP) to a Member Agency Control
Authority Office (MACAO) and accepts responsibility for its contents.

[632X0B1]

OS Operating System [311X0M1]

OSC Oscillator

OSI Open Systems Interconnection [727X0B4]
[133X1B2]
[732X0B2]
[211X0B4]
[132X0B1]
[232X1B2]
[133X0B1C1]

OSI Open System Interconnection

OSI Open Systems Interconnection []. [A30X0G3]

OSI-local view The shared behavior on an OSI-service-user and an OSI-service-
provider in terms of their interactions at a service boundary [].

[A30X0G3]
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OSI-local view the shared behaviour on an OSI-service-user and an OSI-service-
provider in terms of their interactions at a service boundary.

OSI-service The capability of an OSI-service-provider to OSI-service-users at the
boundary between the OSI-service-provider and the OSI-service-users.
NOTE – The OSI-service defines the external behavior of the OSI-
service-provider independent of the mechanisms used to provide that
behavior. (N)-layers, (N)-entities, application-service-elements, etc. are
components of an OSI-service-provider.

OSI-service The capability of an OSI-service-provider to OSI-service-users at the
boundary between the OSI-service-provider and the OSI-service-users
[].

NOTE ! The OSI-service defines the external behavior of the OSI-
service-provider independent of the mechanisms used to provide that
behavior. (N)-layers, (N)-entities, application-service-elements, etc. are
components of an OSI-service-provider.

[A30X0G3]

OSI-service primitive; primitive An abstract, atomic, implementation-independent representation of an
interaction between an OSI-service-user and its OSI-service-provider.
NOTE – The term “primitive” is used in some documents in place of the
preferred form “OSI-service primitive”.

OSI-service primitive; primitive An abstract, atomic, implementation-independent representation of an
interaction between an OSI-service-user and its OSI-service-provider [].

NOTE ! The term ÒprimitiveÓ is used in some documents in place of the
preferred form ÒOSI-service primitiveÓ.

[A30X0G3]

OSI-service-procedure Either a submit primitive together with the locally-resulting deliver
primitive of primitives, if any, or a deliver primitive together with the
locally-resulting submit primitive or primitives, if any, seen at an OSI-
local view [].

[A30X0G3]

OSI-service-provider An abstract representation of the totality of those entities which provide
an OSI-service to OSI-service-users [].

[A30X0G3]

OSI-service-user An entity in a single open system that makes use of an OSI-service [].

NOTE ! The OSI-service-user makes use of the OSI-service through a
collection of OSI-service primitives defined for the OSI-service.

[A30X0G3]

OSI-service-user An entity in a single open system that makes use of an OSI-service.
NOTE – The OSI-service-user makes use of the OSI-service through a
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NOTE – The OSI-service-user makes use of the OSI-service through a
collection of OSI-service primitives defined for the OSI-service.

OSLP Overview of Space Link Protocols [311X0M1]

outer code In a concatenated coding system, the first encoding algorithm that is
applied to the data stream [][].

[A30X0G3]

Outer Code In a concatenated coding system, the first encoding algorithm that is
applied to the data stream

OV Operational View (of DoDAF) [311X0M1]

Overview Description A specialization of the Collection Description that describes the
collection as a whole.

[650X0B1E1]

OWL Web Ontology Language [661X0B1]

P-FIELD The Preamble Field of a standard CCSDS Time Code.

P-Field Preamble Field

P-field The first field, the preamble field, of the time code describing the
options, parameters and encoding structure of the time specification
field [].

[A30X0G3]

P-frame Supervisory/Protocol Frame [211X0B4]

P-ID Path Identifier

P_SDU PACKET SERVICE DATA UNIT

Package A collection that is bundled together, or packaged, into one file using a
defined packaging scheme. All Packages are Collections, but not all
Collections have been packaged, so they are not all Packages.

[661X0B1]

Package Description The information intended for use by Access Aids. [650X0B1E1]

Package Header Header that contains metadata that apply to the whole XFDU Package.
These metadata may include data to inform the XFDU parsing software
about volume metadata (e.g., logical volume information and
specification version), administrative metadata (e.g., author and creation

[661X0B1]
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specification version), administrative metadata (e.g., author and creation
data) and technical data (e.g., hardware and operating system).

Package Interchange File A collection of files that have been bundled together into a single
container that also contains a manifest describing the contained files
and the relationships among those files.

[661X0B1]

Packaging Information The information that is used to bind and identify the components of an
Information Package. For example, it may be the ISO 9660 volume and
directory information used on a CD-ROM to provide the content of
several files containing Content Information and Preservation
Description Information.

[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]

PACKET A variable-length, delimited data structure consisting of a set of higher-
layer user data that are encapsulated within standard header
information. (Note: the term “packet” is used generically in this
Recommendation, while the term “Packet” refers to the Version-1
CCSDS Packet.)

PACKET The protocol data unit of the TC Packetization layer which facilitates the
end-to-end transport of command application data. The application
data are encapsulated within a leading packet header

Packet An efficient application-oriented protocol data unit that facilitates the
transfer of source data to users located in space or on Earth

packet A variable-length, delimited data structure consisting of a set of higher
layer user data that are encapsulated within standard header
information. See also source packet (telemetry) and telecommand
packet [][][][]. ANSI. In data communication, a sequence of binary digits,
including data and control signals, that is transmitted and switched as a
composite whole. The data, control signals, and possibly error control
information, are arranged in a specific format [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

packet an arbitrary integer number of octets.
NOTE – The SDU for the packet service takes the form of a packet.

[851X0M1]

packet channel A mechanism used by the multiplexing function within the space link
subnet to allow multiple users to share one virtual channel [].

[A30X0G3]

PACKET CHANNEL ID The identifier for a Packet Channel, mechanized using the APID field of
a CCSDS Packet.

packet channel identifier The identifier for the packet channel, mechanized using the contents of
the application identifier field of the CCSDS packet [].

[A30X0G3]

packet data field A part of the source packet containing either the packet secondary [A30X0G3]
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packet data field A part of the source packet containing either the packet secondary
header or the source data field or both [].

[A30X0G3]

packet data length The two octets in the source packet primary header that contain the
length of the packet data field [].

[A30X0G3]

packet data length field See packet data length. [A30X0G3]

packet identification A group of three fields in the packet primary header that verifies the
type of packet, indicates whether the packet carries a packet secondary
header or not, and provides information on the source of the data, i.e.,
the application process [].

[A30X0G3]

packet identification field Telemetry. See packet identification. [A30X0G3]

packet order flag A part of the transfer frame primary header (not currently used by the
CCSDS) [].

[A30X0G3]

packet primary header The primary header of the source packet []. [A30X0G3]

packet secondary header An optional part of the packet data field carrying time and other
information as chosen by the user [].

[A30X0G3]

packet secondary header data field See packet secondary header. [A30X0G3]

packet secondary header flag A flag within the packet primary header (see [], Fig. 3-1) indicating
whether a packet secondary header is present or not [].

[A30X0G3]

packet secondary header time code field A field located in the packet secondary header containing a CCSDS
segmented or unsegmented time code [].

[A30X0G3]

packet sequence control A part of the packet primary header consisting of two sub-fields, the
grouping flags and the source sequence count []. ANSI. (packet
sequencing) A process of ensuring that packets are delivered to the
receiving data terminal equipment in the same sequence as they were
transmitted by the sending data terminal equipment [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

packet sequence control field See packet sequence control. [A30X0G3]

packet service A service option within the path service, whereby users create the CCSDS
packets that support the path protocol [].

[A30X0G3]

PACKET SERVICE A service option within the CCSDS Path service, whereby users create
the CCSDS Packets which support the Path protocol.
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the CCSDS Packets which support the Path protocol.

packet telemetry A concept that facilitates the transmission of space-acquired data from
source to user in a standardized highly automated manner [].

[A30X0G3]

packet telemetry concept See packet telemetry. [A30X0G3]

packet telemetry data system See packet telemetry. [A30X0G3]

PACKETIZATION LAYER The bottom layer of the Data Management Service. This is the layer
immediately above the Segmentation layer

PACKETIZATION LAYER The bottom layer in the Telecommand Data Management Service

PACKETIZATION LAYER The Packetization layer (which resides immediately below the System
Management layer) formats the Telecommand application data into
end-to-end transportable data units called "Telecommand Packets",
possibly arranges the packets into interdependent batches called
"Telecommand Files", moves the packets to the receiving end, and
confirms their correct receipt

packetization layer The layer immediately below the system management layer that (1)
formats the telecommand application data into end-to-end
transportable data units called telecommand packets, (2) possibly
arranges the packets into interdependent batches called telecommand
files, (3) moves the packets to the receiving end, and (4) confirms their
correct receipt [].

[A30X0G3]

parameter An information object associated with an abstract-error. [A30X0G3]

Parameter Name The name used to reference the value assigned in the Assignment
Statement.

[641X0B2]

Parameter Name The name used to associate a data value with a parameter

parameter name The name used to associate a data value with a parameter []; the name
used to reference the value assigned in the assignment statement [].
ANSI. (Parameter) A variable that is given a constant value for a
specified application [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Parm is an abbreviation sometimes used for Parameter [06-11-03]

Participating Agency A Member or Observer Agency of the CCSDS. [630X0B1]
[632X0B1]
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[632X0B1]
[A30X0G3]

PATH ENTITY A CPN element which supports CCSDS Path service.

PATH ID, PATH IDENTIFIER An identifier for a Logical Data Path.

path identifier An identifier for a logical data path []. [A30X0G3]

path service The CCSDS Principal Network service that, using logical data paths,
allows large rates and volumes of space mission data to flow between
relatively static endpoints without requiring large communication
headers, thus conserving space channel bandwidth [][][][].

[A30X0G3]

PATH, PATH SERVICE The CPN service which, using Logical Data Paths, allows large rates and
volumes of space mission data to flow between relatively static
endpoints without requiring large communications headers.

PAWS Protect Against Wrapped Sequence Numbers [714X0B2]

payload The Payload is the equipment, carried on board the spacecraft, that
directly relates to the purpose of the flight []. A facility of the spacecraft
which directly performs the mission-unique science functions.

[A30X0G3]

Payload The on-board equipment that directly relates to the purpose of the
spacecraft’s flight

PBK Purpose Built Keys

Pc Carrier power [401X0B20EC3]

PC Physical Channel [211X0B4]

Pc/No Carrier Power to Noise Spectral Density ratio [503X0B1C1]

PCA PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACCESS

PCA_PDU PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACCESS PROTOCOL DATA UNIT

PCID Physical Channel ID [211X0B4]
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PCID PACKET CHANNEL IDENTIFIER

PCM Pulse Code Modulation [211X0B4][06-
11-03]
[910X11B1EC1]
[401X0B20EC3]

PDD Privately Defined Data

PDDL Pilot data description language []. [A30X0G3]

PDDL pilot data description language

pdf Probability Distribution Function

PDF Probability Density Function [401X0B20EC3]

PDF Portable Document Format [651X0M1]

PDI Preservation Description Information [651X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

PDI Preservation Description Information: The information which is
necessary for adequate preservation of the Content Information and
which can be categorized as Provenance, Reference, Fixity, and Context
Information.

PDMP Project Data Management Plan [650X0B1E1]

PDS Planetary Data System [650X0B1E1]

PDU Protocol Data Unit [727X0B4]
[311X0M1]
[211X0B4]
[910X4B2E1]
[910X11B1EC1]

PDU Protocol Data Unit. [A30X0G3]
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peer-(N)-entitles Entities within the same (N)-layer []. [A30X0G3]

performer The abstract-object that performs an abstract-operation []. [A30X0G3]

periodic of or pertaining to a sequence of events in which each event occurs at a
fixed time interval (within specified tolerance) after the previous event in
the sequence.

[732X0B2]

Permitted Reviser An individual or organization that has been specified, in a Registration
Package (RP) or a Revision Registration Package (RRP), as having the
authority to submit a revision of the data description.

[632X0B1]

permitted reviser An individual or organization that has been specified, in a registration
package or revision registration package, as having the authority to
submit a revision of the data description [][][].

[A30X0G3]

Permitted Revisers A list of individuals or organizations that have been specified, in a
Registration Package, as having the authority to submit a revision of the
data description in that Registration Package.

[630X0B1]

Permitted Revisers A list of individuals or organizations that have been specified, in a
Registration Package, as having the authority to submit a revision of the
data description in that Registration Package

PFD Power Flux Density [401X0B20EC3]

Physical Channel a stream of bits transferred over a space link in a single direction. [732X0B2]
[231X0B2]
[232X0B2]
[131X0B1]

PHYSICAL CHANNEL The space/space or space/ground transmission medium.

physical channel The RF channel upon which the stream of bits is transferred over a
space link in a single direction.

[211X2B1]
[211X1B3EC1]

physical channel The space/space or space/ground transmission medium. A physical
channel is the capability to transfer a single stream of bits, in a single
direction (space to ground or ground to space) [].

[A30X0G3]

PHYSICAL CHANNEL LAYER The bottom layer of the Space Link Subnetwork.

physical layer The bottom layer of the space link subnetwork. [A30X0G3]
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physical layer The bottom layer of the space link subnetwork. [A30X0G3]

PHYSICAL LAYER The bottom layer of the TC Channel Service

PHYSICAL LAYER The lower layer of the TC Channel Service which provides the RF
channel. At the sending end it provides the radio frequency and
modulation techniques required to create and operate the channel. At
the receiving end, it provides the reception, demodulation, and symbol
synchronization for the channel

PHYSICAL LAYER OPERATION
PROCEDURE (PLOP)

A sequence of procedural activities designed to activate and deactivate
the physical telecommand channel by invoking radio frequency carrier
and modulation techniques

Physical Layer Operations Procedure A specific procedure of the Physical Layer designed to activate and
deactivate the physical communications channel by invoking RF carrier
and modulation techniques

physical layer operations procedure
(PLOP)

A specific procedure of the physical layer designed to activate and
deactivate the physical telecommand channel by invoking RF carrier
and modulation techniques [][].

[A30X0G3]

Physical Object An object (such as a moon rock, bio-specimen, microscope slide) with
physically observable properties that represent information that is
considered suitable for being adequately documented for preservation,
distribution, and independent usage.

[650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

physical representation The assignment of coded addresses to the data structures placed on
storage media or sent through the communications networks and the
logical representation of the elements that comprise these structures.
In communications, the address specifies the datum's temporal position.
The codification may vary from device to device and medium to medium
[]. ANSI. (Physical) Pertaining to actual implementation or location as
opposed to conceptual content or meaning [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

PI Principal Investigator

PICS Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement [714X0B2]

pk Peak [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

PKI Public Key Infrastructure [311X0M1]
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PKT PACKET

PL Physical Layer [131X2O1]

playback The replaying of return data that has been stored onboard a spacecraft
[].

[A30X0G3]

PLCW Proximity Link Control Word [211X0B4]

PLL Phase Locked Loop [401X0B20EC3]

PLOP Physical Link Operations Procedure [910X4B2E1]

PLOP Physical Layer Operations Procedure [910X11B1EC1]

PLOP See physical layer operations procedure. [A30X0G3]

PLTU The Proximity Link Transmission Unit is the data unit composed of the
Attached Synchronization Marker, the Version-3 Transfer Frame, and
the attached Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)-32.

[211X2B1]
[211X1B3EC1]

PLTU Proximity Link Transmission Unit [211X0B4]

PM Phase Modulated

PM Phase Modulation [401X0B20EC3]

PM Phase Modulation. [910X11B1EC1]

PN Pseudo Noise [401X0B20EC3]
[414X1B1]

Port An identifier of the transport service user. [714X0B2]

Port Types Ports that are involved in providing different services are said to be of
different types [].

[A30X0G3]

ppm Parts Per Million [401X0B20EC3]
[414X1B1]
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Pr/No Ranging Power to Noise Spectral Density ratio [503X0B1C1]

PRARE Precise Range and Range Rate Equipment [503X0B1C1]

preamble field See P-field. [A30X0G3]

Precedence parameter The precedence parameter is an element of the N-
Basic_Quality_of_Service parameter of the N-UNITDATA service
primitives. The precedence parameter is specified by a network service
user to identify the relative importance of this data compared to other
data within the network. It is an integer with a valid range from 0 to 15,
with 0 being the lowest precedence and 15 being the highest. Local
policy may cause the user-specified precedence parameter to be
overridden. The network service user may also supply a null value for
the precedence parameter, in which case the network service would
assign a default value for the precedence parameter.

[714X0B2]

PRECISION Random uncertainty of a measured value, expressed by the standard
deviation or by a multiple of the standard deviation

PRECISION The degree of mutual agreement among a series of individual
measurements; often, but not necessarily, expressed by the standard
deviation. (See also ‘uncertainty’.)

[301X0B4]

predefined type A predefined type is a type provided by EAST, that is, a type that can be
used in any EAST decription without being previously declared [][].

[A30X0G3]

Predefined type a predefined type is a type provided by EAST, that is, a type that can be
used in any EAST description without being previously declared

preparation phase Phase in which parameter values are selected for all parameters within
the bounds of service specified during the negotiation phase and any
schedule information applicable to a particular execution subphase [].

[A30X0G3]

Preservation Description Information
(PDI)

The information which is necessary for adequate preservation of the
Content Information and which can be categorized as Provenance,
Reference, Fixity, and Context Information.

[651X0M1]
[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Primary MACAO The entity in the Control Authority organization that has overall
responsibility for ensuring Control Authority services for its Agency and
any of its Descendant MACAOs are provided

primary MACAO The entity in the Control Authority organization that has overall
responsibility for ensuring Control Authority services for its Agency and

[A30X0G3]
[630X0B1]
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responsibility for ensuring Control Authority services for its Agency and
any of its Descendant MACAOs are provided [][].

[630X0B1]

PRIMITIVE An abstract model of the logical exchange of user data and control
information between network layers or sublayers.

[A30X0G3]

primitive, service primitive An abstract, atomic, implementation-independent representation of an
interaction between a service-user and its service-provider [].

[A30X0G3]

PRINCIPAL NETWORK/CCSDS PRINCIPAL
NETWORK

A set of three subnetworks, clustered around special-purpose space
data channels, which provide basic space mission data communications
services using techniques which are standardized by the CCSDS.

priority transmit precedence of an SDU relative to other SDUs. [853X0M1]
[854X0M1]
[851X0M1]

priority The transmit precedence of an SDU relative to other SDUs. [855X0M1]

privately defined data Data that are not suitable for being structured into source packets.
These could also be, for example, play-back data [].

[A30X0G3]

PRMPT Prompt

PRN Pseudo Random Noise [401X0B20EC3]

procedure A set of functional processes that are used to implement a service.
ANSI. In programming languages, a block that can be executed within a
predetermined period of time [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

PROCEDURE A set of functional processes which are used to implement a service.

Process Description Unit Unit that contains a description that can range from an automated
scripting language to an English language description of the steps a
person/intelligent agent would take in performing a process.

[661X0B1]

Producer The role played by those persons, or client systems, who provide the
information to be preserved. This can include other OAISs or internal
OAIS persons or systems.

[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]

Producer-Archive Project A Producer-Archive Project is a set of activities and the means used by
the information Producer as well as the Archive to ingest a given set of
information into the Archive.

[651X0M1]

production data processing A value-added service, performed at a CCSDS Principal Network [A30X0G3]
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production data processing A value-added service, performed at a CCSDS Principal Network
endpoint, which prepares user data for delivery (also referred to as "level
zero processing") [].

[A30X0G3]

PRODUCTION DATA PROCESSING A value-added service, performed at a CPN endpoint, which prepares
user data for delivery (also referred to as “level zero processing”).

profile a selection of standards or options that can be used together to provide
a certain level of interoperability

Program Specific parameter The program-specific parameter is an element of the N-
Basic_Quality_of_Service parameter that provides a mechanism for
programs to carry two bits of information in the SCPS-NP header. This
information is interpreted by program-specific extensions to the SCPS-
NP and has a default value of 0.

[714X0B2]

PROJECT An organization which has the technical and funding cognizance to
execute a particular space mission.

project An organization that has the technical and funding cognizance to
execute a particular space mission. ANSI. An undertaking with
prescribed objectives, magnitude and duration [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

PROTOCOL A set of procedures, supported by format conventions, that define the
orderly exchange of information between entities within a given layer of
the TC System or between layers

protocol A set of rules and formats (semantic and syntactic) that determine the
communication behavior of layer entities in the performance of
communication functions []. A set of standard rules and procedures,
plus their accompanying format conventions, that define the orderly
exchange of information between peer entities within a given layer of
the TC system []. ANSI. A set of semantic and syntactic rules that
determines the behavior of functional units in achieving communication
[X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Protocol A set of procedures and their enabling format conventions that define
the orderly exchange of information between entities within a given
layer of the TM System

protocol data unit A data structure that operates across a layer within a distributed system
in order to implement the service offered by that layer []. A unit of data
specified in a protocol and consisting of protocol control information
and possibly user data [].

[A30X0G3]

PROTOCOL DATA UNIT A data structure which operates across a layer within a distributed
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PROTOCOL DATA UNIT A data structure which operates across a layer within a distributed
system in order to implement the service offered by that layer.

Provenance Information The information that documents the history of the Content Information.
This information tells the origin or source of the Content Information,
any changes that may have taken place since it was originated, and
who has had custody of it since it was originated. Examples of
Provenance Information are the principal investigator who recorded the
data, and the information concerning its storage, handling, and
migration.

[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Prox Proximity-1 Space Link Protocol

Proximity link short-range, bi-directional, fixed or mobile radio links, generally used to
communicate among probes, landers, rovers, orbiting constellations,
and orbiting relays. These links are characterized by short time delays,
moderate (not weak) signals, and short, independent sessions.

[211X2B1]
[211X1B3EC1]

PSD Power Spectral Density

PSDD Planetary Science Data Dictionary [650X0B1E1]

Pseudo-Header A pseudo-header, in TCP and UDP, is a collection of information that is
used for the purposes of checksum calculation, but not actually shipped
as part of the transport layer protocol data unit. The information in the
pseudo-header consists of the source and destination addresses, the
Internet Protocol Number of the transport protocol, and the length of
the transport protocol data unit.

[714X0B2]

pseudo-randomization Pseudo-randomization, herein called Randomization, is a bandwidth-
efficient technique of algorithmically translating the data bits to insure
frequent bit transitions in the communications channel [].

[A30X0G3]

Pseudo-Randomization Pseudo-Randomization, herein called Randomization, is a bandwidth-
efficient technique of algorithmically translating the data bits to insure
frequent bit transitions in the communications channel

PSK Phase Shift Key [910X11B1EC1]

PSK Phase Shift Keyed [211X0B4]

PSK Phase Shift Keying [401X0B20EC3]
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PT Packet Telemetry

PTS Packet Telemetry Service

PUNCTURED CODE As used in this document, a code obtained by deleting some of the
parity symbols generated by the convolutional encoder before
transmission. The bandwidth efficiency obtained by puncturing is
increased compared to the original code, although the minimum weight
(and therefore its error-correcting performance) will be less than that of
the original code

PVL Parameter Value Language [647X1B1]
[632X0B1]
[620X0B2]
[651X0M1]
[622X0B1]
[647X2B1]

PVL Parameter Value Language [][][][][]. [A30X0G3]

PVL module The externally defined octet space that may optionally be terminated by
a PVL end statement, within which PVL statements are written [].

[A30X0G3]

PVL Module The externally defined octet space that may be optionally terminated by
a PVL End Statement, within which PVL statements are written.

[641X0B2]

PVL Module The externally defined octet space in which PVL statements are written

PVN Packet Version Number [133X0B1C1]
[133X1B2]
[732X0B2]
[132X0B1]

PVt Position, Velocity and time

PW FARM_Positive_Window_Width [232X1B2]

PWR Power [401X0B20EC3]

QoS Quality of Service [520X1M1]
[132X0B1]
[211X0B4]
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[211X0B4]
[133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]
[521X0B1]

QPSK quaternary/quadrature/quadra phase shift key [910X11B1EC1]

QPSK Quardrature Phase Shift Keying

QPSK Quadra-Phase Shift Keying [modulation] [401X0B20EC3]

QSA QUERY_SERVICE_AGREEMENT [910X11B1EC1]

QSCSP QUERY_SPACE_COMMUNICATION_SERVICE_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

QSLEP QUERY_SPACE_LINK_EVENTS_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

QSP QUERY_SERVICE_PACKAGE [910X11B1EC1]

QTP QUERY_TRAJECTORY_PREDICTION [910X11B1EC1]

QTSP QUERY_TRANSFER_SERVICE_PROFILE [910X11B1EC1]

quality of service (QoS) ability of a communication system to provide predictable and
differentiated services.
NOTE – Quality of service for a communication service can be
characterised in terms of important features relevant to that
communications service, for example: reliability, transmission rate,
effective bandwidth and latency, error rate.

[855X0M1]
[853X0M1]
[851X0M1]

quality of service (QoS) ability of a communication system to provide predictable and
differentiated services.
NOTE – Quality of service for a communication service may be
characterised in terms of important features relevant to that
communications service, for example: reliability, transmission rate,
effective bandwidth and latency, error rate.

[854X0M1]

Quote String Delimiters The symbols apostrophe or quotation mark. [641X0B2]

Quote String Delimiters The symbols (apostrophe or quotation mark) used to delimit quoted
strings
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strings

quote string delimiters The symbols (apostrophe or quotation mark) used to delimit quoted
strings [][].

[A30X0G3]

Quoted String A delimited sequence of PVL characters

quoted string Zero or more PVL characters enclosed between matching quote string
delimiters []; a delimited sequence of PVL characters [].

[A30X0G3]

Quoted String Zero or more PVL Characters enclosed between matching Quote String
Delimiters.

[641X0B2]

r Range [401X0B20EC3]

R-AF Return All Frames

R-CF Return Channel Frames

R-FSH Return Frame Secondary Header

R-OCF Return Operational Control Field

R-S Reed-Solomon [211X0B4]

R-SP Return Space Packet

RA See restricted ASCII [][][]. [A30X0G3]

RA Restricted ASCII [632X0B1]
[630X0B1]
[620X0B2]

RA Restricted ASCII Character: A character from the ASCII character set
consisting of the numeric characters 0-9, and the upper-case letters,
A–Z, of the Roman alphabet

Rad Radian [401X0B20EC3]

RADEC Right Ascension-Declination [503X0B1C1]
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radiocommunication service (ITU/RR/RR1-3.1) "A Service . . . involving the transmission, emission
and/or reception of radio waves for specific telecommunication
purposes" [][].

[A30X0G3]

RAF return all frames [910X11B1EC1]
[910X4B2E1]

RAF Return All Frames. [A30X0G3]

ranging measurement A process for establishing, usually by a time delay measurement, the
one-way distance between an earth station and a spacecraft [].

[A30X0G3]
[401X0B20EC3]

RASDS Reference Architecture for Space Data Systems [311X0M1]

RASIM Reference Architecture for Space Information Systems [311X0M1]

Rb Information bit rate

RCF return channel frames [910X11B1EC1]

RCF Return (Virtual) Channel Frames [311X0M1]

RChS Channel symbol rate

RCP right-hand circular polarization [910X11B1EC1]

RCP Right Circular Polarization [401X0B20EC3]

Rcvr Receiver [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

RD Reference Document

RDF Resource Description Framework [661X0B1]

RDN Relative Distinguished Name

Real The set of real values. It can optionally be defined more precisely by
specifying a range (minimum and maximum bounds).

[647X3B1]
[647X2B1]
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real open system A real system which complies with the requirements of OSI standards in
its communication with their real systems.

[A30X0G3]

real system A set of one or more computers, the associated software, peripherals,
terminals, human operators, physical processes, information transfer
means, etc., that forms an autonomous whole capable of performing
information processing and/or information transfer.

[A30X0G3]

real time The immediate transfer of data between a space end application
process and the ground termination of the space link, or vice versa [].

[A30X0G3]

Rec Receive [401X0B20EC3]

receiver frame sequence number V(R) The value of the frame sequence number, N(S), which the FARM expects
to see in the next Type-A frame in order to preserve upcounting
sequence [].

[A30X0G3]

RECEIVER_FRAME_SEQUENCE_NUMBER
V(R)

The value of the Frame Sequence Number, N(S), which the FARM
expects to see in the next Type-A frame in order to preserve up-
counting sequence

receiving element That part of the space system that executes a command to produce a
desired control action [].

[A30X0G3]

RECEIVING ELEMENT That part of the space system which executes a command to produce a
desired control action

RECEIVING END Those parts of the Telecommand System which are in the vicinity of the
receiving element

receiving end Those parts of the telecommand system that are in the vicinity of the
receiving element [].

[A30X0G3]

RECOMMENDATION A CCSDS document which provides guidelines from which the CCSDS
Agencies may develop their own Standards.

recommendation A document produced by CCSDS which contains recommendations for
agency standards.

[A30X0G3]

Recommendations Standardsfor Space
Data Systems

technical specifications for space-related information technologies,
developed by the CCSDS technical panels and recommended by the
CCSDS as the basis for agency standardization. CCSDS
Recommendations are often simply adopted as agency standards. They
are routinely submitted to ISO for adoption as international standards

record representation clause A record representation clause specifies the storage representation of [A30X0G3]
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record representation clause A record representation clause specifies the storage representation of
the record type on the medium, that is, the order, position and size of
record components (including discriminants, if any) [][].

[A30X0G3]

record type A record type is a composite type consisting of zero or more named
components, possibly of different types [][].

[A30X0G3]

Record type a record type is a composite type consisting of zero or more named
components, possibly of different types

REED-SOLOMON A high performance block-oriented outer coding technique which
provides powerful error-correction capability (named after its inventors,
Reed and Solomon).

Reed-Solomon ("R-S") Symbol A set of J bits that represents an element in the Galois field GF(2J), the
code alphabet of a J-bit Reed-Solomon code

REED-SOLOMON (R-S) SYMBOL A set of J bits that represents an element in GF(2J), the code alphabet of
a J-bit Reed-Solomon code

Reed-Solomon code block The set of data on which Reed-Solomon Coding is applied [][]. [A30X0G3]

Reed-Solomon coding A high performance block-oriented outer coding technique that provides
powerful error-correction capability (named after its inventors, Reed
and Solomon).

[A30X0G3]

Ref Reference [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

Ref a reference (by name) to an object defined elsewhere in the XML
document, for example an ArgumentRef is a named reference to an
Argument defined elsewhere.

[06-11-03]

reference environment An environment in which the value of a REFERENCE statement is
understood to give one or more locations at which external data objects
begin [][].

[A30X0G3]

Reference Information The information that identifies, and if necessary describes, one or more
mechanisms used to provide assigned identifiers for the Content
Information. It also provides identifiers that allow outside systems to
refer, unambiguously, to a particular Content Information. An example
of Reference Information is an ISBN.

[661X0B1]
[650X0B1E1]

Reference Model A framework for understanding significant relationships among the
entities of some environment, and for the development of consistent
standards or specifications supporting that environment. A reference

[650X0B1E1]
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standards or specifications supporting that environment. A reference
model is based on a small number of unifying concepts and may be
used as a basis for education and explaining standards to a non-
specialist.

Refreshment A Digital Migration where the effect is to replace a media instance with
a copy that is sufficiently exact that all Archival Storage hardware and
software continues to run as before.

[650X0B1E1]

regen. regenerative [401X0B20EC3]

Registration Date The date a MACAO assigns an ADID or increments a Revision Number of
a data description.

[630X0B1]
[A30X0G3]

Registration Date The date a Member Agency Control Authority Office (MACAO) assigns an
Authority and Description Identifier (ADID) or increments a Revision
Number of a data description.

[632X0B1]

Registration Date The date a MACAO assigns an ADID or increments a Revision Number of
a data description

registration package (RP) A particular data description, with its accompanying identification
information, intended for registration by a MACAO [][][].

[A30X0G3]
[630X0B1]

Registration Package (RP) A particular data description, with its accompanying identification
information, intended for registration by a Member Agency Control
Authority Office (MACAO).

[632X0B1]

reliable Meeting the quality, quantity, continuity, and completeness criteria that
are specified by the telecommand system [][]. ANSI. (reliability) The
ability of a functional unit to perform a required function under stated
conditions for a stated period of time [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

RELIABLE Meeting the data quality, quantity, continuity, and completeness
performance criteria which are specified for the Telecommand System

Reliable Meets the quality, quantity, continuity and completeness criteria which
are specified by the communications system

Remote Operation Service Element The application-service-element defined in ISO/IEC 9072. [A30X0G3]

Remote Operations (1) A concept and notation supporting the specification of interactive
communication between application-entities. This includes the Remote
Operation Service Element and the mapping of the notation onto the
service primitives of used application-service-elements. (2) The set of
bind-operations, unbind-operations and operations.

[A30X0G3]
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bind-operations, unbind-operations and operations.

Repackaging A Digital Migration in which there is an alteration in the Packaging
Information of the AIP.

[650X0B1E1]

Replication A Digital Migration where there is no change to the Packaging
Information, the Content Information, and the PDI. The bits used to
represent these Information Objects are preserved in the transfer to the
same or new media instance.

[650X0B1E1]

representation clause Representation clauses specify the mapping between types of the
language and their physical representation [][].

[A30X0G3]

Representation clause representation clauses specify the mapping between types of the
language and their physical representation

Representation Information The information that maps a Data Object into more meaningful
concepts. An example is the ASCII definition that describes how a
sequence of bits (i.e., a Data Object) is mapped into a symbol.

[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]
[661X0B1]

Representation Network The set of Representation Information that fully describes the meaning
of a Data Object. Representation Information in digital forms needs
additional Representation Information so its digital forms can be
understood over the Long Term.

[650X0B1E1]
[661X0B1]

Representation Rendering Software A type of software that displays Representation Information of an
Information Object in forms understandable to humans.

[650X0B1E1]

request (primitive); requestor.submit
(primitive)

A submit primitive issued by a requestor. [A30X0G3]

requestor In a particular instance of OSI-service-procedure, an OSI-service-user
that issues a submit primitive and as a result may receive one or more
deliver primitives [].

[A30X0G3]

Reserved Characters The set of PVL characters reserved for special uses. These characters
may not occur in parameter names, unquoted strings or block names.

reserved characters The set of PVL characters that are reserved for special uses. These
characters may not occur in parameter names, unquoted strings, or
block names [][].

[A30X0G3]

Reserved Characters The set of PVL Characters that may not occur in Parameter Names,
Unquoted Strings, or Block Names.

[641X0B2]

resid. residual [401X0B20EC3]
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residual packet length Part of the segment header providing a measure for the part of the
source packet data field still to be transmitted [].

[A30X0G3]

residual packet length field See residual packet length. [A30X0G3]

responder The abstract-object that performs an abstract-bind-operation or an
abstract-unbind-operation [].

[A30X0G3]

responder The abstract-object the performs an abstract-bind-operation or an
abstract-unbind-operation.

response (primitive); acceptor.submit
(primitive)

A submit primitive issued by an acceptor []. [A30X0G3]

Restricted ASCII (RA) Character A character from the ASCII character set consisting of the numeric
characters 0-9, and the upper-case letters, A–Z, of the Roman
alphabet.

[630X0B1]
[A30X0G3]
[632X0B1]

result An optional information object provided by the performer of a
successful abstract-operation.

[A30X0G3]

Result Set The set of descriptive records for those AIPs in an OAIS which match the
criteria stated in a Consumer query, or other results from a search on
Data Management.

[650X0B1E1]

resume A control command that unfreezes a suspended virtual channel in its
prior configuration, and restores normal CLCW reporting priority [].

[A30X0G3]

RETRANSMIT A flag indication from the FARM, contained in a CLCW, that at least one
Type-A frame has been rejected and that retransmission is required
from the FOP

retransmit A flag indication from the FARM, contained in a CLCW, that at least one
Type-A frame has been rejected and that retransmission is required
from the FOP [].

[A30X0G3]

Retrieval Aid An application that allows authorized users to retrieve the Content
Information and PDI described by the Package Description.

[650X0B1E1]

return data Return data is all data that is sent from the space element to the
ground element (e.g., telemetry) [].

[A30X0G3]

Return Data For the purposes of this Report, all data sent from the space element to
the ground element (e.g., telemetry)

return link that portion of a Proximity space link in which the responder transmits [211X1B3EC1]
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return link that portion of a Proximity space link in which the responder transmits
and the caller receives (typically a telemetry link).

[211X1B3EC1]
[211X2B1]

Return Space Link Data Unit A return SL-DU is a data structure defined by the CCSDS Packet
Telemetry and AOS Recommendations . The types of return SL-DUs are
provided in tables A-1 and A-3 of annex A [].

NOTE ! Examples of return SL-DUs are: a Space Packet; a telemetry
Transfer Frame, as defined in the above references.

[A30X0G3]

revision registration package (RRP) A revision of a particular data description, with its accompanying
identification information, intended for registration by a MACAO [][][].

[A30X0G3]
[630X0B1]

Revision Registration Package (RRP) A revision of a particular data description, with its accompanying
identification information, intended for registration by a Member
Agency Control Authority Office (MACAO).

[632X0B1]

RF Radio Frequency [401X0B20EC3]
[211X0B4]
[910X11B1EC1]
[910X4B2E1]
[311X0M1]

RF Radio Frequency. [A30X0G3]

RFC Request for Comments [714X0B2]

RFC Request for Comment (Internet standards) [311X0M1]

RFI Radio Frequency Interference [401X0B20EC3]

RFS radio frequency subsystem

RHCP Right Hand Circular Polarized [211X0B4]

Rice's adaptive coding The basic Rice adaptive coding algorithm chooses the best of several
code options to use on a block of data. These options are targeted to be
efficient over different ranges of data activity. The options are
implemented using a combination of FS coding and the splitting of
preprocessed samples into their most-significant and least-significant
bit parts [].

[A30X0G3]

Rice’s Adaptive Coding The basic Rice adaptive coding algorithm chooses the best of several
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Rice’s Adaptive Coding The basic Rice adaptive coding algorithm chooses the best of several
code options to use on a block of data. These options are targeted to be
efficient over different ranges of data activity. The options are
implemented using a combination of FS coding and the splitting of
preprocessed samples into their most-significant and least-significant
bit parts

RINEX Receiver Independent Exchange [503X0B1C1]

RINEX Receiver Independent Exchange Format

RLIN Rotatable Linear polarization [401X0B20EC3]

RM Reference Model [651X0M1]

RM-ODP Reference Model-Open Distributed Processing [311X0M1]

RMI Remote Method Invocation

RMS root mean square [401X0B20EC3]

Rng Ranging [401X0B20EC3]

ROCF return operations control field [910X11B1EC1]

ROM Read Only Memory [311X0M1]

ROS remainder of segment [121X0B1C2]

ROS Remote Operations Service

Router A network-addressable system that may send, receive, or forward
network-layer packets.

[714X0B2]

Routing Requirements parameter The Routing Requirements parameter is an element of the N-
Basic_Quality_of_Service parameter of the N-UNITDATA service
primitives. The Routing Requirements parameter has two currently
defined values: ‘normal’ routing and ‘flood’ routing.

[714X0B2]

RP See registration package. [A30X0G3]
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RP Registration Package: A particular data description, with its
accompanying identification information, intended for registration by a
MACAO

RP Registration Package [630X0B1]
[632X0B1]

RP Originator That individual or organization that submits the Registration Package to
a MACAO and accepts responsibility for the RP content

RP originator Obsolete. See originator. [A30X0G3]

RP Originator That individual or organization that submits the Registration Package to
a MACAO and accepts responsibility for the RP content.

[630X0B1]

RPC Remote Procedure Call [520X1M1]
[661X0B1]
[521X0B1]

RRP Revision Registration Package [630X0B1]
[632X0B1]

RRP Revision Registration Package: A revision of a particular data description,
with its accompanying identification information, intended for
registration by a MACAO

RRP See revision registration package. [A30X0G3]

Rs Coded symbol rate at input to modulator

RSA Rivest-Shamir-Adleman Public Key Encryption

RSP REPLACE_SERVICE_PACKAGE [910X11B1EC1]

RSS root sum squared [414X1B1]

RSS Root Sum Square [401X0B20EC3]

RSVP Resource Reservation Protocol

RTLT Round-Trip Light Time [503X0B1C1]
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RTLT Round-Trip Light Time [503X0B1C1]
[311X0M1]

RTM Relay Testing Module

RTN Radial, Transverse (along-track) and Normal [502X0B2]

RTO Retransmission Time Out [714X0B2]

RTT Round Trip Time [714X0B2]

RTTM Round Trip Time Measurement [714X0B2]

RUP-SE Rational Unified Process – System Engineering [311X0M1]

RX Receive [211X0B4]

s Second(s) [401X0B20EC3]

S-PDU Security Protocol Data Unit

S/C Spacecraft [401X0B20EC3]
[320X0B5EC1]

S/E Space-to-Earth [401X0B20EC3]

s/s Symbols Per Second [401X0B20EC3]

S/W Software [311X0M1]

SA Security Association

SA-P SA protocol

SAD Software Architectural Design

SAID Security Association Identifier
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SAME systems management application entity - An application-entity for the
purposes of systems management communications.

sample splitting Sample splitting is a procedure for separating the binary representation
of a sample into two groups of adjacent bits, one for lower-order bits,
the other for higher-order bits [].

[A30X0G3]

sample splitting Sample splitting is a procedure for separating the binary representation
of a sample into two groups of adjacent bits, one for lower-order bits,
the other for higher-order bits

SANA Space Assigned Numbers Authority [503X0B1C1]

SAP Service Access Point [727X0B4]
[311X0M1]
[132X0B1]
[211X0B4]
[732X0B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[133X1B2]

SAP See service access point. [A30X0G3]

SAS SELECT_ALTERNATE_SCENARIO [910X11B1EC1]

SAWG System Architecture Working Group [311X0M1]

SAX Simple API for XML [06-11-03]

SC Subcommittee

SC SPACECRAFT

SC Subcommittee (of ISO) [311X0M1]

Scalar type scalar types are discrete types and real types. [A30X0G3]

SCCC Serially Concatenated Convolutional (Turbo) Code [131X2O1]

SCCS Space Communication Cross Support [910X11B1EC1]
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SCET spacecraft event time [910X11B1EC1]

schedule A chronological list or timeline of spacecraft activities and allocated
resources constituting the daily operations plan for mission support [].

[A30X0G3]

Schedule a Schedule is a chronological list or timeline of spacecraft activities and
allocated resources constituting the daily operations plan for mission
support

Scheduling For the purposes of this Report, the task of placing activities onto a
timeline and allocating resources

scheduling The task of placing activities onto a timeline and allocating resources []. [A30X0G3]

SCID Spacecraft Identification [320X0B5EC1]

SCID Spacecraft Identifier [132X0B1]
[732X0B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[910X4B2E1]
[211X0B4]

SCID Spacecraft Identifier. [A30X0G3]

SCLK Spacecraft Clock [503X0B1C1]

SCMP SCPS Control Message Protocol

SCPS Space Communications Protocol Standards

SCPS Space Communications Protocol Specification [311X0M1]

SCPS Network Address A SCPS Network Address specifies one of the possible SCPS Address
formats (via the FMT-ID parameter) and the values of the parameters
required by that format.

[714X0B2]

SCPS-FP Space Communications Protocol Specification-File Transfer Protocol

SCPS-FP Space Communications Protocol Standards File Protocol
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SCPS-NP Space Communications Protocol Standards Network Protocol [211X0B4]

SCPS-NP Space Communications Protocol Specification-Network Protocol

SCPS-SP Space Communications Protocol Specification Security Protocol

SCPS-TP Space Communications Protocol Standards Transport Protocol

SCPS-TP Space Communications Protocol Specification Transport Protocol

SDIS Standard Data Interchange Structures

SDIS Standard data interchange structures []. [A30X0G3]

SDL Specification and Description Language [727X0B4]

SDLP Space Data Link Protocol [133X1B2]

SDNS Secure Data Network System

SDU Service Data Unit [520X1M1]
[132X0B1]
[727X0B4]
[133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]
[910X11B1EC1]
[211X0B4]

SDU Service Data Units [910X4B2E1]

SDU Service Data Unit. [A30X0G3]

SE Space Element [910X4B2E1]

SE Space Element. [A30X0G3]

Search Session A session initiated by the Consumer with the archive during which the [650X0B1E1]
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Consumer will use the archive Finding Aids to identify and investigate
potential holdings of interest.

sec Second(s) [401X0B20EC3]

SEC SECONDARY

SEC. HDR SECONDARY HEADER

SECOND The basic unit of time or time interval in the International System of
Units (SI) that is equal to the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the
radiation corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine
levels of the ground state of caesium-133 as defined at the 1967 CGPM
meeting. In 1997 the CIPM affirmed that: “This definition refers to a
caesium atom at rest at a temperature of 0 K.” This was intended to
make it clear that the definition of the SI second is based on a Cs atom
unperturbed by black-body radiation, that is, in a 0 K environment, and
therefore the frequencies of primary frequency standards should be
corrected for the shift due to ambient radiation, as further stated at the
CCTF meeting in 1999.

[301X0B4]

SECONDARY HEADER An optional field within a Version-1 CCSDS Packet, into which
supplementary information (e.g., a Time Code) may be placed to
facilitate value-added network service.

SEG SEGMENT

Segment A segment is the Protocol Data Unit of the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP).

[714X0B2]

SEGMENT The protocol data unit of the TC Segmentation layer which facilitates
breaking long user data units into shorter, communications-oriented
pieces and multiplexing them together for flow control purposes

Segment A protocol data unit which facilitates telemetry flow control through the
breaking of long source packets into communications-oriented data
structures

segment The data unit into which source packets can be segmented []. The
protocol data unit of the TC segmentation layer that facilitates breaking
long user data units into shorter, communications-oriented pieces and
multiplexing them together for flow control purposes [][]. ANSI. A
portion of a program that may be executed without the entire program

[A30X0G3]
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portion of a program that may be executed without the entire program
being maintained in main storage [X3.172].

segment Bitstream of compressed code consisting of a data field headed by a
segment header. The segment header is defined in 4.2. The data field
contains the encoded bits from S consecutive blocks. S is a user-
selected parameter such that 16≤S≤220.

[122X0B1C2]

segment data field Obsolete. The part of the segment containing the segment data. [A30X0G3]

segment header Obsolete. The header of the segment. [A30X0G3]

segment identification Obsolete. A group of three fields in the segment header , the contents
of which is identical to that of the packet identification field.

[A30X0G3]

segment length identifier Obsolete. A part of the transfer frame primary header indicating which
of the three possible values for LSEGMENT (256, 512 or 1024 octets) has
been chosen.

[A30X0G3]

segment sequence control Obsolete. A group of three fields in the segment header providing
information necessary to reconstruct the original source packet from its
constituent segments.

[A30X0G3]

segment sequence control field Obsolete. See segment sequence control. [A30X0G3]

segmentation A protocol function that maps one service data unit into multiple
protocol data units [].

[A30X0G3]

segmentation division of subnetwork service data units by the subnetwork into shorter
sections (segments) that are short enough to be sent over the data link.
NOTE – The subnetwork is responsible for reassembling the segments
back into subnetwork service data units when delivering to the
subnetwork user entity.

[851X0M1]

segmentation flags obsolete - Bits within the segment sequence control field in the
segment header indicating whether a segment contains a first,
continuing, or last block of a packet data field.

[A30X0G3]

segmentation layer The upper layer of the TC data routing service []. [A30X0G3]

SEGMENTATION LAYER The top layer of the Data Routing Service, which interfaces user data
structures with the protocols used during transfer to the receiving
spacecraft

SEGMENTATION LAYER The upper layer of the TC Data Routing Service
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SEGMENTATION LAYER The upper layer of the TC Data Routing Service

segmented time code The count of time units and fractional time units accumulated in two or
more cascaded counters which count modulo of various bases
beginning from a starting time called epoch [].

[A30X0G3]

semantic information Information associated with data that defines the meaning of the data
[][]. ANSI. (semantics) The relationship of characters or groups of
characters to their meanings independent of the manner of their
interpretation and use [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Semantics Information that defines the meaning rather than the physical
representation of data. Semantics potentially cover a very large domain,
from the simple domain, such as the units of one data entity, to a more
complex one, such as the relationship between a data entity and
another.

[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]

Semantics Information that defines the meaning rather than the physical
representation of data. Semantics potentially cover a very large domain,
from the simple domain, such as the units of one data entity, to a more
complex one, such as the relationship between one data entity and
another.

[647X1B1]

SENDING END Those parts of the Telecommand System which are in the vicinity of the
user

sending end Those parts of the telecommand system that are in the vicinity of the
user [].

[A30X0G3]

SEP Sun-Earth-Probe [angle] [401X0B20EC3]

Separator a separator is any of a space character, a control character or the end of
a line (see 3.1).

seq Sequential [401X0B20EC3]

Sequence A collection of values in which the order of the enclosed values is
significant

Sequence A delimited collection of values in which the order of the enclosed
values is significant.

[641X0B2]

sequence A delimited collection of values in which the order of the enclosed
values is significant [][]. ANSI. A series of items that have been
sequenced [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]
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sequenced [X3.172].

SERVICE A standard capability which is offered within a network layer.

service A capability of a layer, and the layers beneath it (a service-provider), that
is provided to service-users at the boundary between the service-
provider and the service-users []. [NOTE - The service defines the
external behavior of the service-provider, independent of the
mechanisms used to provide that behavior. Layers, layer entities,
application-service-elements, etc., are components of a service-
provider.] A standard capability that is offered by the CCSDS Principal
Network to its users []. SFDU. Work performed for the benefit of others.
Numerous services are involved in the operation of open data systems,
including: data collection, conversion, and storage; communication
services; archive services such as catalog queries and data distribution;
and control authority services such as registration and distribution of
DDRs []. ANSI. In network architecture, the capabilities that a layer and
the layers closer to the physical media provide to the layers closer to the
end user [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

SERVICE ACCESS POINT An address on the CCSDS Principal Network where a particular CPN
service is exposed to a user.

service access point (SAP) A logical interface where services are exposed to users of the CCSDS
Principal Network (see [], Item 2.2.a). The point at which services are
provided by an entity in a layer to an entity in the layer above [].

[A30X0G3]

service class quality of service indicating whether resource reservation or reliability is
required.

[851X0M1]

service complex A grouping of systems performing SLE service. The functions that
perform SLE services can be distributed across multiple systems. This
distribution is aligned with the layering of the Space Link services. The
systems performing individual functions of a service may belong to
different organizations and have varying size and structure. The
systems performing SLE service are grouped into service complexes by
the organizations that implement them. Each service complex has two
components, a service provision component and a management
component [].

[A30X0G3]

service complex manager The component of a Service Complex that manages Space Data
Transfer [].

[A30X0G3]

service data unit A data unit which is provided as an input to a service, or which is output
by that service. An amount of information whose identity is preserved

[A30X0G3]
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by that service. An amount of information whose identity is preserved
when transferred between peer entities in a given layer and which is
not interpreted by the supporting entities in that layer [].

SERVICE DATA UNIT A data unit which is provided as an input to a service, or which is output
by that service.

Service User/Provider An object that offers a service to another by means of one or more of
its ports is called a service provider (provider). The other object is called
a service user (user). An object may be a provider of some services and
a user of others [].

NOTE ! ÒProvideÓ is used in the sense of Òmake available to be usedÓ
and does not necessarily imply that the service is being used.

[A30X0G3]

Service-Access-Point A Service-Access-Point (SAP) is the point at which the services of a layer
are made available to the layer above it.

[714X0B2]

service-provider An abstract representation of the totality of those entities which provide
a service to service-users; i.e., a layer, and the layers beneath it [].

[A30X0G3]

service-user An entity in a single system that makes use of a service [].

NOTE ! The service-user makes use of the service through a collection
of service primitives defined for the service.

[A30X0G3]

session a continuous dialog between two communicating Proximity link
transceivers. It consists of three distinct operational phases: session
establishment, data services, and session termination.

[211X1B3EC1]

SESSION A period of time throughout which the sending and receiving ends of the
TC System communicate for the purpose of transferring TC data

Set A collection of values in which the order of the enclosed values is not
significant

Set A delimited collection of values in which the order of the enclosed
values is not significant.

[641X0B2]

Set an unordered collection, for example a MetaCommandSet is an
unordered collection of command descriptions

[06-11-03]

set A delimited collection of values in which the order of the enclosed
values is not significant [][]. Telecommand. A Type-B control command
that sets V(R), i.e., the value of the frame sequence number in the
telecommand frame expected to be seen by FARM in the next Type AD
frame on the virtual channel (see [], Section 4.2.1.2.2). ANSI. A finite or

[A30X0G3]
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frame on the virtual channel (see [], Section 4.2.1.2.2). ANSI. A finite or
infinite number of objects, entities, or concepts, that have a given
property or properties in common [X3.172].

setup phase Phase during which all necessary actions are taken to ensure that the
service selected during the preparation phase can actually be provided
during the execution phase [].

[A30X0G3]

SFCG Space Frequency Coordination Group [401X0B20EC3]

SFDU Standard Formatted Data Unit [647X3B1]
[620X0B2]
[632X0B1]
[630X0B1]
[647X2B1]
[661X0B1]
[622X0B1]
[647X1B1]

SFDU Standard Formatted Data Unit:  Data that conform to CCSDS SFDU
Recommendations for structure, construction rules, and field
specification definition

SFDU Standard Formatted Data Unit (CCSDS) [401X0B20EC3]

SFDU See standard formatted data unit. [A30X0G3]

SFTP Secure File Transfer Protocol [503X0B1C1]

SGML Standard Generalized Markup Language [651X0M1]

SGP4 US Air Force Simplified General Perturbations No. 4 [502X0B2]

SHA-1 Secure Hashing Algorithm-1

SI International System of Units

SIG Signal [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

SIGNALLING The set of functions and services provided within a network to format
and exchange management information between management
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and exchange management information between management
elements.

signalling The technique whereby background network management systems
exchange control information.

[A30X0G3]

Silently Discard A packet is ‘silently discarded’ if no error message is generated (either
to a local user or to a remote user) as a result of the discard.
NOTE – The practice of silently discarding packets reduces the
possibility that a misconfigured host will uncontrollably generate
erroneous traffic. The term ‘silent discard’ differs from ‘discard’ in that
certain actions, such as informing network service users about the
discard, are not performed in a silent discard. When the term ‘discard’ is
used, other information must be used to determine whether the
network service user is informed.

[714X0B2]

Sim Simultaneous [401X0B20EC3]

sink An entity that receives service data units from a service provider []. [A30X0G3]

sink process The ultimate destination of telemetry on ground. Source packets with a
given application process identifier are delivered to one or more sink
processes [].

[A30X0G3]

SIP Submission Information Package: An Information Package that is
delivered by the Producer to the OAIS for use in the construction of one
or more AIPs.

SIP Submission Information Package [661X0B1]
[651X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]

SKIP Simple Key Management for Internet Protocol

SL Space Link. [A30X0G3]

SL Space Link [910X4B2E1]

SL session The connection between a mission spacecraft and an SLE service
complex over which a physical channel access protocol unit is
transmitted with fixed characteristics. A change in one or more of these
characteristics results in a new space link session [][].

[A30X0G3]

SL-DU Space Link Data Unit
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SL-DU Space Link Data Unit

SL_SAP SPACE LINK SERVICE ACCESS POINT

SLAP Space Link Automated Request for Transmission Procedure [732X0B2]

SLAP SPACE LINK ARQ PROCEDURE

SLAP_PDU SLAP PROTOCOL DATA UNIT

SLAP_SAP SLAP SERVICE ACCESS POINT

SLAP_SDU SLAP SERVICE DATA UNIT

SLE space link extension [910X11B1EC1]
[311X0M1]
[910X4B2E1]

SLE Space Link Extension. [A30X0G3]

SLE Complex The functions that perform SLE System services can be distributed
across multiple systems. This distribution is aligned with the layering of
the Space Link services. The systems performing individual functions of
a service may belong to different organizations and have varying size
and structure. The systems performing SLE service are grouped into SLE
Complexes by the organizations that implement them. Each SLE
Complex has two components, a Service Provision component and a
Management component

SLE Complex An SLE Complex is a set of SLE-FGs under a single management
authority. At the time of cross support, an SLE complex has a single
established relationship between the SLE system and the MDOS []. The
systems performing SLE service are grouped into SLE Complexes by the
organizations that implement them. Each SLE Complex has two
components, a Service Provision component and a management
component [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Complex abstract-object type An SLE Complex comprises one or more instances of SLE-FGs, of one
or more SLE-FG types. An SLE Complex also contains a management
entity, called the SLE Complex Management, which coordinates the
activities of the SLE-FGs pertaining to the SLE Complex on behalf of the
SLE Utilization Management [].

[A30X0G3]
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SLE Utilization Management [].

SLE Complex Management The component of an SLE Complex that manages space data transfer

SLE Complex Management abstract-
object type

An SLE Complex Management negotiates the provision of SLE Service
Packages with the SLE Utilization Management and controls and
monitors the production and provision of SLE transfer service instances
by the SLE-FGs belonging to the SLE Complex. An SLE Complex
Management exchanges, with the SLE Utilization Management, set-up
and configuration parameters required for the provision of the SLE
transfer service instances. An SLE Complex Management distributes
these parameters to the SLE-FGs and coordinates their activities for the
provision of the SLE transfer service instances. An SLE Complex
Management collects from the SLE-FGs reporting information,
consolidates it, and forwards it to the SLE Utilization Management [].

NOTE ! The interactions between the SLE Complex Management and
the SLE Utilization Management are discussed in the SLE Service
Management specification.

[A30X0G3]

SLE Complex Manager The SLE Complex Manager is the component of an SLE Complex which
manages space data transfer [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE component The global collection of systems and organizations that provide SLE
services [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Service The set of services that extend one of the CCSDS Space Link
Subnetwork services, providing access to the ground termination of that
service from a remote ground-based system. An SLE service supplies or
consumes one or more channels of the same Space Data Channel type.

SLE service (service) Service that supplies or consumes one or more channels of the same
space data channel type (e.g., master channel, virtual channel), derived
from the space link channel [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Service Agreement The agreement between the agencies that are engaged in Cross
Support. The SLE Service Agreement defines the set of Service
Packages that are to be supported over the lifetime of the SLE Service
Agreement. The resources that will be accessible and the privileges that
will be extended are identified

SLE service bundle (service bundle) The set of service packages associated with a single space link session.
In general, an SLE service bundle is provided by multiple service
complexes, each of which holds one of the SLE service packages [].

[A30X0G3]
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SLE service category An SLE service category is one of the following: return SLE services,
forward AOS SLE services, or forward telecommand SLE services [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE service contract The Service Contract is the agreement between the agencies that are
engaged in cross support. The SLE Service Contract defines the set of
Service Packages that are to be supported over the lifetime of the SLE
Service Contract. The resources that will be accessible and the privileges
that will be extended are identified [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE service instance One occurrence of a service package being provided by a single service
complex to a user []. A period of time during which a particular SLE
service is available from the provider of that service to the authorized
user of that service. The user does not necessarily have to be using the
service instance for the service instance to exist [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Service Instance The provision by an SLE Complex of the capability to transfer one or
more SLE data channels of a given type, all of which are related to the
same Space Link session

SLE service instance lineage (service
instance lineage)

The specific subset of branches through a channel tree/subtree that
supports a service instance [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE service instance string The set of complexes that support an SLE service instance and its SLE
service instance lineage [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Service Package An SLE Service Package is the set of service instances, together with the
specification of the characteristics of the production of those service
instances, that are provided by one SLE Complex to one or more SLE
Transfer Service users, with respect to one Space Link session.

SLE service package (service package) A group of SLE service instances that are derived from a common
channel subtree and provided by a single service complex []. A group of
service instances provided by a single service complex [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE service profile The time sequence of SLE service instance strings associated with a
specific SLE service. The profile may be described over varying periods
of time, e.g., "the profile for August" [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE service provider (service provider) The SLE service complex that contains the service-provider port for the
SLE service [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE service session The connection between an SLE service user and an SLE service
provider over which an SLE service is utilized [][].

[A30X0G3]

SLE service stack (service stack) Stack that identifies the space data channel types that must be present
to produce a service of the type of interest. There is no mapping to

[A30X0G3]
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to produce a service of the type of interest. There is no mapping to
specific space data channels or service complexes [].

SLE service type The type of an SLE service; e.g., All Frames, MC Frames, VC Frames, etc.
[][].

[A30X0G3]

SLE support contract Definition of the set of service packages that are to be supported over
the lifetime of the support contract. The resources that will be
accessible and the privileges that will be extended are identified [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE System The global collection of systems and organizations that provide SLE
services.

SLE System An SLE System comprises the global collection of systems and
organizations that provide SLE services [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE System object An object of the SLE system that performs the ground part of the data
transfer between the space element and the MDOS []. This data
transfer is an extension of the Space Link data transfer, which is
specified in Recommendations: [][][][][][].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Transfer Service Instance An SLE transfer service instance is the provision by an SLE Complex of
the capability to transfer one or more SLE data channels of a given
type, all of which are related to the same Space Link Session [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Transfer Service Production In order to provide an SLE transfer service, an SLE system must
perform the necessary transformations between the RF carrier channel
and the SLE data channels(s) to be transferred to/from the user of the
SLE transfer service. Performance of these transformations is called
production of the SLE transfer service.

[A30X0G3]

SLE Transfer Service Provision An SLE system is said to provide an SLE transfer service when it
exposes the operations necessary to obtain the service. Provision of an
SLE transfer service implies making available to the service user the
capability to obtain the service. Provision involves the interface between
the service user and the service provider, and is characterized by what
SLE data channels are transferred, when they are transferred, and the
quality of service with which they are transferred (e.g., completely,
reliably) [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE Utilization Management The entity within an MDOS that interfaces with the Complex for use of
SLE services

SLE Utilization Management Within the MDOS, the SLE Utilization Management negotiates with the
SLE system the provision of transfer services and controls and monitors
the provision of these services [].

[A30X0G3]
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the provision of these services [].

NOTE 1 The SLE Utilization Management (SLE-UM) is responsible only
for the management of the MDOS related to the SLE system (and is not
responsible for the management of the complete MDOS) or the space
element.

NOTE 2 The SLE-UM coordinates, internally to the MDOS, the provision
of the transfer services of forward and return data transfer to the
MUEs.

NOTE 3 The management of the SLE system by the SLE-UM is the
subject of a separate management service specification.

SLE-FG SLE Functional Group

SLE-FG object An SLE-FG performs the functions that transform SLE-SDUs from an
SLE data channel of a given type to produce and provide a related
group of SLE transfer services [].

[A30X0G3]

SLE-PDU SLE Protocol Data Unit

SLR Satellite Laser Ranging [503X0B1C1]

SLS SPACE LINK SUBNETWORK

SLS See Space Link Subnet(work). [A30X0G3]

SLS Space Link Session [910X11B1EC1]

SM service management [910X11B1EC1]

SM&C CCSDS Spacecraft Monitor & Control [520X1M1]
[521X0B1]

SMAE systems management application entity

SMEX Small Explorer

SN SUBNETWORK
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SN_SAP SUBNETWORK SERVICE ACCESS POINT

SN_SDU SUBNETWORK SERVICE DATA UNIT

SNA System network architecture []. [A30X0G3]

SNA System Network Architecture

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol [714X0B2]

SNR signal-to-noise ratio [414X1B1]
[401X0B20EC3]

SOA Service Oriented Architecture [311X0M1]

SOAP simple object access protocol [910X11B1EC1]

SOAP Service Oriented Architecture Protocol [661X0B1]

SOQPSK Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

SoS System of Systems [311X0M1]

source An entity that sends service data units, using a service provider []. [A30X0G3]

source data The data produced by the application process and inserted into the
packet data field of the source packet [].

[A30X0G3]

source data field See source data. [A30X0G3]

source packet An encapsulated block of observational and ancillary application data
that is to be transmitted from an application process in space to one or
more sink processes on the ground [].

[A30X0G3]

source packet data field See packet data field. [A30X0G3]

source packet format The format of the source packet []. [A30X0G3]

source packet primary header See packet primary header. [A30X0G3]
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source packet primary header See packet primary header. [A30X0G3]

source packet secondary header See packet secondary header. [A30X0G3]

source packet segment See segment. [A30X0G3]

source packet segment format The format of the source packet segment []. [A30X0G3]

source packet segmentation obsolete - A process through which very long source packets, generated
by application processes, are subdivided by the on-board data system
into smaller, fixed-length source packet segments.

[A30X0G3]

source sequence count The sequential binary count of each source packet generated by an
application process identified by a unique application process identifier
[].

[A30X0G3]

SP Security Protocol

SP Source Packet

SP-3 Security Protocol at Layer 3

SPACE CHANNEL A space/space or space/ground data transmission path. [A30X0G3]

space data channel A virtual stream of space link data units of the same type, with a single
unique identification; e.g., a single master channel, as uniquely
identified by frame version number and SCID. Note that the complete
unique identification of the data units does not have to be completely
contained in the data unit itself. For example, a space packet channel is
partially identified by the master channel ID of the master channel that
carries the space packets []. A virtual stream of space link data units of
the same type, with a single unique identification [].

[A30X0G3]

Space Data Channel For the purposes of this Report, a virtual stream of space link data units
of the same type, with a single unique identification

space data channel tree (channel tree) A hierarchically-related set of space data channels, derived from a
single "root" space data channel [].

[A30X0G3]

space element The space element comprises the collection of systems and
organizations, based on board the spacecraft, that provide SLE services
used by a specified mission.

[A30X0G3]
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used by a specified mission.

Space Element The systems and organizations on board the spacecraft, which provide
SLE services used by a specified mission

space link a communications link between a spacecraft and its associated ground
system or between two spacecraft. A space link consists of one or more
Physical Channels in one or both directions.

[732X0B2]
[131X0B1]
[231X0B2]
[232X0B2]

Space Link The exchange of forward and return data is performed over a Space
Link. A Space Link (SL) consists of one or both of a forward RF carrier
channel and/or a return RF carrier channel, each of which may provide
one or more physical channels. The simultaneous coexistence of
several forward and several return links with a given spacecraft is
possible [].

[A30X0G3]

space link a communications link between transmitting and receiving entities, at
least one of which is in space.

[211X2B1]
[211X1B3EC1]

SPACE LINK ARQ PROCEDURE A function within the Space Link Subnet that performs retransmission
control to ensure delivered completeness of higher-layer data.

[A30X0G3]

Space Link Data Channel A Space Link data channel is a uniquely identifiable stream of SL-DUs
of the same type received from, or sent to, a space element. Annex A
explains the relationship between SL-DUs and the Space Link protocols
[].

NOTE ! Examples of Space Link data channels are: a Return Space
Packet channel with a specific application identifier; a Return VC Frame
channel with a specific virtual channel identifier.

[A30X0G3]

Space Link Data Unit The SLE system exchanges with the space element streams of Space
Link Data Units (SL-DUs). SL-DUs are either Return SL-DUs or Forward
SL-DUs [].

[A30X0G3]

Space Link Extension Data Channel An SLE data channel is a uniquely identifiable stream of SLE-SDUs of
the same type derived from a Space Link data channel. The types and
identification are the same as for space data channels. SLE data
channels are the streams of data processed and transferred by an SLE
System. The types of Space Link Extension Data Channels are listed in
tables A-4 and A-5 of Annex A [].

NOTE ! Formally speaking, an SLE data channel cannot be transferred
by an SLE System. It is the SLE-SDUs belonging to an SLE data channel

[A30X0G3]
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that are transferred by an SLE System.

Space Link Extension service Space Link Extension (SLE) service is the set of services that extend one
of the CCSDS SLS services, providing access to the ground termination
of that service from a remote ground-based system. An SLE service
supplies or consumes one or more channels of the same Space Data
Channel type [].

[A30X0G3]

Space Link Extension Service Data Unit An SLE Service Data Unit (SLE-SDU) contains an annotated SL-DU
and/or control information related to the processing and transfer of
SL-DUs by the SLE System [].

[A30X0G3]

Space Link Extension System The Space Link Extension (SLE) System extends the transfer and
delivery of forward and return data between a Space Link ground
termination point and the MDOS. For a given mission, an SLE system
provides its services according to specifications that have been prepared
and issued by the respective MDOS [].

NOTE ! Transfer and delivery involve implementing the ground
processing of the protocol described in CCSDS Packet Telemetry,
Telecommand, and AOS Recommendations: [][][][][][].

[A30X0G3]

SPACE LINK LAYER The top layer of the Space Link Subnet, composed of the Virtual Channel
Link Control and Virtual Channel Access sublayers.

[A30X0G3]

Space Link Service The Space Link service is the service provided over the Space Link
Subnetwork to the user during a contact with the spacecraft

space link service The service provided over the space link subnet to the user during a
contact with the spacecraft [].

[A30X0G3]

Space Link Session A Space Link Session is a continuous period during which an SLE system
provides the capability to use one or more physical channels on a space
link [].

[A30X0G3]

SPACE LINK SUBNET(WORK) The central subnet within the CCSDS Principal Network, which enables
the transmission of data through space channels.

space mission information systems information systems involved in the command and control of
spacecraft and in the acquisition and dissemination of data from those
spacecraft. These systems do not include systems that provide
communications services to the users of commercial communications
satellites

space-related information technologies technologies that enable space mission information systems
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spacecraft in the context of this Plan, any spaceborne satellite, vehicle, or
installation, including launch vehicles, orbiting observatories, science
and technology vehicles, space stations and their supply vehicles,
planetary rovers and landers, etc.

spacecraft identifier A number providing the identification of the spacecraft that created the
frame of telemetry data [][]. A number providing the identification of the
spacecraft that shall receive the frame of command data [].

[A30X0G3]

SPACECRAFT IDENTIFIER, SCID An identifier, contained within the Virtual Channel Data Unit header
which, when concatenated with the Version Number “01”, identifies a
local control authority.

SPC SERVICE_PACKAGE_CANCELLED [910X11B1EC1]

SPDF Source Packet Data Field

SPDU Supervisory Protocol Data Unit [211X0B4]

SPE static phase error

SPK Satellite, Planetary Kernel [502X0B2]

split bits Split bits are the lower-order bits separated by sample splitting from the
binary representation of a sample

split bits Split bits are the lower-order bits separated by sample splitting from the
binary representation of a sample [].

[A30X0G3]

SPM SERVICE_PACKAGE_MODIFIED [910X11B1EC1]

sps Symbols Per Second [401X0B20EC3]

SQORC Staggered Quadrature Offset Raised Cosine

SRRC Square Root Raised Cosine

SRS Space Research Service

SS Suspend_State [232X1B2]
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SS Suspend_State [232X1B2]

SSC Swedish Space Corporation [401X0B20EC3]

SSL Standard Security Label

SSPA Solid State Power Amplifier

SSTI Small Satellite Technology Infusion

ST SEQ START SEQUENCE

STA Station [401X0B20EC3]

STAB Stability [401X0B20EC3]

standard A document that commits CCSDS agency resources to a particular
project-independent data handling technique.

[A30X0G3]

STANDARD A document which commits CCSDS Agency resources to a particular
Project-independent data handling technique.

Standard Attribute One of the attributes defined within the DEDSL Abstract Syntax
Recommendation (reference [1]).

[647X2B1]
[647X3B1]

Standard Attribute One of the attributes defined within this Recommendation. [647X1B1]

Standard Attribute One of the attributes defined within the DEDSL Abstract Syntax
Recommendation

STANDARD DATA INTERCHANGE
STRUCTURE

A CCSDS-defined standard method for passing data between
application processes

standard data interchange structure A CCSDS-defined standard method for passing data between
application processes [].

[A30X0G3]

Standard Formatted Data Unit Data units that conform to a specific set of CCSDS Recommendations. [641X0B2]

standard formatted data unit (SFDU) Data units that conform to a specific set of CCSDS recommendations for
structure, construction rules, and field specification definition [][][][][][]
[].

[A30X0G3]
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Standard Formatted Data Unit (SFDU) Data that conform to CCSDS SFDU Recommendations for structure,
construction rules, and field specification definition.

[630X0B1]
[632X0B1]

Start Sequence A specific bit pattern at the beginning of a CLTU having a high
autocorrelation function following an Idle or Acquisition Sequence and
which: a) synchronizes start of a CLTU; b) delimits start of first
Codeblock; and c) resolves the sense of a ‘1’ and ‘0’ in the CLTU, if
necessary

start sequence A specific bit pattern at the beginning of a CLTU having a high
autocorrelation function following an idle or acquisition sequence and
which: a) synchronizes start of a CLTU; b) delimits start of first codeblock;
and c) resolves the sense of a "1" and "0" in the CLTU, if necessary [].

[A30X0G3]

STD Standard [714X0B2]

string literal A string literal is formed by a sequence of graphic characters (possibly
none) enclosed between two quotation marks used as string bracktets
[][].

[A30X0G3]

String literal a string literal is formed by a sequence of graphic characters (possibly
none) enclosed between two quotation marks used as string brackets

Structure Information The information that imparts meaning about how other information is
organized. For example, it maps bit streams to common computer types
such as characters, numbers, and pixels and aggregations of those
types such as character strings and arrays.

[650X0B1E1]

Structure Information The information that imparts meaning about how other information is
organized. For example, it maps bit streams to common computer types
such as characters, numbers, and pixels, and to aggregations of those
types such as character strings and arrays.

[661X0B1]

STRV Space Technology Research Vehicle

SUBCARR Subcarrier [401X0B20EC3]

sublayer An internal partitioning of a layer in a layered architecture. [A30X0G3]

SUBLAYER An internal partitioning of a layered architecture into fine-grained
subdivisions of function.

Submission Agreement The agreement reached between an OAIS and the Producer that
specifies a data model for the Data Submission Session. This data

[650X0B1E1]
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specifies a data model for the Data Submission Session. This data
model identifies format/contents and the logical constructs used by the
Producer and how they are represented on each media delivery or in a
telecommunication session.

Submission Agreement The agreement reached between an OAIS and the Producer that
specifies a data model for the Data Submission Session. This data
model identifies format/contents and the logical constructs used by the
Producer and how they are represented on each media delivery or in a
telecommunication session.
In the framework of this abstract methodology, the Submission
Agreement will also deal with other aspects such as validation, change
management and schedule.

[651X0M1]

Submission Date The date the Registration Package (RP) or the Revision Registration
Package (RRP) is submitted to a Member Agency Control Authority
(MACAO), as determined by its Originator.

[632X0B1]

Submission Date The date the RP is submitted to a MACAO, as determined by the RP
Originator

submission date The date the RP or RRP is submitted to a MACAO, as determined by its
Originator [][][].

[A30X0G3]

Submission Date The date the RP is submitted to a MACAO, as determined by the RP
Originator.

[630X0B1]

Submission Information Package (SIP) An Information Package that is delivered by the Producer to the OAIS for
use in the construction of one or more AIPs.

[650X0B1E1]
[651X0M1]
[661X0B1]

submit (primitive) An OSI-service primitive initiated by an OSI-service-user []. [A30X0G3]

SUBNET(WORK) A component of a network which provides local communications
services corresponding to OSI layers 1 and 2.

subnetwork A component of a network that provides local communications services
corresponding to OSI layers 1 and 2.

[A30X0G3]

Subtype a subtype is a type together with a constraint, which constrains the
values of the type to satisfy a certain condition. The values of a subtype
are a subset of the values of its type

subtypes A subtype is a type together with a constraint, which constrains the
values of the type to satisfy a certain condition. The values of a subtype
are a subset of the values of its type [][].

[A30X0G3]
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are a subset of the values of its type [][].

supplier The designation of one of the two subtypes of an asymmetric abstract-
port-type; the complement to the consumer subtype [].

[A30X0G3]

SV System View (of DoDAF) [311X0M1]

SWAS Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite

SWIR Short-Wave-Infra-Red

SWS Silly Window Syndrome [714X0B2]

SXT Soft X-Ray Telescope

SYM Symbol [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

SYMBOL The encoded representation of space mission information as it flows
through space channels.

Symbol A bit in an encoded data stream

symbol The encoded representation of space mission information as it flows
through space channels. ANSI. A conventional representation of a
concept or a representation of a concept upon which agreement has
been reached [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

SYMBOL A serial representation of bits, or binary digits, which have been encoded
to protect them against transmission induced errors

symbol rate The baseband bit rate following error correction coding but excluding
any spectrum modification encoding [].

[A30X0G3]

Symbol Rate The baseband bit rate following error correction coding excluding
spectrum modification encoding like Trellis encoding but including bi-
phase-L encoding unless a note to the contrary is present in the
recommendation under consideration.

[401X0B20EC3]

symmetric A characteristic of an abstract-port-type that indicates that either one
of the two abstract-ports of the port pair may invoke any of the
abstract-operations associated with that port pair [].

[A30X0G3]

symmetric service In a symmetric service, the local views at the service interfaces in two [A30X0G3]
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symmetric service In a symmetric service, the local views at the service interfaces in two
systems are the same [].

[A30X0G3]

Symmetric/Asymmetric Ports Two ports (of two objects) involved in the provision of a service may be
either symmetric ports or asymmetric ports. The ports are symmetric if
each offers all of the operations associated with the service. The ports
are asymmetric if each offers different operations; in this case, one port
is called a consumer, and the other is called a supplier [].

[A30X0G3]

symmetrical service An OSI-service for which definitions of all OSI-local views are the same
(i.e. there is only one type of OSI-local view) [].

[A30X0G3]

SYN Synchronization [714X0B2]

SYNC SYNCHRONIZATION

Synchronization and Channel Coding
Sublayer

That sublayer of the Data Link Layer used by CCSDS space link protocols
which uses a prescribed coding technique to reliably transfer Transfer
Frames through the potentially noisy Physical Layer

synchronization flag A bit that signals the type of data that is inserted into the transfer frame
data field. It is "0" if octet-synchronized and forward-ordered source
packets or segments or idle data are inserted; it is "1" if privately defined
data is inserted [].

[A30X0G3]

SYNCHRONIZATION MARKER A pattern used to delimit the boundaries of fixed-length data blocks as
they are transmitted through a space channel.

[A30X0G3]

synchronous of or pertaining to a sequence of events occurring in a fixed time
relationship (within specified tolerance) to another sequence of events.

[232X0B2]
[131X0B1]

synchronous A sequence of events occurring in a fixed time relationship (within
specified tolerance) to another sequence of events. Note that
'synchronous' does not necessarily imply 'constant rate' [].

[A30X0G3]

synchronous a sequence of events occurring in a fixed time relationship (within
specified tolerance) to another sequence of events.

[231X0B2]

synchronous of or pertaining to a sequence of events occurring in a fixed time
relationship (within specified tolerance) to another sequence of events.
Note that ‘synchronous’ does not necessarily imply ‘periodic’ or
‘constant rate’.

[732X0B2]

synchronous channel a continuous stream of bits at a fixed data rate. If the data link fails to
provide frames (data or fill), it is the responsibility of the physical layer to
provide the continuous bit stream.

[211X2B1]
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provide the continuous bit stream.

synchronous channel a data channel where the symbol data are continuously modulated
onto the channel at a fixed data rate. If the data link fails to provide
frames (data or fill), it is the responsibility of the physical layer to provide
the continuous bit stream.

[211X1B3EC1]

syntactic information Information associated with data that defines the format of the data []
[]. ANSI. (syntax) The relationships among characters or groups of
characters, independent of their meanings or the manner of their
interpretation and use [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

Syntax Information defining the physical representation of data. It includes the
structural arrangement of the fields within the data on the exchanged
media.

[647X3B1]
[647X1B1]
[647X2B1]

SysML System Modeling Language [311X0M1]

system management layer The layer immediately below the application process layer providing the
transformation between high-level user command directives and the
detailed information and instructions used within lower layers to deliver
sets of commands. In particular, the layer translates between the
abstract transfer syntax used by the application processes and the
concrete transfer syntax used by the packetization and lower layers [].

[A30X0G3]

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT LAYER The middle layer of the Telecommand Data Management Service

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT LAYER The System Management layer (which resides immediately below the
Application Process layer) provides the transformation between high-
level user Command Directives and the detailed information and
instructions used within lower layers to deliver sets of commands. In
particular, the layer translates between the Abstract Transfer Syntax
used by the application processes and the "Concrete Transfer Syntax"
used by the Packetization and lower layers

systematic code A code in which the input information sequence appears in unaltered
form as part of the output codeword [][].

[A30X0G3]

Systematic Code A code in which the input information sequence appears in unaltered
form as part of the output codeword

systems management Functions in the Application layer related to the management of various
OSI resources and their status across all layers of the OSI architecture.

[A30X0G3]

systems management application entity An application-entity for the purposes of systems management [A30X0G3]
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systems management application entity
(SMAE)

An application-entity for the purposes of systems management
communications [].

[A30X0G3]

T-field The time specification field, i.e., that part of the time code format that
contains the time information [].

[A30X0G3]

T-FIELD The Time Field of a standard CCSDS Time Code.

T-Field Time Field

T-OQPSK Trellis-coded Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

T-P Transfer Provider Service Port

T-P Transfer Provider Port

T-PDU Transport Protocol Data Unit

T-SDU The Transport Service Data Unit (T-SDU) is a parameter of several of the
SCPS-TP service primitives. It is a variable-length, octet-aligned data
unit of arbitrary format. The maximum length of a T-SDU is an
implementation issue.

[714X0B2]

T-U Transfer User Service Port

T-U Transfer User Port

T1_Initial The initial value to which the countdown Timer is set [232X1B2]

TAI International Atomic Time [502X0B2]
[504X0B1]

tail sequence A specific data pattern that delimits the end of a CLTU []. [A30X0G3]

Tail Sequence A specific data pattern which delimits the end of a CLTU

Tb Bit period

TBD To Be Determined [401X0B20EC3]
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TBS To Be Supplied

TBS to be specified

TC Telecommand [910X4B2E1]
[132X0B1]
[311X0M1]
[320X0B5EC1]
[732X0B2]
[131X2O1]
[133X0B1C1]
[910X11B1EC1]
[727X0B4]
[232X1B2]

TC chip duration [414X1B1]

TC Abbreviation for telecommand. [A30X0G3]

TC channel service In the space data systems layered service architecture, the bottom
service of the telecommand system. Among its services it delivers the
encoded bits of a buffer of transfer frames across the physical
communications link under error-controlled condition [].

[A30X0G3]

TC DATA The data content (after decoding) of the CLTU which is outputted to the
Data Routing Service (layer above) and which may include fill

TC data The data content (after decoding) of the CLTU which is output to the
data routing service (layer above) and which may include fill [].

[A30X0G3]

TC FRAME) The protocol data unit of the Transfer layer. TC Transfer Frames contain
a Frame Header, a Frame Data Field, and an optional Frame Error
Control Field. The Data Field carries either a TC Frame Data Unit (e.g., a
TC Segment or packet(s)) or a Control Command, which establishes the
internal operations of the Transfer layer

TC packet See telecommand packet. [A30X0G3]

TC transfer frame The protocol data unit of the transfer layer []. [A30X0G3]

TC TRANSFER FRAME The protocol data unit of the Transfer layer. (See Reference [2], Data
Routing Service.)
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Routing Service.)

TC user data unit A finite-length user data structure carried within the frame data field of
a TC transfer frame. If the layers above the transfer layer conform to
the CCSDS telecommand architecture, the TC user data unit will
correspond to a TC packet or a TC segment. If the layers above the
transfer layer do not conform to the CCSDS telecommand architecture,
the TC user data unit may be any other higher-layer user data structure
[].

[A30X0G3]

TCB Barycentric Coordinated Time [504X0B1]

TCB Barycentric Coordinate Time [502X0B2]

TCG Geocentric Coordinate Time [502X0B2]

TChS Channel symbol period

TCM Trellis Coded Modulation

TCM Terminology, Conventions, and Methodology. [A30X0G3]

TCM Terminology, Conventions, and Methodology [910X4B2E1]

TCP Time Correlation Packet [211X0B4]

TCP transmission control protocol [910X11B1EC1]
[714X0B2]
[727X0B4]

TDB Barycentric Dynamical Time [502X0B2]
[504X0B1]

TDM Time Division Multiplexed [06-11-03]

TDM Tracking Data Message [504X0B1]
[503X0B1C1]

TDR True of Date Rotating [502X0B2]

TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System [401X0B20EC3]
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TDT Terrestrial Dynamical Time

TDT Terrestrial Dynamical Time (see also ‘TT’) [502X0B2]

TEC Total Electron Count [503X0B1C1]

TECU Total Electron Count Units [503X0B1C1]

TEI Text Encoding Initiative [651X0M1]

TEK Traffic Encryption Key

TELECOMMAND A generic term used to describe command data during the time that
they are being telecommunicated to the spacecraft

telecommand (TC) A generic term used to describe commands during the time that they
are being telecommunicated to the spacecraft.

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND CHANNEL SERVICE A Telecommand Service which provides error-controlled
communications across the space link

telecommand channel service A telecommand service that provides error controlled communications
across the space link [].

[A30X0G3]

telecommand data routing service A telecommand service that provides error controlled message
communications between remote entities [].

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND DATA ROUTING SERVICE A Telecommand Service which provides error-controlled message
communications between remote entities

telecommand delivery The end-to-end process of transferring telecommands from an
application process at the sending end to an application process at the
receiving end. An intermediate step within the delivery process is
telecommand transport.

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND DELIVERY Telecommand Delivery is the end-to-end process of transferring
telecommands from an Application Process at the sending end to an
Application Process at the receiving end. An intermediate step within
the delivery process is Telecommand Transport

telecommand file A named set of interrelated and ordered TC packets which together
control an independent unit of activity on board the receiving

[A30X0G3]
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control an independent unit of activity on board the receiving
spacecraft, and which must be transported intact and complete (but not
necessarily in sequence) prior to being released for delivery and
execution. The TC file contains all the telecommands to perform one
complete, well-defined sequence of activities for a specific segment of
a mission, e.g., a trajectory maneuver, a scientific data-taking exercise,
or an emergency routine, and therefore often contains commands
addressed to multiple destinations. The activities directed by a file are
theoretically independent of those directed by other files [].

TELECOMMAND FILE (TC File) A TC File is a named set of interrelated and ordered TC Packets which
together control an independent unit of activity on board the receiving
spacecraft, and which must be transported intact and complete (but not
necessarily in sequence) prior to being released for delivery and
execution. The TC File contains all the telecommands to perform one
complete, well-defined sequence of activities for a specific segment of
a mission, e.g., a trajectory maneuver, a scientific data-taking exercise,
or an emergency routine, and therefore often contains commands
addressed to multiple destinations. The activities directed by a File are
theoretically independent of those directed by other Files

TELECOMMAND FRAME DATA UNIT (TC
FRAME DATA UNIT)

The data unit generated by the Segmentation layer to be placed in the
data field of the TC Transfer Frame which will convey the data to the
spacecraft. It will consist of a TC Segment, one or more complete
packets or a single TC User Data Unit

telecommand packet A protocol data unit consisting of two elements: (1) a header conveying
identification information, and (2) a data field containing user command
application data destined for delivery to a specific application process
onboard a desired receiving spacecraft. Conceptually, the length of a TC
packet is unconstrained: however, the present concrete implementation
of the TC packet has a finite maximum length [].

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND PACKET (TC Packet) A TC Packet is a protocol data unit consisting of a two elements:

(1) A Header conveying identification information, and
(2) A Data Field containing user command application data destined for
delivery to a specific application process onboard a desired receiving
spacecraft.

Conceptually, the length of a TC Packet is unconstrained: however, the
present concrete implementation of the TC Packet has a finite
maximum length.

telecommand segment The protocol data unit of the TC segmentation layer. TC segments [A30X0G3]
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telecommand segment The protocol data unit of the TC segmentation layer. TC segments
consist of a segment header and segment data field [].

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND SEGMENT (TC SEGMENT) The protocol data unit of the TC Segmentation layer. A TC Segment
consists of a Segment Header and Segment Data Field

TELECOMMAND SESSION A TC Session is the period of time when Application Processes at the
sending and receiving ends of the TC System are physically and/or
logically interconnected for the purpose of delivering Telecommand
data. A TC Session is established to transport all of the telecommands
required to execute a specific set of actions that implement a particular
phase of the overall mission profile

telecommand session The period of time when application processes at the sending and
receiving ends of the TC system are physically and/or logically
interconnected for the purpose of delivering telecommand data. A TC
session is established to transport all of the telecommands required to
execute a specific set of actions that implement a particular phase of
the overall mission profile [].

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND SYSTEM The end-to-end system of layered space mission telecommunication
services which exist to enable a user to send commands, in a reliable
and transparent error-controlled environment, to receiving elements in
space

telecommand system The end-to-end system of layered space mission telecommunication
services that exist to enable a user to send commands, in a reliable and
transparent error-controlled environment, to receiving elements in
space [].

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND SYSTEM The end-to-end confederation of layered data handling services which
exist to enable a user to send commands to receiving element in space.
An end-to-end space Telecommand System contains both a "sending
end" and a "receiving end"

telecommand transfer frame The protocol data unit of the transfer layer. TC transfer frames contain a
frame header, a frame data field, and an optional frame error control
field. The data field carries either a TC user data unit (e.g., TC segments
or TC packets), or control commands that establish the internal
operations of the transfer layer [].

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND TRANSFER FRAME (TC
TRANSFER FRAME

The protocol data unit of the Transfer layer. TC Transfer Frames contain
a Frame Header, a Frame Data Field, and an optional Frame Error
Control Field. The Data Field carries either a TC Frame Data Unit (e.g., a
TC Segment or packet(s)) or a Control Command, which establishes the
internal operations of the Transfer layer
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internal operations of the Transfer layer

telecommand transport The process of moving a set of TC user data from the sending end to the
receiving end of the packetization layer, using services provided by the
lower layers. When correct receipt of the set is confirmed at the
receiving end, the commands are passed to the system management
layer for delivery.

[A30X0G3]

TELECOMMAND TRANSPORT Telecommand Transport is the process of moving a set of TC user data
from the sending end to the receiving end of the Packetization layer,
using services provided by the lower layers. When correct receipt of the
set is confirmed at the receiving end, the commands are passed to the
System Management layer for delivery

TELECOMMAND USER DATA UNIT (TC
USER DATA UNIT)

A finite-length user data structure provided by the layers above to be
carried from the ground to the spacecraft. If the layer above the
Segmentation layer delivers packets, the TC User Data Unit will be a
packet. If the layers above the Segmentation layer do not conform to
the CCSDS telecommand architecture, the TC User Data Unit may be any
other higher-layer user data structure. Certain services of the
Segmentation layer are provided only for packets

telecommanding A generic term used to describe the process of telecommunicating
commands to the spacecraft.

[A30X0G3]

Telemetering (IEEE Std 100-1996 [1996]) “Measurement with the aid of intermediate
means that permit the measurement to be interpreted at a distance
from the primary detector.” Measurements on board the spacecraft are
transmitted via one or more telemetry streams to spacecraft monitoring
systems. Telemetry as used here refers to these measurements
originating from both the spacecraft and from systems (such as ground
system components) used to support the spacecraft. Most telemetry
measurements will require engineering unit conversion and
measurements will have associated validation ranges or lists of
acceptable values.

[06-11-03]

telemetry A term used to characterize the generation of more or less continuous
and predictable sets of space mission measurement data at rates and
volumes which may be extremely high, and which have a large
interaction with overall communications resources.

[A30X0G3]

TELEMETRY A term used to characterize the generation of more or less continuous
and predictable sets of space mission measurement data at data rates
and volumes which may be extremely high, and which have a large
interaction with overall communications resources.
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interaction with overall communications resources.

telemetry data flow This flow is shown in [], Fig. 2-2. [A30X0G3]

telemetry source packet See source packet. [A30X0G3]

Telemetry System The end-to-end system of layered data handling services which exist to
enable a spacecraft to send measurement information, in an error-
controlled environment, to receiving elements (application processes) in
space or on Earth

TEME True Equator Mean Equinox [502X0B2]

Term Meaning [630X0B1]

Text A delimited sequence of characters. The set of allowed characters is
defined in the Data Entity Dictionary.

[647X1B1]

Text A PVL quoted string. The set of allowed characters is defined in the
Data Entity Dictionary.

[647X2B1]

Text A sequence of characters. The set of allowed characters is defined in
the Data Entity Dictionary.

[647X3B1]

TF TRANSFER FRAME

TFVN Transfer Frame Version Number [133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]
[132X0B1]

time code fields The preamble field (P-Field) and the time specification field (T-Field) of
which a time code may consist. The T-field is mandatory [].

[A30X0G3]

TIME CODE FORMAT A system of digital or analogue symbols used in a specified format to
convey time information (i.e. date, time of day or time interval).

[301X0B4]

TIME CODE FORMAT A format used to convey time information

Note: Any representation of time NOT based on the second as the
fundamental unit of time is not considered a time code, but is
considered to be an engineering parameter. However, it is not
necessary for the second to appear explicitly in the time code; decimal
multiples or submultiples (e.g., milliseconds of day) may be used

time code formats Formats to be used in the interchanging of time codes between CCSDS [A30X0G3]
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time code formats Formats to be used in the interchanging of time codes between CCSDS
agencies [].

[A30X0G3]

time codes Digital representations of time information. There are four CCSDS-
recommended time codes. These use the International Standard
Second as the fundamental unit of time. Among the four time codes
there is one unsegmented time code and three segmented time codes
[].

[A30X0G3]

TIME INTERVAL The duration between two instants read on the same time scale. [301X0B4]

TIME INTERVAL The duration between two instants read on the same time scale

TIME SCALE A system of unambiguous ordering of events. [301X0B4]

TIME SCALE A quantitative reference system for specifying occurrences with respect
to time

TIME SCALE READING The value read on a time scale at a given instant

TIME SCALE READING The value read on a time scale at a given instant. To avoid ambiguity the
reading of a time scale should be denoted by giving the time scale
name. (e.g. UTC, TAI, etc.) followed, in parenthesis, by the clock name,
transmitting station, astronomical observatory, institution, or standards
laboratory such as UTC (k).

[301X0B4]

TIME SCALE UNIT The basic time interval in a time scale. [301X0B4]

TIME SCALE UNIT The basic time interval in a time scale

time specification field See T-field. [A30X0G3]

Timestamp Format field The Timestamp Format field of the N-Source_Timestamp parameter
identifies the format of the source timestamp that is supplied by the
Network User. The available formats are specified in reference [10].

[714X0B2]

Timestamp Value The Source Timestamp Value field of the N-Source_Timestamp
parameter contains the value of the timestamp that shall accompany
the Network Service Data Unit.

[714X0B2]

TIMETAG The digital representation of time information, used to annotate a space
service data unit with respect to its time of generation relative to other

[A30X0G3]
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service data unit with respect to its time of generation relative to other
mission events.

TLE Two Line Element [502X0B2]

TLM Telemetry [320X0B5EC1]
[401X0B20EC3]

TLV Type-Length-Value [727X0B4]

TLV Obsolete. See LENGTH-VALUE Object. [A30X0G3]

TLV Object Obsolete. See LENGTH-VALUE Object. [A30X0G3]

TLVO Obsolete. See LENGTH-VALUE Object. [A30X0G3]

TM Telemetry [910X11B1EC1]
[132X0B1]
[727X0B4]
[131X2O1]
[910X4B2E1]

TM Telemetry. [A30X0G3]

TM Thematic Mapper

TOD True Equator and Equinox of Date [504X0B1]
[502X0B2]

TOD True of Date

TOGAF The Open Group Architecture Framework [311X0M1]

TP-ID Transport Protocol Identifier [714X0B2]

Tr Transmit [401X0B20EC3]

Trans Transmit [401X0B20EC3]

transaction A term used to characterize interactive space mission operations such
as file transfers, electronic messages, data base queries, etc., which

[A30X0G3]
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as file transfers, electronic messages, data base queries, etc., which
tend to be periodic, unpredictable and typically have a low interaction
with overall communications resources. ANSI. A command, message, or
input record that explicitly or implicitly, calls for a processing action,
such as updating a file [X3.172].

Transfer The act involved in a change of physical custody of SIPs. This definition
is derived from the International Council on Archives [ICA] Dictionary on
Archival Terminology (reference [4]).
The terms 'class', 'association', and 'aggregation' refer to UML
terminology.

[651X0M1]

Transfer The act involved in a change of physical custody of SIPs. This definition
is derived from the International Council on Archives [ICA] Dictionary on
Archival Terminology

TRANSFER FRAME The protocol data unit of the TC Transfer layer, which facilitates the
transfer of TC data to a spacecraft through a space data link

transfer frame The data structure that provides the envelope for transmitting
packetized or privately defined data over the space-to-ground channel
[][][].

[A30X0G3]

Transfer Frame The data unit generated by the Logical Link Sublayer of CCSDS space
link protocols

Transfer Frame A communication oriented protocol data unit that facilitates the transfer
of application oriented protocol data units through the space-to-ground
link

transfer frame data The data carried in the transfer frame data field []. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame data field The part of the transfer frame carrying the transfer frame data []. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame data field status A field with five sub-fields in the transfer frame primary header. This
field indicates whether a secondary header is present. Further, it
provides information on the type of data contained in the frame and
provides, together with the virtual channel frame count, the control
information necessary to enable source packets and segments to be
extracted from the transfer frame data field [].

[A30X0G3]

transfer frame data field status field See transfer frame data field status. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame format The format of the transfer frame []. [A30X0G3]
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transfer frame identification A field with three sub-fields in the transfer frame primary header. This
field identifies the generator of the transfer frame, it specifies the
Virtual Channel to which it belongs, and it provides information on the
format of the transfer frame [].

[A30X0G3]

transfer frame identification field See transfer frame identification. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame primary header The primary header of the transfer frame []. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header Telemetry. An optional part of the transfer frame consisting of a header
and a data field. It may carry any type of telemetry data to be
determined by mission design and operations management. If this
secondary header is associated with a master channel it allows the
transfer of data frame-synchronously with respect to this master
channel [].

[A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header data
field

The data field of the transfer frame secondary header []. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header flag A part of the transfer frame data field status in the transfer frame
primary header that signals whether a secondary header is present in
this frame or not. It shall remain the same within a specific master
channel throughout a mission phase [].

[A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header
identification field

A part of the transfer frame secondary header providing the version
number of the secondary header and its length [].

[A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header length The length of the transfer frame secondary header given in the transfer
frame secondary header identification field [].

[A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header length
field

See transfer frame secondary header length. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header version
number

Part of the transfer frame secondary header identification field. There
may be different versions of the transfer frame secondary header. The
current document recognizes one version only [].

[A30X0G3]

transfer frame secondary header version
number field

See transfer frame secondary header version number. [A30X0G3]

transfer frame version number The first two bits of the transfer frame primary header which are set to
"00" if the transfer frame contains "conventional" packet telemetry. The
"transfer frame" defined in the advanced orbiting system [] is called
virtual channel data unit and is identified by the version number "01" [].

[A30X0G3]
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virtual channel data unit and is identified by the version number "01" [].

TRANSFER LAYER The bottom layer of the Data Routing Service, which performs the
transfer of user data structures to the receiving spacecraft

transfer layer The bottom layer of the data routing service, which performs the
transfer of user data structures to the receiving spacecraft [][].

[A30X0G3]

TRANSFER LAYER The lower layer of the TC Data Routing Service

Transformation A Digital Migration in which there is an alteration to the Content
Information or PDI of an Archival Information Package. For example,
changing ASCII codes to UNICODE in a text document being preserved is
a Transformation.

[650X0B1E1]

Transformation A modification to the encoding of a file that is done independent of the
definition of the Representation Information. A transformation is
usually done to satisfy end-to-end system requirements such as
performance or security. A transformation must be reversed to restore
the original digital object.

[661X0B1]

Transformation Object The part of a Data Object that contains required information (e.g.,
algorithms and parameters) to reverse any transformations applied to
the digital content and restore that to the original binary data object.

[661X0B1]

transmission resources The resources available for transmitting data. Most space
communication systems are capacity limited. Multiple users have to
share access to the downlink data channel which requires appropriate
management of the data flow. In telemetry two methods are used for
this purpose: virtual channelization and source packet segmentation [].

[A30X0G3]

TRANSPARENT As viewed by the user, the invisible and seemingly direct (virtual)
transfer of command data from the command originating point to the
controlled process

Transparent The invisible and seemingly direct (virtual) transfer of measurement
information from the spacecraft source application process to the user
(receiving application process)

transparent As viewed by the user, the invisible and seemingly direct (virtual)
transfer of data from the originating point to the receiving point [][].

[A30X0G3]

Transparent Code A code that has the property that complementing the input of the
encoder or decoder results in complementing the output

transparent code A code that has the property that when complementing the input of the [A30X0G3]
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transparent code A code that has the property that when complementing the input of the
encoder or decoder results in complementing the output [][].

[A30X0G3]

Transport-Service Data Unit See T-SDU. [714X0B2]

TRELLIS TERMINATION The operation of filling with zeros the s stages of each shift register
used in the turbo encoder, after the end of the information block. During
trellis termination the encoders continue to output encoded symbols for
s-1 additional clock cycles

TRUNCATED JULIAN DATE A four-decimal-digit day count originating at midnight 1968-05-23,24
(see annex 3.6.2).

[301X0B4]

TRUNCATED JULIAN DATE A four-decimal-digit day count originating at midnight 1968-05-23,24

Ts Coded symbol period at input to modulator

TSDN Transfer syntax data notation []. [A30X0G3]

TSDN transfer syntax data notation

TSP Transport Service Provider [714X0B2]

TSU Transport service user [714X0B2]

TT Terrestrial Time

TT Terrestrial Dynamical Time [504X0B1]

TT Terrestrial Dynamical Time (see also ‘TDT’) [502X0B2]

TT Timeout_Type [232X1B2]

TT&C tracking, telemetry, and command [910X11B1EC1]

TT&C Telemetry, Tracking and Command

TTC Tracking, Telemetry, and Command [401X0B20EC3]

TTL Time To Live [714X0B2]
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TTL Time To Live [714X0B2]

TURBO CODE As used in this document, a block code formed by combining two
component recursive convolutional codes. A turbo code takes as input a
block of k information bits. The input block is sent unchanged to the first
component code and bit-wise interleaved (see TURBO CODE
PERMUTATION) to the second component code. The output is formed by
the parity symbols contributed by each component code plus a replica
of the information bits

TURBO CODE PERMUTATION A fixed bit-by-bit permutation of the entire input block of information
bits performed by an interleaver, used in turbo codes

TV Technical View (of DoDAF) [311X0M1]

TWTA Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier

TX Transmit [211X0B4]

Type a type is a named set of characteristics. This name can be used to
define sets of values

type A type is a named set of characteristics. This name can be used to
define sets of values [].
A type has an associated set of values [].

[A30X0G3]

type flag Part of the optional operational control field in the telemetry transfer
frame. This flag occupies the first bit of the operational control field and
signals whether this field contains a type-1-report, i.e., a command link
control word, or a type-2-report [].

[A30X0G3]

type indicator Part of the packet identification in the packet primary header of the
telemetry source packet and the telecommand packet. It is set to "0" to
indicate that the data structure is a telemetry source packet as opposed
to a telecommand packet where it is set to "1" [][].

[A30X0G3]

type-1-report A report inserted into the optional operational control field of the
transfer frame. It contains the command link control word [].

[A30X0G3]

type-2-report A report inserted into the optional operational control field of the
transfer frame. Its use/contents has not yet been specified by CCSDS [].

[A30X0G3]

TYPE-A (ACCEPTANCE MODE) FRAMES TC Transfer Frames which have a flag set indicating that they are to be
tested against the Frame Acceptance Check
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tested against the Frame Acceptance Check

type-A TC (acceptance mode) frame A TC transfer frame that has a flag set indicating that it is to be tested
against the frame acceptance check [].

[A30X0G3]

type-AD TC frame A TC transfer frame that carries TC data (e.g., packets or segments),
subject to acceptance check under control of the FARM. These frames
use the sequence-controlled (or AD) service of the COP [].

[A30X0G3]

TYPE-B (BYPASS MODE) FRAMES TC Transfer Frames which have a flag set indicating that they are NOT to
be tested against the Frame Acceptance Check, but should be delivered
as soon as they pass the Frame Validation Check

type-B TC (bypass mode) frame A TC transfer frame that has a flag set indicating that it is not to be
tested against the frame acceptance check, but may be delivered as
soon as it passes the frame validation check [].

[A30X0G3]

type-BC TC frame A TC transfer frame that carries FARM control commands, with all
frame acceptance checks bypassed under control of the FARM. These
frames control the sequence-controlled service of the COP [].

[A30X0G3]

type-BD TC frame A TC transfer frame that carries TC data (e.g., packets or segments), with
all frame acceptance checks bypassed under control of the FARM.
These frames use the expedited (or BD) service of the COP [].

[A30X0G3]

TYPE-LENGTH-VALUE Object (TLV
Object) (TLVO)

Obsolete. The fundamental structural data object that is used to build
SFDUs. This object consists of a TYPE field, followed by a LENGTH field,
and this is followed by a VALUE field. The flexibility of the VALUE field
permits it, under certain conditions, to contain complete TLV Objects
and/or complete SFDUs as part of its structure.

[A30X0G3]

U-frame User Data Frame [211X0B4]

UCS Universal Character Set [06-11-03]

UDP User Datagram Protocol [727X0B4]
[714X0B2]

UDP Universal Datagram Protocol

UHF Ultra High Frequency [211X0B4]

UM Utilization Management [910X11B1EC1]

UM Utilization Manager. [A30X0G3]
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UM Utilization Manager. [A30X0G3]

UM SLE Utilization Management [910X4B2E1]

UML Unified Modeling Language [661X0B1]
[651X0M1]
[650X0B1E1]
[910X11B1EC1]
[311X0M1]

UN Underlying Network

UNCERTAINTY Parameter associated with the result of a measurement that
characterizes the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be
attributed to the measurand.

[301X0B4]

unconfirmed service Service in which the sending end does not receive confirmation that
data it sends has reached the receiving end [].

[A30X0G3]

unconstrained array An unconstrained array is an array with a variable number of elements
[][].

[A30X0G3]

Unconstrained array an unconstrained array is an array with a variable number of elements

UNICODE Universal Code [650X0B1E1]

Unit Description A type of Package Description that is specialized to provide information
about an Archival Information Unit for use by Access Aids.

[650X0B1E1]

units expression A string enclosed within angle brackets which may follow a simple
value, set, or sequence [].

[A30X0G3]

Units expression A string enclosed within angle brackets which may follow a simple
value, set or sequence

UNIVERSAL TIME (UT) In applications in which an imprecision of a few hundredths of a second
cannot be tolerated, it is necessary to specify the form of UT which
should be used:

UT0 is the mean solar time of the prime meridian obtained from direct
astronomical observation.

UT1 is UT0 corrected for the effects of the Earth's polar motion; it
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corresponds directly with the angular position of the Earth around its
axis of diurnal rotation.

UT2 is UT1 corrected empirically for the effects of a small seasonal
fluctuation in the rate of rotation of the Earth.

TAI is the international reference scale of atomic time (TAI), based on
the second of the International System of Units (SI), as realized at sea
level, and is formed by the Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH) on the
basis of clock data supplied by cooperating establishments. It is in the
form of a continuous scale, e.g., in days, hours, minutes and seconds
from the origin 1958 January 1 (adopted by the CGPM 1971).

UTC is the time scale maintained by the BIH which forms the basis of a
coordinated dissemination of standard frequencies and time signals. It
corresponds exactly in rate with TAI but differs from it by an integral
number of seconds.

The UTC scale is adjusted by the insertion or deletion of seconds
(positive or negative leap seconds) to ensure approximate agreement
with UT1.

UNIVERSAL TIME COORDINATED (UTC) Equivalent to ‘Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)’ (see above). [301X0B4]

UNLOCK A Type-B Control Command which resets a FARM LOCKOUT condition

unlock A Type-B control command that resets a FARM lockout condition []. [A30X0G3]

Unquoted String A value consisting of a sequence of Unrestricted Characters. [641X0B2]
[A30X0G3]

Unquoted String A value consisting of a sequence of unrestricted characters

Unrestricted Characters The set of PVL Characters that may be used to form Parameter Names,
Unquoted Strings, or Block Names.

[641X0B2]
[A30X0G3]

Unrestricted Characters The set of PVL characters that may be used to form parameter names,
unquoted strings or block names

unsegmented time code A pure binary count of time units and fractional time units beginning
from a starting time called epoch [].

[A30X0G3]

UPMS UML Profile and Metamodel for Services [311X0M1]
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UPMS UML Profile and Metamodel for Services [311X0M1]

UQPSK unbalanced quaternary/quadrature/quadra phase shift key [910X11B1EC1]

URI Uniform Resource Identifier [661X0B1]

URI Universal Resource Identifier [520X1M1]
[521X0B1]

URL uniform resource locator [910X11B1EC1]
[661X0B1]

URN Uniform Resource Name [661X0B1]

USAF United States Air Force

user An entity receiving services []. A human or machine-intelligent process
that directs the progress of a space mission by sending commands to a
space system [][]. ANSI. Any person, organization, or functional unit
that uses the services of an information processing system [X3.172].

[A30X0G3]

User an entity receiving services

USER A human or machine-intelligent process which directs the progress of a
space mission by sending commands to a space system

User A human or machine-intelligent process which directs and analyzes the
progress of a space mission

user data Telecommand information bits that are to be delivered without
alteration to a user application process [].

[A30X0G3]

USER DATA Telecommand information bits which are to be delivered without
alteration to a user application process

User Defined Attribute An attribute that is defined by a particular user or project and after
definition is then used in the same manner as a Standard Attribute
within that data entity dictionary.

[647X1B1]
[647X3B1]
[647X2B1]

user file name Name given to a user file. Naming of the file is performed by an
application process. The user file name (e.g., "Orbit 426") provides the
capability for the user to track the status of the file as it progresses
through the delivery process, so that it may be activated, suspended,
resumed or aborted at any point prior to execution. The system

[A30X0G3]
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resumed or aborted at any point prior to execution. The system
management layer translates the high-level user file name into an
appropriate concrete transfer syntax for use by the packetization layer,
and creates the corresponding TC session control instructions that
request services from lower layers of the TC system in order to deliver
the file [].

USER FILE NAME Naming of the file is performed by an Application Process. The User File
Name (e.g., "Orbit 426") provides the capability for the user to track the
status of the file as it progresses through the delivery process, so that it
may be activated, suspended, resumed or aborted at any point prior to
execution. The System Management layer translates the high-level
User File Name into an appropriate concrete transfer syntax for use by
the Packetization layer, and creates the corresponding TC Session
control instructions which request services from lower layers of the TC
System in order to deliver the file

user-optional Of or pertaining to a capability that the entity using a service may
choose to use or not to use. The service provider is presumed to provide
the capability if requested, but also to be able to provide service that
does not include the user-optional capability [].

[A30X0G3]

USM Universal Semianalytical Method [502X0B2]

UT Unitdata Transfer [727X0B4]

UT1 Universal Time

UTC coordinated universal time [910X11B1EC1]
[504X0B1]
[503X0B1C1]
[502X0B2]

UTC universal time (coordinated) [414X1B1]

UTC Universal Time Coordinated [401X0B20EC3]

UTF UCS Transformation Format [06-11-03]

UTF Unicode Transformation Format [521X0B1]

utilization manager (management) The component of mission management responsible for SLE services. [A30X0G3]
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utilization manager (management) The component of mission management responsible for SLE services.
Service management is accomplished through the management of the
functions performed by the individual service complexes that provide
the SLE services [].

[A30X0G3]

V(R) Receiver_Frame_Sequence_Number (the value of N(S) expected to be
seen by FARM-1 in the next Type-AD Transfer Frame on the Virtual
Channel)

[232X1B2]

V(R) See next expected frame sequence number V(R). [A30X0G3]

V(S) Value of the next Sequence Controlled Frame Sequence Number to be
sent

[211X0B4]

V(S) THE SEQUENCE NUMBER WHICH THE FOP WILL ASSIGN TO THE NEXT
TRANSMITTED TC FRAME

V(S) Transmitter_Frame_Sequence_Number (the value of the
Frame_Sequence_ Number, N(S), to be assigned by FOP-1 to the next
Type-AD Transfer Frame to be transmitted)

[232X1B2]

VALIDATION A process performed at the receiving end of the Transfer layer to check
the integrity of a TC Transfer Frame

Variable a variable is an identifier that represents a data item occurrence

variable A variable is an identifier that represents a data item occurrence [][]. [A30X0G3]

Variant part a variant part of a record specifies alternative record components,
dependent on the discriminant of the record. Each value of the
discriminant establishes a particular alternative of the variant part

variant part A variant part of a record specifies alternative record components,
dependent on the discriminant of the record. Each value of the
discriminant establishes a particular alternative of the variant part [][].

[A30X0G3]

VC Virtual Channel [910X4B2E1]
[732X0B2]
[232X1B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[132X0B1]

VC Virtual Channel. [A30X0G3]

VC_PDU VIRTUAL CHANNEL PROTOCOL DATA UNIT
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VC_PDU VIRTUAL CHANNEL PROTOCOL DATA UNIT

VCA Virtual Channel Access [910X4B2E1]
[132X0B1]
[133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]

VCA Virtual Channel Access. [A30X0G3]

VCA_SAP VIRTUAL CHANNEL ACCESS SERVICE ACCESS POINT

VCA_SDU VIRTUAL CHANNEL ACCESS SERVICE DATA UNIT

VCDU Virtual Channel Data Unit

VCDU Virtual Channel Data Unit. [A30X0G3]

VCDU-ID VIRTUAL CHANNEL DATA UNIT IDENTIFIER (= SCID+VCID)

VCF Virtual Channel Frame [132X0B1]
[133X0B1C1]
[732X0B2]

VCID Virtual Channel Identification. [A30X0G3]

VCID Virtual Channel Identifier [133X0B1C1]
[132X0B1]
[232X1B2]
[732X0B2]

VCID Virtual Channel Identification [910X4B2E1]

VCL Visual Component Library

VCLC VIRTUAL CHANNEL LINK CONTROL

VCLC_PDU VIRTUAL CHANNEL LINK CONTROL PROTOCOL DATA UNIT

VCLC_SAP VIRTUAL CHANNEL LINK CONTROL SERVICE ACCESS POINT
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VCLC_SDU VIRTUAL CHANNEL LINK CONTROL SERVICE DATA UNIT

VCM Variable Coding and Modulation [131X2O1]

VCO Voltage Controlled Oscillator

VCP Virtual Channel Packet [732X0B2]
[133X0B1C1]
[132X0B1]

VE(S) Value of the next Expedited Frame Sequence Number to be sent [211X0B4]

Version An attribute of an AIP whose information content has undergone a
transformation on a source AIP and is a candidate to replace the source
AIP.

[650X0B1E1]

VERSION NUMBER An identifier, contained within the Virtual Channel Data Unit header,
which defines the protocol data unit in use at the Link layer of the Space
Link Subnetwork.

version number (segment) The contents of the first three bits of the segment header. It has to be
set to "100" [].

[A30X0G3]

version number (source packet) The contents of the first three bits of the source packet primary header.
It has to be set to "000" [].

[A30X0G3]

version number (transfer frame and
virtual channel data unit)

An identifier, contained within the header of the transfer frame/virtual
channel data unit which defines the version of the unit in use [][][].

[A30X0G3]

VIDEO A stream of data containing digitized samples of television signals. [A30X0G3]

VIRTUAL CHANNEL A mechanism whereby a single Physical Channel may be shared by
different types of users by creating multiple apparently parallel
“virtual” paths through the channel.

VIRTUAL CHANNEL Within the TC Data Routing Service, an identifier which permits all
Transfer Frames who are members of a given sequence to be uniquely
identified. It permits multiple user data types to be multiplexed together
so that they may share the finite capacity of the single physical space
data channel

Virtual Channel A given sequence of Transfer Frames, which are assigned a common
identification code (in the Transfer Frame header), enabling all Transfer
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identification code (in the Transfer Frame header), enabling all Transfer
Frames who are members of that sequence to be uniquely identified. It
allows a technique for multiple source application processes to share
the finite capacity of the physical link (i.e., through multiplexing)

virtual channel The sub-channel of a master channel which is created by assigning the
same virtual channel identifier to a group of transfer frames and
another virtual channel identifier to another group of transfer frames,
etc. Up to eight virtual channels may be specified for a master channel
in "conventional" packet telemetry. Up to 64 virtual channels may be
specified in AOS telemetry (using the virtual channel data unit instead
of the transfer frame) [][]. Virtual channels are provided by the transfer
layer, which interfaces with the single physical channel in the layers
below and presents the service of apparently separating this single
channel into multiple "virtual" paths to the layer above (e.g., the
segmentation layer) [].

[A30X0G3]

VIRTUAL CHANNEL (VC) Virtual Channels are provided by the Transfer layer, which interfaces
with the single physical channel in the layers below and presents the
service of apparently separating this single channel into multiple
“virtual” paths to the Segmentation layer.

A Virtual Channel (VC) is simply a unique, multi-bit ID code assigned to a
particular sequence of TC Transfer Frames to enable all the frames
which are members of that sequence to be identified. When different
Virtual Channel IDs are assigned to different TC Transfer Frame
sequences, the sequences can be multiplexed onto the physical
channel at the sending end and then sorted at the receiving end back
into their proper parent sequences. Necessarily, when Virtual Channels
are not used, the physical channel in concept is the same as one Virtual
Channel. Virtual Channels provide an alternative method for
multiplexing user data structures if the multiplexing feature of the
Segmentation layer is not used

virtual channel access service A space link subnet service that exposes the data unit zone of a virtual
channel to users [][][].

[A30X0G3]

VIRTUAL CHANNEL ACCESS SERVICE A cross supported Space Link Subnetwork service which exposes the
Data Unit Zone of a Virtual Channel to users.

VIRTUAL CHANNEL ACCESS SUBLAYER A layer of the Space Link Subnetwork which transmits higher-layer data
through the Physical Channel using constant-length data blocks.

virtual channel access sublayer A layer of the space link subnet that transmits higher-layer data
through the physical channel using constant-length data blocks [][].

[A30X0G3]
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through the physical channel using constant-length data blocks [][].

VIRTUAL CHANNEL DATA UNIT The protocol data unit of the Virtual Channel Access sublayer of the
Space Link Subnet, consisting of a fixed-length CCSDS data structure
which is used bidirectionally on space channels within Advanced
Orbiting Systems to implement an OSI layer-2 protocol.

virtual channel data unit (VCDU) The central protocol data unit of the space link subnet. A constant-
length data structure, standardized by CCSDS, which is used bi-
directionally on space channels within advanced orbiting systems to
implement an OSI layer 2 protocol [].

[A30X0G3]

virtual channel data unit identifier An identifier, consisting of a spacecraft identifier concatenated with a
virtual channel identifier, which (when qualified by the version number
"01") uniquely identifies a particular AOS virtual channel [].

[A30X0G3]

VIRTUAL CHANNEL DATA UNIT
IDENTIFIER (VCDU-ID)

An identifier, consisting of a Spacecraft ID concatenated with a Virtual
Channel ID which (when qualified by the Version Number “01”) uniquely
identifies a particular AOS Virtual Channel.

virtual channel data unit service A service within the space link subnet that allows independently
created virtual channel data units and coded virtual channel data units
to be transmitted on a physical channel [].

[A30X0G3]

VIRTUAL CHANNEL DATA UNIT SERVICE A cross support service within the Space Link Subnet that allows
independently created VCDU or CVCDUs to be transmitted on a Physical
Channel.

virtual channel frame count Part of the transfer frame primary header (see [], Fig. 5-1) providing the
individual count for each of the maximum eight (for "conventional"
packet telemetry) virtual channels [].

[A30X0G3]

virtual channel frame count field See virtual channel frame count. [A30X0G3]

virtual channel identifier Part of the transfer frame identification field in the transfer frame
primary header providing the identification of the virtual channel to
which the frame belongs [].

[A30X0G3]

virtual channel link control (VCLC) The service that provides transfer of bitstream data or octet-aligned
packetized data across a virtual channel [].

[A30X0G3]

VIRTUAL CHANNEL LINK CONTROL
SUBLAYER

A layer of the Space Link Subnet which allows user data to be placed on
individual Virtual Channels.

[A30X0G3]

virtual channelization See virtual channel. [A30X0G3]
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virtual discriminant A virtual discriminant is a discriminan that is not included in the
composite type that it discriminates [].

[A30X0G3]

Virtual Discriminant a virtual discriminant is a discriminant that is not included in the
composite type that it discriminates

Virtual Fill In a systematic block code, a codeword can be divided into an
information part and a parity (check) part. Suppose that the information
part is N symbols long (symbol is defined here to be an element of the
code's alphabet) and that the parity part is M symbols long. A
"shortened" code is created by taking only S (S < N) information symbols
as input, appending a fixed string of length N-S and then encoding in
the normal way. This fixed string is called "fill". Since the fill is a
predetermined sequence of symbols, it need not be transmitted over
the channel. Instead, the decoder appends the same fill sequence
before decoding. In this case, the fill is called "Virtual Fill"

virtual fill Added bits that are not transmitted. In a systematic block code, a
codeword can be divided into an information part and a parity (check)
part. Suppose that the information part is N symbols long (a symbol is
defined here to be an element of the code's alphabet) and that the
parity part is M symbols long. A "shortened" code is created by taking
one S (S<N) information symbols as input, appending a fixed string of
length N-S and then encoding in the normal way. This fixed string is
called "fill". Since the fill is a predetermined sequence of symbols, it
need not be transmitted over the channel. Instead, the decoder
appends the same fill sequence before decoding. In this case, the fill is
called virtual fill [][]. Telecommand. Added bits that are not transmitted,
but their presumption in the encoding process must be known for the
decoding process (i.e., the decoder must know the codeblock length) [].

[A30X0G3]

VLBI Very Long Baseline Interferometry [401X0B20EC3]
[503X0B1C1]

VN Version Number [320X0B5EC1]

VNIR Visible-Near-Infra-Red

VPI Version/Protocol Identifier

VPN Virtual Private Network
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V® THE NEXT EXPECTED TC FRAME SEQUENCE NUMBER; A COUNTER
MAINTAINED BY THE FARM

V® RECEIVER_FRAME_SEQUENCE_NUMBER

W FARM_Sliding_Window_Width [232X1B2]

w/m2 Watts per square Meter [401X0B20EC3]

W3C World Wide Web Consortium [06-11-03]
[502X0B2]
[910X11B1EC1]
[661X0B1]

WAIT An indication from the FARM, contained in a CLCW, that the receiving
end of the Transfer layer has encountered congestion in passing data
to the layer above and cannot accept any more Type-A frames

wait An indication from the FARM, contained in a CLCW, that the receiving
end of the transfer layer has encountered congestion in passing data to
the layer above, and cannot accept any more Type-A frames [].

[A30X0G3]

WDC SI World Data Center for Satellite Information [320X0B5EC1]

WDC-A-R&S World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites [630X0B1]
[632X0B1]

WDC-A-R&S World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites: An organization under
the World Data Center that is collocated with NASA’s National Space
Science Data Center. It responds to world-wide requests for information
about rockets and satellites and performs related services

WDC-A-R&S World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites [][][][]. [A30X0G3]

weight factors after transforming image data by means of the 9/7 integer DWT, the
obtained wavelet coefficients need to be multiplied by these numbers
before encoding with the BPE. One weight factor is defined for each
subband.

[122X0B1C2]

WFPC Wide Field Planetary Camera

WG Working Group [311X0M1]
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WGS World Geodetic System [502X0B2]

White Space One or more space or format effector characters. Used to separate
syntactic elements and to promote readability between syntactic
elements or within the contents of Comment or text strings.

[641X0B2]

White Space Consists of the equivalent of the ASCII characters line feed (0Ahex),
carriage return (0Dhex), horizontal tab (09hex), vertical tab (0Bhex), form
feed (0Chex) and space (20hex) (see reference [4]).

[647X2B1]

White space One or more space or format effector characters. Used to promote
readability between syntactic elements or within the contents of
comment or text strings

white space One or more space or format effecter characters. Used to promote
readability between syntactic elements or within the contents of
comment or text strings [][].

[A30X0G3]

working channel a forward and return frequency pair used for transferring User
data/information frames (U-frames) and Protocol/supervisory frames
(P-frames) during the data service and session termination phases.

[211X1B3EC1]

World Data Center A for Rockets and
Satellites (WDC-A-R&S)

An organization under the World Data Center that is collocated with
NASA's National Space Science Data Center. It responds to world-wide
requests for information about rockets and satellites and performs
related services.
INDEX
ADID 2, 4-7, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19
ADIDNAME 6
Authority and Description Identifier 4, 16, 18, 19
CAID 16, 18
CCSD0004 5, 6, 13, 14
CCSD0005 5
CCSD0007 2, 5, 6, 10, 14
CCSDS Secretariat i, vii, 18
Class ID = C 5, 6
Class ID = K 5
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems i, ii, vii, 16
Data Unit iii, 1, 5, 16, 19
DDID 16, 18
DDU 5, 13, 16
EDU 5, 16
LVO 5, 6, 13, 16, 18

[632X0B1]
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LVO 5, 6, 13, 16, 18
MACAO 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 16, 18, 19
Member Agency Control Authority Office 16, 18, 19
PVL 1, 6, 8, 10-14, 16
SFDU iii, 1, 5, 16, 18, 19
Value Field 5, 6, 13, 14, 18

World Data Center A for Rockets and
Satellites (WDC-A-R&S)

An organization under the World Data Center that is collocated with
NASA’s National Space Science Data Center. It responds to world-wide
requests for information about rockets and satellites and performs
related services.

[630X0B1]
[A30X0G3]

WWW World-Wide Web [650X0B1E1]

WWW Worldwide Web [661X0B1]

X-band Approximately 8000 megahertz [401X0B20EC3]

xADL Extensible Architecture Description Language [311X0M1]

XEYN X:East, Y:North [503X0B1C1]

XFDU XML Formatted Data Unit [661X0B1]

XFDU Manifest A Manifest that is conformant to the XML Schema specified in this
Recommended Standard.

[661X0B1]

XFDU Package A Package Interchange File that contains an XFDU Manifest and is
conformant to the semantics specified in this document. An XFDU
Package is a specialization of Package Interchange File.

[661X0B1]

XKMS XML Key Management Specification [910X11B1EC1]

Xmit Transmit [401X0B20EC3]
[401X0B20EC3]

XML extensible markup language [910X11B1EC1]
[503X0B1C1]
[521X0B1]
[661X0B1]
[502X0B2]
[520X1M1]
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[520X1M1]
[651X0M1]
[647X3B1]
[504X0B1]

XML eXtended Mark-up Language [647X1B1]

XML Formatted Data Unit (XFDU) The complete contents as specified by the Information Package Map
(i.e., the highest-level Content Unit) component of the XML Manifest.
This includes the XML Manifest document, files contained in the XML
Manifest, files referenced in the XFDU Manifest including those
contained within the XFDU Package, and resources (i.e., files and XFDU
Packages) external to the XFDU Package. The XFDU is a logical entity
and may never exist as a physical entity.

[661X0B1]

XML Schema W3C schema specification for XML documents using XML syntax. [661X0B1]

XN Transaction

XPSK Cross Correlated Phase Shift Keying

XSYE X:South, Y:East [503X0B1C1]

XTCE XML Telemetric and Command Exchange format [06-11-03]

YACC Yet another compiler-compiler []. [A30X0G3]

YACC Yet Another Compiler-Compiler

yr Year [401X0B20EC3]

Δ Delta (change or variation) [401X0B20EC3]

µ Micro [401X0B20EC3]

Φ Phase [401X0B20EC3]


